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£ INSTRUCTIONS £ 

WEALTH WARNING OW 

Before purchasing a radio please read FULL INSTRUCTIONS to prevent 

financial damage. 

(1) Decide which product/transceiver/kit/receiver/scanner or accessory 

you want 

(2) Telephone or write to all the other advertisers in this magazine and 

check stock availability, PRICE, delivery and service backup. 

(3) When you have called all the other dealers, telephone RAYCOM for 

a price to suit your budget, or the best Part exchange deal. 

Alternatively, call RAYCOM first, and save even more money!! 

RAYCOM has been around since 1979 and we are one of the few 

companies who supply ALL MAJOR MAKES of equipment We have 

more agencies than anyone in the business. 

We are a large professional Radio communications company, the largest 

in the West Midlands. We operate nationally and internationally, so why 

not place a local call and find out why. 

We accept all major credit cards (inc. American Express) and offer hire 

purchase terms, lease and interest free credit on certain items. RAYCOM 

is a licensed credit broker. We can find the right purchase scheme for you. 

We also take cash!! 

Please call: Ray, Kim, Mike, Ann, Chris, John 1, 2 or 3, Keith, Belinda, 

Sue, Ian, Paul, Tony, Trevor, Chrisie, Ken, Ollie, or Jackie. We ah want to 

help, what can we do for you? 

Please call 021 552 0073 Amateur Sales. 0930-1730 hrs 

After hours advice/saks/service 0836 771500 (until 2100 hrs daily) 

WE WORK EIGHT DAYS A WEEK 

G1KZH G6KZH G4KZH G0KXT G4STG G8VIQ G8AEO 

WE ALSO PURCHASE USED EQUIPMENT DEAD OR ALIVE! 

A large SAE brings you our largest used list and information pack 

PROFESSIONAL SALES ON 021 544 6767 

OR 0836 282228 OR 0836 340888 

International House, 963 Wolverhampton Road, 

Oldbury, West Midlands B69 4RJ 

DINERS LOMBARD SWITCH LV 

MARCONI - JRC - RADIO-TEC - LOWE - AZDEN - JAYBEAM - BEARCAT 
  (UK DISTRIBUTORS) ^ ^^ ^ A 
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TX-3 RTTY CW ASCII TRANSCEIVE 
High performance, ,ow cost. Unbeatable features. BBC, CBM64 tape 
£25, disc £27. SPECTRUM tape £40, +3 disc £42 inc adapter board. 
VIC20 RTTY CW program tape £20. All need our TIF1 interface or a 
terminal unit. 

GX-2 FAX SSTV TRANCEIVE 
All modes of FAX and colour/mono SSTV. Review in August 90 Ham 
Radio Today. BBC only. Complete system only £99 or £119 with FAX 
direct printing option. 

RX-8 MULTIMODE RECEIVE SYSTEM 
FAX to screen and printer, colour SSTV, HF and VHF PACKET, RTTY. 
AMTOR, CW ASCII, UoSAT. Every feature, Full disc, printer support. 
Reviews Oct 89 Ham Radio Today and March 90 Amateur Radio. BBC 
only. Complete systems only £259. DISCOUNT for RX-4 users. 

RX-4 RTTY CW SSTV AMTOR RECEIVE 
Still a best seller, BBC, CBM64 tape £25, disc £27. VIC20 tape £25. 
SPECTRUM tape £40, +3 disc £42 inc adapter board. All need our TIF1 
interface. SPECTRUM software-only version £25. TIF1 INTERFACE for 
best HF and VHF performance with our software. Kit £30, ready-made 
and boxed £40. Only with TX-3 or RX-4 software. 

APT-1 WEATHER SATELLITE MODULE 
Converts satellite signal for display on any FAX system. £59. For use 
with RX-8, all connections included and price only £39 if ordered at 
same time as RX-8. 

FAX and WEATHER SATELLITES 
FULL RESOLUTION charts and greyscale pictures from any 
SPECTRUM computer to a dot matrix printer. FAX £80. WX SATS £99, 
both £139. 
Also MORSE TUTOR £8, LOGBOOK £8, RAE MATHS £8 FOR BBC, 
CBM64, VIC20, SPECTRUM. BBC LOCATOR with UK. Europe, World 
maps £10. All available on disc £2 extra. 

Full information available on everything. Please ask. 
PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND P&P BY RETURN 

technical software (HRT) 

Fron, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon LL54 7RF. 
Tel: 0286 881886 

K.W. COMMUNICATIONS 

LIMITED 
COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE, 

CHATHAM ROAD, SANDLING, NEAR MAIDSTONE, 
KENT ME14 SAY 

Visit "The Emporium" at Sandling (near M20/A229 turnoff) or fast 
delivery by our mail/phone order service. 

Visa/Access/MasterCard 

ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS UNDER ONE ROOF 

We stock: 
TenTec, Kenwood, Icom, Yaesu, Navico—HFA/HF/UHF Transceivers 

Kenwood, Icom, Yaesu, Lowe — Receivers 
TenTec, Kenwood, Amp, Icom, Yaesu — Linear Amplifiers 

Butternut, CushCraft, Hy-Gain, Jaybeam, CTC, KW - Antennas 
MFJ, TenTec, Kenwood, Icom, Yaesu, KW — Antenna Tuners 

Accessories: 
Antenna Switches, Dummy Loads, Power Supplies, Wire, Cables, 
Hardware, Keys and Keyers, Microphones, KW Trap Dipoles, 
GSRV's, Insulators, Test Meters, VSWR/Watt Meters, Plugs, 

Sockets, Baluns, Books (RSGB-BABANI), etc etc. 

WRITE OR PHONE STATING YOUR INTEREST AND WE SHALL 
BE PLEASED TO SEND PRICE LIST AND BROCHURES. 

Phone: (0622) 692773 Fax: (0622) 764614 
Telex; 965634 
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New gear, old gear, and 

do-it-yourself gear 

When buying new equipment, it is very 
difficult to know just which transceiver 
to buy out of the many hundreds on the 
market. As well as choosing which set 
has the facilities on it that you require, it 
also needs to have the ability to block out 
unwanted signals, lots of knobs and but- 
tons don't necessarily help you when liv- 
ing in a highly RF populated area. There 
are so many sets to choose from, and 
little if any chance of testing them all 
before you buy. 

So instead we at HRT dothisforyou. 
As you'll see in the magazine, even in this 
issue, we have the ability to get hold of 
thevery latest equipment, many of these 
UK and European exclusives, and put it 
through their paces using top-flight test 
equipment. Yes, we actually know how 
to use these things! — our resident 
reviewer, Chris G4HCL, is a qualified RF 
design engineer with many years 
experience and has probably had more 
amateur radio equipment reviews pub- 
lished than any other UK reviewer. As 
well as telling you what all the knobs and 
buttons do, how many memory chan- 
nels the set has and so on, we publish 
what the set really does in terms of per- 
formance. If one set at £500 works better 
than another at £1000, what'sthe point in 
paying over the odds? We're not afraid to 
pull any punches in our reports, if a set 
has a serious omission or a deficiency, 
we're not afraid to say so. See the Feb 87 
HRT for example, where Chris asked 
"Tut, tut. which designer's got the sack 
for this omission then?" 

However we never publish our own 
opinions on which set we think you 
should be buying. Instead we actually 

report on the radio's real performance 
so that you know just what you are get- 
ting for your money, and can then form 
your own opinions. Everyone has differ- 
ent requirements, likes and dislikes in 
equipment and we realise and respect 
this. 

Neither do we take the easy way out 
technically by simply listing specifica- 
tions out of the manufacturers' manuals, 
these are quite often inconclusive when 
you're trying to compare, instead we 
actually plug the sets in and measure the 
real results. These are all shown in a 
common form of result table so you can 
easily compare like with like, without 
even needing to be an electronics 
expert! 

What Do The Figures 
Mean? 
For some people the technical 

figures don't mean much, but have no 
fear! Soon I'm intending to publish a 
series of short articles explaining it all. 
These will tell you exactly what the 
strange-sound parameters such as 
blocking and intermodulation mean 
(hands up all those who know these can 
totally obliterate your 2m FM QSO from 
out-of-band signals — even though few 
if any FM rig specifications tell you how 
the set performs here). We'll be dealing 
with each individually, showing you why 
it's important and howwe measure it, so 
everyone can have the benefit of the 
review findings. If there's anything you 
feel you'd like us to specifically cover, 
then please write and let us know. 

I also receive quite a few phone calls 
asking in which issue certain reviews 
appeared in, so I'll shortly be publishing 
a list of these in HRT that you can see at a 
glance the one you require - you'll prob- 
ably be amazed at the number! 

Ex-PMR gear 
'Black boxes' aren't everyone's 

choice of course. These days new gear 
seems to be getting more and more 
expensive, often out of the reach of 
many amateur's pockets. Amateurs may 
of course just want a low cost rig for their 
packetstation,soaswellasnewgear,we 
also show you how to convert gear such 
as Westminsters, Europas, and Olym- 
pics, to get you on the air cheaply. These 
aren't difficult to modify, there are step 
by step easy to follow instructions and 
you often don't need to touch a soldering 
iron. Just the other week I had a letter 
from a club saying they'd bought a load 
of ex-PMR gear and converted them all 
for their club net. They've written a very 
interesting article to share their experi- 
ences with you, which will appear soon. 

As these ex-PMR articles are very 
popular with our readers, I get even 
more calls asking which issue such-and- 
such appeared in, so I've already pro- 
duced an index — you'll see this 
published in HRT. We have many more 
conversions lined up for you, including 
synthesised radio conversions such as a 
Pye MX294, Storno 900 (SM9114-PRT4) 
and a Storno CQM644. These will be 
appearing as soon as space allows, I 
have so many articles waiting to go in, I 
could fill a magazine twice this size every 
month for the next six months or so! 
Even though we have a higher ratio of 
editorial to advertising pages content 
than many other magazines, there is 
never enough room to fit it all in! 

Subscriptions and back issues: 
Ham Radio Today Subscription Dept, 
Select Subscriptions Ltd, 5 River Park 
Estate, Berkhamsted, Herts HP4 1HL 
Tel: (0442) 876661/4 

Subscription rates: 
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Far East £26.70, Rest of World £25.75 
Airmail rates available on request. 
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Letter of the Month 

For some time now, about sixteen 
years or so, VHF 2m (and later 70cm) 
repeaters have been 'carrier access', 
with a 1750Hz 300mS toneburst 
needed to turn the repeater 
transmitters on, a minute or two time- 
out timer, and an end-of-over 'K' tone. 
The only other basic criteria is a station 
ident, sent in CW upon access or every 
15 minutes or so, so strangers can 
identify the repeater. 

What has changed in UK repeaters 
over the years? Not much! Has the 
original 'experiment' ended? Has 
anything been technically advanced in 
terms of new technology or new logic 
control systems? I think the answer is 
no. The basic 'carrier squelch system' 
for access has remained the same, 
which permits any 'traffic'. But has 
technology advanced somewhat? I 
think the answer is yes! 

This simple access system has 
spearheaded the serious and continual 
abuse of these 'free for all, donate a 
few bob to the local repeater group, if 
you feel like it', repeaters, which 
incidentally not many people donate to 
anymore. Anyone can transmit music, 
obscenities, threats, or any material 
they like if they have a standard 2m 
transceiver and are a stronger signal 
into the repeater than another station 
accessing or using the repeater. What 
has been said many times is; "Why 
should we bother? It's not our job, it's 
the RSGB's fault". My question is; do 
we care if amateur radio is regulated, 
do radio amateurs care about anarchy? 
I think we all do care about our hobby. 

The DTI say "sorry chaps, we do 
not have the resources, we can only 
have enough budget to prosecute six 
people a year, we have to deal with 
interference to essential and 
emergency services, or, send a letter to 
the 'Amateur Radio Observation 
Service (AROS)' and then it will be 
dealt with". 

The AROS is run by volunteers 
from all over the country, and I'm 
informed that AROS generally does a 
good job. But the letters of complaint 
take time to arrive, then must be 
vetted, possibly brought up at the next 
committee meeting, the long drawn 
out inconclusive letters rejected no 

doubt, and eventually the valid letters 
find their way to the DTI in Waterloo 
Bridge House. They in turn inform the 
local DTI/RIS region, who if they have 
enough budget, may do something 
about it. 

The net result is; the repeater 
jammers, many of whom are licensed 
amateurs and generally known well by 
local stations, who have a right to own 
the transmitting equipment and 
linears, use 2m repeaters and boldly 
give their callsigns while jamming with 
objectionable music and obscenities. 
They bait the users and the DTI/RIS to 
come around, even naming the local 
DTI officers and suggesting they 'bring 
an ambulance when they come 
around'. This adds to the whole deluge 
of interference, because legitimate 
users try to 'jam out' the jammers just 
to stop the racket. 

The interfering stations maintain 
and think they have the right to 'jam' 
legitimate users, and to get away with 
it. They do so because nobody will do 
something about it. When was the last 
time you complained in writing to 
anyone? 

It's about time we stopped living 
in the dark ages and modernised our 
amateur radio repeaters. CTCSS has 
been used for many years in PMR 
(business radio) in the UK. Was it not 
radio amateurs who used to develop 
radio technology and improve 
communication? Whatever has 
happened to the Marconi spirit of radio 
amateurs? Didn't people of our 
interests invent, discover and develop 
radio? What are we doing now to 
justify our radio amateur licences? The 
self-training in repeater abuse? We can 
advance technically, or do we let a 
small minority spoil our hobby, time 
and investment? Give up or ignore it 
all? Logic is surely the answer. 

I feel this use of CTCSS for 
repeater access can help, to be used 
selectively to only allow legitimate 
users access, i.e. those using the tone 
in use at the time. Many modern 
transceivers can be programmed for 
CTCSS encode, decode or both. 
Almost all modern Japanese makes of 
hand held and mobile radios have 
these facilities built-in, but they're not 
generally used in this country because 
repeaters in UK do not utilise these 
facilities, as the normal repeater 

licence does not yet specify that 
CTCSS tones can be used. 

Here are a few suggestions and 
recommendations to advance and 
protect your hobby, time and 
investment. First, find out where and 
who the jammers are, write to AROS 
and copy all letters to RSGB/DTI. State 
clearly and conclusively the date, 
place, and times of transmission, 
enclose a recording on cassette if 
possible. Ask for an acknowledgement 
and enclose an SAE, don't forget to 
state your name and callsign and your 
day and evening telephone numbers. 

Secondly, contact the RSGB, think 
about renewing your membership, 
donate a small amount of money. A 
few pounds from each of the RSGB 
members will pay for the RIS to 
prosecute these culprits. There should 
be plenty of 'change' to deal with other 
amateur radio interference, for 
instance, on the HF bands. Tell the 
RSGB you want this abuse stopped. 
RSGB members have the right to elect 
the management of the RSGB, the 
RSGB is a democratic organisation, 
you as a member can only change 
things by expressing your opinion, 
clearly and concisely. Elect people who 
are interested in furthering your 
interests in the hobby, to the benefit of 
all radio amateurs. 

Thirdly, support your local 
repeater groups, join in the fun of DF 
hunts. Keep logs, recordings, names, 
addresses, callsigns, and help 
contribute to the running of the 
repeater or DF groups. You can do this 
by contributing time, money or 
expertise (just a few bob will do, who 
do you think pays for the repeaters?). 
Start to enjoy the hobby again by 
caring what goes on around you! 

Write also to the minister of Trade 
and Industry, tell him you are very 
concerned with abuse of radio 
spectrum that is not being utilised to 
it's full potential. Tell him radio 
amateurs can help develop new 
systems and technology, which could 
have commercial, government and 
military spin-offs. 

73 and 88, good luck in the hobby 

GOKXT, West Midlands Repeater 
Group. 
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Editorial Comment; 
We've been invited to meet with the 
RIS and AROS in Waterloo Bridge 
House in London, to report on their 
work. We'll be pleased to do this, 
and let our readers know the full 
story of what goes ont In the 

meantime, regular HRT readers will 
know we have been the only UK 
magazine promoting CTCSS, indeed 
for some time. Whether CTCSS 
would help in controlling non- 
welcome users is however 
debatable, although it has been 

shown to help prevent breakthrough 
from 'DX' stations in holding the 
repeater open for long periods to 
the sufferance of locals. Let's see if 
someone takes note of what we've 
been publishing. Remember where 
you saw it first... 

£10 for the Letter of the Month 
Do you have something-constructive to say on the state of amateur radio today? Perhaps you'd like to put your viewpoint to the readers, get 
some discussion going, or give an answer to one of the issues raised? We'll pay £10 for the best letter we publish each month. So write in 
with your views, to HRT, A.S.P., Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST 

Dear HRT, 
With great pleasure I read the last two 
issues, thanks for this super mag! Very 
interesting to read about the problems 
concerned with CW and the exams. We 
all know that ham radio is a hobby. It 
requires a lot of skills because we are 
next door to all professionals on the air, 
and obliged to show a kind of 
professional operating, combined with 
politeness, and the freedom of a hobby 
to all our partners. 

At the moment we are looking for 
a leader of a school station we are 
going to install. A young lady teacher 
for physics is very interested but she 
doesn't show any interest for CW at all. 
On the other hand a small group of 
hams from our local society, is actively 
engaged to bring a digi-packet link into 
operation, which should connect the 
west and far east of Germany, and also 

perhaps follow a line to Poland. They 
all passed the CW exam but never 
used it! In these two examples we'll 
find reality! 

The exam should be an exam 
measured to real needs, it shouldn't be 
a barrier at all. This problem 
corresponds with the question how to 
find newcomers. Learning by doing is a 
very good way indeed. In the Y2 area 
we had a system of A stations, i.e. that 
youngsters and SWLs are allowed to 
use the club call with the 'A' as last but 
one letter (A = German beginner) under 
the supervision of an experienced 
ham. The problem is to motivate kids 
to become a radio amateur. Computers 
for instance are much more interesting 
than learning ham radio law. The 
problems are international but we 
should be able to solve them for the 
sake of ham radio, shouldn't we? The 

article on the JUNO-MIR project shows 
a very good way, great! 

Wish you all the best and success 
in writing such an excellent mag. 

73 Dieter KI,Y41 BE 

Editorial Comment; 
Thanks for your constructive letter 
Dieter, it shows that we are not 
alone in the UK in seeking to go 
forward with the needs of radio 
technology, rather than attempting 
to live what the 'way it has always 
been'. We need to show both 
newcomers and the people who look 
enviously at our spectrum that 
amateur radio is up-to-date with 
technology and that it can be 
progressive in aiding new 
developments in communication for 
the World at large. 

Dear HRT, 
With reference to the recent 
'Metrewave' where an address was 
given to send for the QSB 4m 
newsletter. 

i have had my postal order 
returned as the gentleman, Roger 
Banks G4WND, doesn't run this service 

any more. Could you inform your 
readers of this, maybe there is a reader 
out there who would take over the job 
of QSB editor? 

Yours sincerely, 
Mr, P. O'Brien GW1SXN 

Editorial Comment; 
Any keen 4m operators with a 
typewriter/word processor out 
there? Do remember the monthly 
HRT 'VHF/UHF Message' Is here to 
report on what you tell us — maybe 
this could be used as a regular focus 
for news! 

HAM RADIO TODAY SEPTEMBER 1991 please mention HRT when replying to advertisements 7 
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MISSING ISSUES? 

Then The Ham Radio Today 

Back Issue Service 

May Be Able To Help 

Back numbers of Ham Radio Today cost cover price plus 60p 
postage and packing from Ham Radio Today Back Numbers, 

Select Subscriptions, 5 River Park Estate, Berkhamsted, 
Herts HP4 1HL Cheques should be made payable to 

Argus Specialist Publications. 

Back issues are available for the 
previous twelve months only. Av 

some issues are in very short 
supply, you should check availability on 

0442 876661 so as to avoid disappointment. 

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW - 

WHILE STOCKS LAST! 

a 
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Dear HRT, 
With reference to the article 'USA 
Hamfest Hunting' in the June edition of 
HRT I can echo all that Peter Rouse 
GUI DKD wrote about the Tropical 
Hamboree in Miami, I was also there 
last year. 

Although second-hand radio and 
electronic gear is much cheaper in the 
USA than over here, it must be 
remembered that the author of the 
article is lucky enough to live in the 
Channel Islands, where there is no VAT 
He mentioned an additional cost of 
4.9% import duty, his only extra, but 
when I went through the red channel, 
the how-so-polite customs officer 
asked for 11% duty plus 15% VAT, 
making a total of 26%. Presumably that 
will now be 29.5%, which is additional 
to the purchase price, no small 
amount. You have been warned! 

Douglas Byrne G3KPO/GB3WM 

Editorial Comment; 
The VAT and duty aspects were 
detailed in Peter's article, thanks for 
re-confirming these. Maybe one 
should also bear in mind the often 
substantial 'excess baggage' charge 
if bringing heavy items of gear back 
on the plane! One must not forget 

also to take the tax and duty 'extras' 
into account if considering mail- 
order from the USA, the customs 
can and do open parcels for 
valuation, charging the recipient the 
amount payable. I once spent some 
time explaining to my friend, who 
was convinced that ordering a HF 
aerial from the USA would work out 
substantially cheaper than UK 
purchase, that it wasn't all that 
simple! 

Dear HRT, 
With so much written about incentive 
licensing and Novice operators 
recently, I would like to say that in my 
opinion none of it is going to matter 
soon, if we carry on as we are. Why? 
Because in our all-out 'selling' of the 
amateur radio hobby, we have 
sacrificed quality in the interests of 
quantity. I spend quite a lot of time 
monitoring beacons, or sometimes 
tuning around this band, and what I 
hear makes me despair! Complete 
disregard of bandplans, lack of 
consideration for others etc. are all 
regularly heard. I once tackled 
someone (politely giving my name and 
call) who was chatting away on FM 
slap-bang on top of one of the UK 
beacons, the response I received being 

very negative. Another case occurred 
during a recent lift on 2m when I was 
keeping my eye on beacon strengths 
from all over Europe, here a group of 
G4s (who should know better) plonked 
themselves on 144.875,1 tried to work 
around them, but as the opening 
developed I had to ask them (politely, 
with callsign) to move to a more 
suitable frequency. After being ignored 
for a while, I was subjected to a severe 
grilling followed by sarcasm. They did 
eventually move — just a few kHz IF, 
on top of another beacon! 

What's wrong with these people? I 
know the bandplans are not 
mandatory, they amount to a 
gentleman's agreement, so please 
gentlemen, lets behave like proper 
amateurs, a bit of decency and 
consideration doesn't cost anything. 

Your sincerely, 
A.J. Hewlett. 

Editorial Comment; 
There's a clause in our licence which 
says we must not cause undue 
interference to other forms of 
wireless telegraphy, this sounds like 
a classic case. If you can't do 
anything locally, there are 
organisations such as AROS who 
probably can. 
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Novice Morse Test — Latest 
The Radiocommunications Agency have announced 

details of the five words per minute Novice Morse test. A 
pass in the test will be required in order to obtain a Class A 
Novice Licence. The main features of this are as follows; 

It will cover both receiving and sending with the receiv- 
ing test normally being taken first. For receiving, up to three 
candidates at a time will receive the same test piece. The 
sending test will be taken individually. 

The receiving test will be based on a computer gener- 
ated text using a pre-recorded tape which also contains 
voice announcements. Candidates will be required to 
receive a minimum of 120 letters and seven figures in the 
form of a typical exchange between radio amateurs. The 
duration of the test will be approximately six minutes. 

Each character will be sent at a speed of 12WPM, with a 
longer than normal gap between each character and word to 
reduce the overall reception speed to 5WPM. Each character 
incorrectly received will count as one error. A group of char- 
acters, which could include figures in which more than one 
character is received incorrectly, will count as two errors.The 
maximum permitted numberof errors will be six, candidates 
will not be permitted to write down the Morse symbols for 
later translation. 

In the sending test, candidates will be given a text, to 
send by hand on a straight Morse key, consisting of not less 
than 75 letters and five figures. The text should be sent at not 
less than 5WPM, this should take approximately three 
minutes. The text will be in the form of a typical exchange 
between radio amateurs. There must be no uncorrected 
errors in the sending and not more than four corrections will 
be permitted. 

The test could include any of the Q-codes, commonly 
used abbreviations or procedural characters as shown here. 
The procedural code 'CT (commencing sign) will be sent 
right at the start of the receiving test butwill not be part of the 
test for marking purposes. The details of the test are sum- 
marised as follows; 

Test Min No. of length of Max No. of speed of 
characters test errors test 

Sending letters 75 3 mins 4 corrected not less 
figures 5 than 5WPM. 

Receiving letters 120 6 mins 
figures 7 

6 overall 
uncorrected 5WPM, 

with 12WPM 
character 
speed. 

Mote that figures and procedural characters are counted as 
two letters for timing purposes. 

tl-codes 

QRA, QRG, QRK, QRM, QRN, QRO, QRP, QRQ, QRS, QRT, 
QRV, QRX, QRZ, QSA, QSB, QSL, QSO, QSY, QTH. 

Abbreviations 

ABT — About 
AGN — Again 
ANT — Antenna 
BK — Signal used to interrupt a transmission in 

progress 
CP1 — Copy 
CPY - Copy 
CQ — General call to all stations 
CUL — See you later 
CW — Continuous wave 
DE — From, used to precede the call sign of the calling 

station 
DR — Dear 
EL — Element 
ES - And 
FB — Fine business 
FER - For 
FM — From 
GA — Good afternoon 
GD — Good day 
GE — Good evening 
GM —Good morning 
HPE -Hope 
HR - Here 
HVE — Have 
HW - How 
K — Invitation to transmit 
MNI — Many 
MSG — Message 
NW — Now 
OC — Old chap 
OM — Old man 
OP — Operator 
PSE — Please 
PWR —Power 
R — Received 
RPRT — Report 
RST — Readability, signal strength, tone report 
RX — Receiver 
SIG — Signal 
SRI — Sorry 
TEMP — Temperature 
TKS —Thanks 
TNX — Thanks 
TU — Thank you 
TX — Transmitter 
TXR — Transceiver 
UR - Your 
VERY — Vertical 
VY — Very 
WID -With 
WX — Weather 
XYL — Wife 
XY —Young lady 
73 —Best wishes 
88 — Love and kisses 

Procedural characters and punctuation 

AR —End of message 
CT —.-.- Preliminary call 
BT —...- Separation signal 
KN —. Transmit only the station called 
VA —...-.- End of transmission 
? —Question 
/ —Oblique 
Erase — To correct an error 
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CTCSS Against Interference 
A number of UK repeater groups have been experi- 

menting with the use of CTCSS to reduce interference, par- 
ticularly on the crowded 2m band in the southern half of 
England, and this experiment is now being extended. Here's 
how it works; 

In normal use by an amateur, i.e. without using the sub- 
audible tone used by the repeater, it can still be accessed in 
the usual way with a 1750H2 toneburst and 'standard' 
repeater sensitivity should result (so no question of closed 
repeater groups etc!). Likewise, the repeater will transmit, 
whenever accessed by 1750Hz, the same sub-audible tone, 
so users if they wish can set their receiver only to be acti- 
vated when that tone is seen by their receiver. Thus they 
won't be troubled with interference from 'unwanted' repea- 
ters. The GB3PE repeater uses the CTCSS frequency of 
118.8Hz, and we understand they've been very pleased at the 
success of the facility. 

The Repeater Management Group is currently conside- 
ring the allocation of CTCSS tones nationally to provide a 

Repeater 
Charges — 
Latest 
Users of the hundreds of 

VHF/UHF repeaters in the UK 
will no doubt be aware of the 
recent request by the RSGB 
for a £25 plus VAT contribu- 
tion towards the administra- 
tion charges incurred in the 
management of these unite. 
Although a 'deadline' for a 
notice of closure has now 
passed, with no repeaters to 
our current knowledge being 

issued with a close-down 
notice for non-payment, 
we've been told by the 
General Manager of the RSGB 
the subject is still under dis- 
cussion. The eventual aim 
we've been told is some form 
of contribution to these costs, 
but we're told the original 
handling of this by the organi- 
sation concerned may have 
been a little too unpremedi- 
tated, i.e. by not initially seek- 
ing feedback from the 
repeater groups concerned. 
More news as it comes... 

WAB Family Fun Weekend 
This is run by the Oscar Victor Activity Group (WAB) and 

will be held at Bent Rigg Farm, Ravenscar, North Yorkshire, 
from the 23rd to the 26th August 1991. This can be found mid- 
way between Scarborough and Whitby on the North York- 
shire coastline, the Cleveland Walk also passes very close to 
the site. 

As an entire field has been hired exclusively for the wee- 
kend, campers and caravanners are welcome, with the avai- 
lability of a bunk barn for those wishing to have a roof over 
their heads (prices on application to the farm). 

During the weekend visitors will have the chance of 
working either HF or VHF from the control station on site, 
alternatively if you'd like to enjoy the scenery then the area 
affords many colourful walks. Evenings on site will be spent 
in the company of other hobbyists, where the barbecue 
compliments the entertainments and liquid refreshments 
are readily available (how can I resist — Tech Ed!). 

Further attractions include a car boot sale, sporting acti- 
vities arranged for the kids (no age limit to qualify as a kid!), 
child minding facilities available, plus live entertainment 
from SGB and The Old Crones on The Bench ('New Kids on 
the Block eat your hearts out!). With competitions promised 
for all the family in a very relaxed and informal atmosphere, 
with or without radio, it should be a fun weekend. 

The cost for the use of site, including barbecues and 
irrespective of caravan/tent size, is; Adults and over 14s, 
£2.50 per day, OAPs and under 14s free. Further details can 
be obtained from Peter Austin G7BXA, Tel. 0532 5634G2 or 
Steve Bryan G1SGB, Tel. 0709 543747. See you there? 

framework to groups wishing to use the facility. The frame- 
work will define which sub-audible tone frequency to use for 
which repeater, thereby allowing publicity and an easier 
ability for users to understand how to go about the use of the 
repeater using such tones. 

A number of suggestions are currently being con- 
sidered. One involves the use of 5 tone frequencies and divi- 
ding the country into regions for tone usage, e.g. zone B 
region 4 would use tone C, whereas zone B region 3 would 
use tone B. Another plan uses 9 frequencies and divides 
these up into geographical areas. Yet another plan uses only 
three frequencies and attempts to keep repeater group areas 
within a single tone allocation. 

The Repeater Management Group tell us the addition of 
such a system won't preclude the normal user from being 
able to use any repeater in the usual way. They add that addi- 
tional facilities will enhance the repeater, perhaps allowing 
an improvement in interference immunity. Don't forget the 
simple-to-make HRT sub- tone encoder we published in the 
September 1990 if you'd like to add this to your rig. 

Stolen 
Equipment 
Stolen recently from the 

Bury Radio Club was an Yaesu 
FT-980 serial number 
3E010513 and a Yaesu FT- 
225RD serial number 
9H060023. We're told the 
equipment was purchased by 
extremely hard fund raising, 
and this has shattered all 
members. If you have any 
details concerning this please 
contact the club secretary 
Harry Hargreaves G4ZSI, 7 
Hardwood Walk, Tottington, 
Bury. BL8 3NT, Tel. 0204 
886505, or of course your 
local police. 

Special Event 
Station GB4RAF 
RAF Valley, North Wales 

are activating a special event 
station to mark the 70th 
anniversary of the No.4 Flying 
Training School. The station, 
callsign 6B4RAF, will be oper- 
ational on ail bands HF and 2m 
VHF from 08.00 until 1700, the 
station being run and cp-ordi- 
nated by Dave KeelyGWOOGI, 
with assistance from the Dra- 
gon Amateur Radio Club and 
the RAF Amateur Radio Club. 
For further details, contact 
Dave Keely, Pensarn Cottage, 
Bryn Du, Ty Croes, Anglesey 
LL63 5SH. Tel. 0407 810996 

The Worked All Britain Awards Group 
As readers may be aware, the Worked Ail Britain awards 

group (WAB) makes donations to amateur radio related 
charities, last year tor example they presented £5000 to the 
Guide Dogs forthe Blind Association, who agreed to use the 
five dogs they purchased for radio hobbyists within their 
organisation. Their day-to-day on-air activities include con- 
tacting members throughout thecountry collecting the vari- 
ous 'WAB squares' 

At their AGM, they asked for suggestions for a worthy 
charity to which WAB could make a donation, adding that 
HRT readersmaycaretomakeasuggestion The latest news 
is that after taking al' suggestions into account, they've now 
decided on the Royal National Lifeboat Institution and 
they'rexurrently liaising with them in the hope of operating 
from lifeboat stations around the country Maybe you'd tike 
to ask about joining the group — their life membership 
which includes a concise records book, claims books, and 
lots more is just £7 inc. p/p. from their membership secretary 
Brian Morns G4KSQ, 22 Burdell Ave, Sandhills Estate Head- 
ingdton, Oxford OX3 8ED. 

The group will be celebrating 25 years in amateur radio 
in 1993 and they aim, to organise fund raising activities both 
on and off the aii they'll also be running a tottery which 
proven very successful during their Guide Dog appeal. Their 
latest hmd raising event is the WAB Family Fun Wee cend 
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■ Covers; 68-88,108-136 (AM), 
136.005-174,380-512 And 
806-960 MHz 

0 Realistic PRO-2022. Selectable 
priority channel, two speed scan 
lockout, scan delay. Also features 
backlit LCD display. Jacks: 3.5mm 
headphones, external speaker, 
external DC power, BNC aerial input. 
Mains operation or 13.8 VDC negative, 
ground (power cord extra). Memory 
backup requires 9v battery. 
20-9127  £199.95 

■ Covers: 25-520,760-1300 MHz 

If Realistic PRO-2006. Features 
search and favourite channel priority 
functions. Sound-squelch control 
prevents lockups on unmodulated 
carriers. Backlit LCD display with 
dimmer. AM, FM-narrow and FM-wide 
modes. Jacks: tape out, 3.5mm 
headphone, external speaker, external 
DC power and BNC aerial input. 
Memory backup requires 9v battery. 
Mains operation (or 12 VDC cord, 
extra). 
20-9145  £329.95 

■ Covers: 66-88,136-174 And 
406-512 MHz 

g Realistic PRO-2025. You can select 
up to 16 channels to scan and you can 
change your selection at any time. 
Features automatic two-second scan 
delay, memory backup, priority channel 
and lockout function that lets your 
scanner skip over specified channels. 
Squelch and volume controls. Jacks: 
power external speaker and aerial. 
12VDCneg,gnd. only. 
20-9146  £99,95 

ALL THE ACTION 
AS IT HAPPENS! 

InterTANU.K.Ltd., 
Tandy Centre, 

Leamore Lane, Walsall, 
West Midlands. WS27PS 

Tel: 0922-710000 

II 

400-CHANNEL 

WITH HYPER SCAN 

£329.95 

K aaaa i 

. )9.95 
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The TM-741 
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Kenwood's new 2m/70cm band mobile 
has a unique extra — the facility of add 
another HF/VHF/UHF band with an 
optional plug-in unit. As well as mobiling 
along on 2m and 70cm, you can also 
have the choice of operating either 10m, 
6m, or 23cm from the same rig. And to 
keep things tidy, you can even have the 
option of remote-mounting the set with 
a 'head-up' display mounted where you 
can see it, the main rig being fitted wher- 
ever convenient. 

I'd always wanted to give 6m mobile 
a try as well as the two 'usual' bands, so 
within days a TM-741 with 6m/2m/ 
70cm fitted arrived at the door, all ready 
for a FIRT review. 

Multiband 
The set gives TX/RX coverage on 

FM of the normal 2m and 70cm bands, a 
maximum transmit power of 50W on 2m 
and 35W on 70cm being provided. As 
well as simultaneous reception of both 
bands, a wideband receive facility in the 
set is also available in countries where 
this is allowed, the frequency range cen- 
tred around these bands. 

In standard twin-band use the set 
provides a dual frequency display, the 
third section of the display being used 
for a digital clock. Adding an optional 
band unit gives three-band operation 
with separate displays together with 
simultaneous reception facilities, any or 
indeed all band ranges may be tempo- 
rarily disabled if needed. The optional 
band modules, all operating on FM, are; 

Kenwood launch their first three- 

band HF/VHF/UHF 

mobile rig, G4HCL 

takes it for a test run 

(trio?) reception if combined audio gets 
too confusing! 

Remote Mounting 
The standard set measures 

150mm (W) x 50mm (Fl) x 175mm 
(D), a rear panel mounted fan 

being used for cooling on trans- 
mit, thus keeping the heatsink 

size down. There's no microphone 
socket on the case, the mic lead plugs 

into the main body of the set behind 
the front panel 

H33.H fS 

28MHz (50W TX), 50MHz (50W TX), and 
1296MHz (10WTX), a 220MHz 50VV unit 
is also available in North America. 

Separate flying leads terminated in 
coax connectors are used for each band 
— you'll need to use a diplexer if you're 
going to use a multi-band mobile or base 
aerial. The set comes with a small built-in 
speaker, and as well as a common exter- 
nal speaker socket separate 3.5mm 
speaker sockets are provided at the rear 
of each module so you can have stereo 

remote mount kit 
is available as an 
option 

using a special 8-way connector not dis- 
similar in style to (but having more pins 
than) a UK/American telephone connec- 
tor. To get to this, the front panel is 
unhinged using a small front panel 
mounted 'release' button. 

The short connecting lead between 
the panel and the main body may be 
unplugged and extended using an 
optional lead, an accompanying mount- 
ing bracket allows you fit the front panel 
in a possibly more suitable position on 
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the dashboard than the set would other- 
wise allow. An extension lead for the 
microphone is also supplied, and 
because this plugs into the main body of 
the set it could usefully allow a more 
convenient microphone mounting/ 
usage position in the car withoutthe lead 
trailing across your dashboard. 

Control 
Three separate concentric volume/ 

squelch knobs are fitted, one for each 
band, and to make things even easier 
you only need to press the knob corre- 
sponding to the band you wish to trans- 
mit on to shift PIT control to that band, a 
large 'PIT' icon being displayed next to 
the corresponding frequency display on 
the large LCD. Three dual-colour LEDs 
are fitted next to the knobs, and a read of 
the instruction manual showed me that 
by pressing the appropriate LED (this 
being cleverly linked to a push-button) I 
could transfer 'control' of the set to that 
band, i.e. all functions apart from PTT 
such as tuning, scan etc. 

To make things easy when on the 
move, a remote-control microphone is 

Separate controls and 
displays for 
each band 

well thought out. The final 'PF' control is 
used as a programmable function, the 
default sensibly being band change. 

Functions Galore 
As for the many functions of the set, 

well considering the supplied manual 
comes to 232 pages, albeit this covering 
three European languages, you may get 
an idea of the many control possibilities 
offered! There's too many to list here of 
course as it would fill half the magazine, 
but I'll try to give a general overview. All 
the usual memory and VFO scanning 
modes are fitted, the set having 100 
memories arranged into 5 banks of 20 
channels each, for each band fitted. You 
can choose between band scan, pro- 
grammable band scan, a scan over a 
1 MHz range, memory scan, call channel/ 
VFO scan, call channel/memory scan, 
and even VFO/memory/call channel 
scan. A useful feature of the set is an 
'Auto Memory Scan', where the set 
scans a programmed range, any chan- 
nels with a signal present for more than 
one second are automatically stored in 
empty channels in memory Bank 5 of the 

individual audio tone pitch, between 
523Hz and 1318Hz, identifying each 
digit. Other functions include an auto- 
matic band change which sets your PTT 
control to the band having activity pres- 
ent, a TX time-out timer variable 
between 3,5,10,20 or 30 minutes to pre- 
vent the 'stuck mic key' syndrome, and 
an automatic 'power off and on/off 
'sleep' timer control. 

Options 
The set has a built-in sub-tone 

encoder, and a plug-in CTCSS unit is 
available if you'd like complete encode/ 
decode control, for example to use for 
net or alert operation, the latter facility 
being provided by the set whenever the 
squelch raises. A further plug-in option 
is the now common 'DTSS' selective 
calling and paging system, where a three 
digit DTMF sequence is used for selec- 
tive calling and paging purposes (watch 
out for a forthcoming HRT article on 
this). A DTMF microphone is available 
(this being supplied as standard in 
Canada/USAin place ofthe 1750Hz con- 
trol mic) for use with over-the-air remote 
control facilities, such as autopatch 

, .s - 

Inside the 
set, showing 
the separate 

band units 

11 VIV.VIV-i a»• * ♦»1' 

supplied as standard. As well as the 
usual Up/Down and 'lock' buttons this 
has further buttons on the front labelled 
'1750', 'VFO', 'MR' and 'PF'. The '1750' 
button of course transmits a 1750Hz 
tone for repeater access, and VFO and 
MR buttons toggle between 'VFO' and 
Memory modes on the set for you to 
then control using the Up/Down but- 
tons. Holding the 'VFO' or 'M' button 
down for more than a second initiates a 
VFO or Memory channel scan — very 

band in use. A 
memory 'consolidation' 

mode is even fitted 
where you can re- 

arrange the memory bank contents 
around as you wish. 

For either the amateur on the move 
with a talented knowledge of musical 
pitch, or for the visually impaired user, a 
handy facility (which may be pro- 
grammed on the 'PF' button in place of 
band change) is a variation on syn- 
thesised speech frequency readout. 
Here, a press of the 'DTSS' button pro- 
vides an audio tone sequence corre- 
sponding to the operation frequency, the 

operation as used in some countries. An 
extra feature given by the DTMF mic is 
that it also allows digital keypad entry of 
the transceiver's operation frequency. 
Other options include various power 
supplies for home use, DC leads and 
spare mounting brackets, and most use- 
fully a microphone plug adaptor for use 
with 'normal' 8-pin plugs. 

In Use 
Even with the set's many operating 

modes, I found I was using it quite suc- 
cessfully within minutes of switching it 
on - even programming the memories 
was very straightforward, without the 
initial need for me to consult the (very 
thick!) manual. The sensible band 
change/scan initiation by using just the 
microphone- mounted controls I found 
very easy to use. 
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However on the move, the first thing 
I found was that the tiny internal speaker 
in the set was next to useless, giving 
poor audio and not enough of it without 
distortion. Plugging in an external 
speaker was a definite 'must', the audio 
then boomed out! I found controlling the 
set in general was very easy indeed, and 
throughout the review period I had many 
pleasant contacts on the most-used 
band of 2m. Often, another band would 
burst into life whilst I was chatting, here a 
quick press of the audio 'Att' button 
switched a handy 20dB worth of audio 
attenuation in which I found very useful. 
Although the set had a four-level LCD 
backlight dimmer facility, this needed 
several button pushes to operate, this 
wasn't too easy when 1 was fumbling 
about in the dark trying to stop glare 
from the set obscuring the road ahead. 

At home, used with my 6m/2m/ 
70cm rooftop aerial system and an exter- 
nal diplexer, the set in general gave a 
good account of itself in terms of strong 
signal handling. The sensitivity on 6m 
and 2m was extremely good although I 
felt the 70cm receiver section was less 
sensitive than I would have expected 
(see later). I found an annoying break- 
through problem on one of our local 'nat- 
ter' channels, SU19, from a repetitive 
paging type transmission which came in 
at 5-9+ and often wiped out the wanted 
signal, this 1 later found to probably be 
image reception. I also found the 70cm 
transceive side to be around a couple of 
kHz low in frequency, this drifting badly 
as the set warmed up — to the point 
where I could no longer be heard without 
significant distortion through my local 
repeater during a 20 minute ragchew. 
The set ran very warm even when just in 
receive mode, this obviously not helping 
matters, but I can only presume this fre- 
quency drift to have been a 'one off fault 
as the specifications suggest excellent 
frequency stability. This may of course 
have accounted for the slightly 'deaf 
70cm receive side. 

The BOMHz side was very interes- 
ting, especially as over the review period 
several sporadic-E 'lifts' occurred with 
resultant Worldwide propagation. The 
6m option has the facility of a switchable 
receiver attenuator, I found this handy 
when next- door's plastic-cased com- 
puter started up with its high level of 
radiated RF noise! (The 23cm option has 
the addition of a switchable AFC to help 
with off-tune signals at this high fre- 
quency, and the 10m module has the 
addition of a switchable wide/narrow 
band FM mode). 

I would have liked to have tried the 
set on packet, but unfortunately the 
rather unique microphone connector 
prevented this. No doubt the optional 
microphone plug adaptor lead will be 
available from Kenwood dealers for this, 

2® 

LABORATORY RESULTS: 
RECEIVER; 

Sensitivity; 

Input level required to give 12dB SIN AD; 

50MHz 
0.105uV pd 

145MH2 
O.IIOuV pd 

433MHz 
0.185uV pd 

Squelch Sensitivity; 

Threshold; 

Maximum; 

SOMHz 
0.07uV pd 

(3.5dB SINAD) 
0.15uV pd 

(20dB SINAD) 

145MHz 
0.06uV pd 

(<2dB SINAD) 
0.14uV pd 

(18dB SINAD) 

433MHz 
<0.06uV pd 

(<2dB SINAD) 
0.32uV pd 

(21dB SINAD) 

Adjacent Channel Selectivity; 

Measured as increase in level of interfering signal, modulated with 400Hz 
at 1.5kHz deviation, above 12dB SINAD ref level to cause 6dB 
degradation in 12dB on-channel signal; 

SOMHz 145MHz 433MHz 
+12.5kHz; 63.0dB 64.5dB 61.5dB 
-12.5kHz; 61.5dB 50.5dB 20.5dB 
+25kHz; 82.5dB 77.0dB 68.0dB 
-25kHz; 82.5dB 77.0dB 65.5dB 

Blocking; 

Increase over 12dB SINAD level of interfering signal modulated with 
400Hz at 1.5kHz deviation to cause 6dB degradation in 12dB SINAD on- 
channel signal; 

50MHz 145MHz 433MHz 
+100kHz; 92.5dB 90.0dB 82.5dB 
+1MHz; 97.5dB 98.0dB 95.0dB 
+10MHz; 98.5dB 96.0dB 97.5dB 

Intermodulation Rejection; 

Increase over 12dB SINAD level of two interfering signals giving identical 
12dB SINAD on-channel 3rd order intermodulation product; 

50MHz 
25/50kHz spacing; 69.5dB 
50/100kHz spacing; 69.1dB 

145MHz 
72.5dB 
72.5dB 

433MHz 
78.6dB 
75.5dB 
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Maximum Audio Output; 

Measured at 1 kHz on the onset of clipping; 

50MHz 
3 ohm load; 4.21W RMS 
8 ohm load; 2.65W RMS 
15 ohm load; 1.58W RMS 

145MHz 
3.64W RMS 
2.21W RMS 
1.35WRMS 

433MHz 
3.80W RMS 
2.35W RMS 
1.43WRMS 

Image Rejection; 

Increase in level of signal at first IF image frequency over level of on- 
channel signal to give identical 12dB SINAD signals; 

50MHz 145MHz 433MHz 
82.0dB 72.0dB 68.5dB 

S-Meter Linearity; 

50MHz 145MHz 433MHz 
Indication Sig.Lev. Rel.Lev. Sig.Lev. Rel.Lev. Sig.Lev. Rel.Lev. 

SI 1.57uV pd -10.3dB O.ISuVpd -13.4dB 0.45uV pd -15.8dB 
S3 2.64uV pd -5.7dB 0.26uVpd -lO.ldB 0.63uV pd -12.8dB 
S5 3.10uVpd -4.3dB 0.42uVpd -5.8dB I.OIuVpd -9.0dB 
S7 3.92uV pd -2.3dB 0.79uV pd -0.3dB 1.57uVpd -5.0dB 
S9 5.14uV pd OdB ref. 1.22uV pd OdB ref. 2.77uV pd OdB ref. 
S9+ 6.24uV pd +1.7dB 2.13uVpd +4.9dB 4.35uVpd +3.8dB 
S9++ 8.5luV pd +4.4dB 3.84uV pd +10.0dB 6.24uVpd +7.0dB 

TRANSMITTER; 

TX Power and Current Consumption; 

Voltage Power 51MHz 145MHz 433MHz 
Supply 
10.8 V High 27.5W/8.35A 29.8W/7.20A 18.8W/6.20A 

Mid 11.6W/4.80A 10.3W/4.20A 11.2W/4.80A 
Low 6.12W/3.75A 5.25W/3.20A 5.40W/3.60A 

13.8V High 50.0W/9.75A 46.4W/8.50A 34.4W/8.20A 
Mid 11.8W/4.80A 10.3W/4.20A 11.4W/4.80A 
Low 6.17W/3.75A 5.25W/3.20A 5.45W/3.60A 

15.6V High 56.9W/10.2A 46.4W/8.40A 36.2W/8.20A 
Mid 11.8W/4.80A 10.2W/4.20A 11.2W/4.80A 
Low 6.17W/3.80A 5.25W/3.25A 5.35W/3.60A 

but it stopped me just reaching in my 
parts box and wiring my TNC to the set. 

insides 
The set is made up of an overall 

metal chassis holding the three sub- 
units, these each made from an alloy 
casting housing the surface-mounted 
component circuitry. A common rear 
panel fan assembly provides the cooling 
for the PA, the fan starts up when the 
transmit PIT is depressed and con- 
tinues for a couple of minutes after the 
PIT is released to ensure the PA heatsink 
has cooled down sufficiently. A common 
front panel assembly handles the control 
side of things, this using the usual 
backup battery for memory retention. 

Laboratory Tests 
With the exception of 70cm, the 

receive sensitivity was extremely good, 
indeed I had to carefully check my test 
equipment here to make sure there was 
no signal 'leakage' affecting the results. I 
found the 70cm side on switch-on to be 
around 1.5kHz low, this increasing to 
2.5kHz after a two minute transmit 
period, however as previously stated 
this I'm convinced was a 'one off fault — 
in normal practice I'm sure the dealer 
would effect a replacement or repair. 
Otherwise, the transceiver gave a very 
good performance, the 70cm image I 
noted on air was due to an unfortunate 
mix of frequency usage. The measured 
image rejection I certainly couldn't com- 
plain about, and the intermodulation 
rejection on this band was indeed par- 
ticularly good. 

Toneburst Deviation; 

50MHz 145MHz 433MHz 
4.50kHz 4.62kHz 4.39kHz 

Freq Accuracy; 

50MHz 145MHz 433MHz 
-118Hz -281 Hz -1.42kHz 

Peak Deviation; 

50MHz 145MHz 433MHz 
4.96kHz 4.89kHz 4.82kHz 

Harmonics; 

50MHz 145MHz 433MHz 
2nd Harmonic; -81dBc -75dBc -72dBc 
3rd Harmonic; -82dBc -86dBc -83dBe 
4th Harmonic; <-90dBc <-90dBc <-90dBc 
5th Harmonic; <-90dBc <-90dBc - 
6th Harmonic; <-90dBc <-90dBc - 
7th Harmonic; <-90dBc <-90dBc - 

Conclusions 
I liked the set, it was easy to use, and 

it gave in general a good technical per- 
formance. It's certainly unique in offer- 
ing the capability, through an added 
band option, of true simultaneous three- 
band coverage. I found I needed to add 
an external speaker for mobile use, the 
unique microphone connector is also 
worth bearing in mind if you're re-wiring 
a hands-free microphone for mobile use. 
As for myself — I found the remote con- 
trol on the supplied microphone very 
easy and safe to use. 

The set isn't the cheapest dual- 
band mobile rig around, the three band 
facility certainly putting the cost up. 
However one must consider carefully 
what's likely to be needed when opera- 
ting, the addition of a further band to 
2m/70cm at sometime in the future 
without the need for a separate rig could 
be worth bearing in mind. 

My thanks go to Lowe Electronics 
for the loan of the review equipment. 
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ICOM 

THE NEW IC-2SE, 

SIMPLE OR MULTI-FUNCTION 

144 MHz FM TRANSCEIVER 

Icom's tradition of building high quality, 
reliable handhelds continues with the IC-2SE 
an incredibly compact handheld designed 

with features that exceed larger, bulky 
handhelds. The IC-2SE proves that superior 

quality comes in all sizes. 

Slim and unbelievably compact. 
The IC-2SE measures only 49(W) x 103.5(H) x 33(0) * mm with the BP-82 Battery 
Pack. Hold the IC-2SE in your hand to truly appreciate its miniature size. 
Weighing just 270gt with the BP-82, the IC-2SE will easily fit anywhere - on belts 
in shirt pockets, handbags, etc. *1.9(W) x 4(H) x 1.3(D) in. f 9.5 oz. 

Simple design for operating convenience. 
Even with its tremendous versatility and a wide variety of functions, the IC-2SE is 
easy to use. All functions are performed by a total of just six switches and three 
controls. The IC2SE includes both simple and multi-function modes. The result is 
two transceivers in one: both an easy-operation and multi-function transceiver. 
Simple mode ensures totally error-free operations. Multi-function mode allows 
you a variety of function settings depending on your operating requirements. 

Other advanced features: 
Reduced size doesn't have to mean reduced quality. The IC-2SE proves this with 
a wide variety of advanced functions. 
• Tuning control on the top panel for quick QSYing. 
• Monitor function that allows checking of the input frequency of a repeater. 
• Function display that clearly shows all information required for operations. 
• Splash resistant design and durable aluminum die-cast rear panel for 

dependable outdoor operations. 

Options 
• BA-11, Bottom Cap. Protective cap for terminals 
on the base of the IC-2SE. 
• Battery packs and case. 
BP-81   
BP-82   
BP-83   
BP-84   
BP-85   

7.2V, 11 OmAh 
7.2V, 300mAh 
7;2V, 600mAh 
7.2V, 1 OOOmAh 
12V,340mAh 

BP-86   Case for six R6 AA) size battei tes 
• BC-72E, AC Battery Charger. 
Desk lop charger for the BP-81 - BP-85, 
• CP-12, Cigarette fighter cable with noise 
flfter. Allows you to use the IC-2SE through a 
12V cigarette lighter socket. Also charges the 
BP-81 - BP-85. 
• FA-I40BB, 144MHz flexible antenna. 
Flexible antenna for 144MHz band operation. 
Same type supplied with the IC-2SE. 

• HM-46, Speaker/Microphone. 
Combination speaker and microphone equipped 
with an earphone jock. Clips to your shirt or lapel. 

• HS-51, Headset. Headset with VOX function 
that allows you hands-free operation. 
• Carrying Cases. 
CarryingCase Battery Packs, 

Battery Case 
LC-53  BP-81 
LC-55  BP-81, BP-83 or BP-86 
LC-56  BP-84 or BP-85 
• MB-30, Mounting Bracket. 
Mounts the IC-2SE in a vehicle or on a watl. 
• OPC-235, Mini DC Power Cable. 
For use with o 13.8 V DC power supply 

4SE 70cm 

VERSION 

NOW 

AVAILABLE 

Actual Size 
T 

P 

Datapost: Despatch on same day whenever possible. 
Visa & Mastercards: Telephone orders taken by our mail order dept. instant credit & interest free H.P, 

1 m 
:terCard 1 MasterCard J 



Count on us! 

THE COMPACT HANDHELD 

WITH A SPUT PERSONALITY 

5 Watt Output Power. 
Utilizing a specially designed ultra-small 
highly efficient power module, the IC-2SE 
delivers a full 5 W* of output power. Bring 
those distant repeaters into range. 
"At 13.8V DC 

48 Memory Channels. 
The IC-2SE has 48 fully-programmable 
memory channels and one call channel. 
Each memory and call channel stores an 
operating frequency and other information 
required for repeater operations. 

Convenient Repeater Functions. 
The IC-2SE is equipped with programmable 
offset frequencies for accessing repealers. 
All memory channels and a call channel 
store repeater information for your 
convenience. The IC-2SE includes a newly 
designed 1 750 Hz tone call transmit 
function. A 1750 Hz tone call transmits 
when the ?TT sv/itch is pushed 
twice quickly. 

Power Saver for longer operating 
time. 
The power saver ensures lower current 
flow during standby conditions Operating 
times are much longer than with older, 
more conventional transceivers. 
Built-in Clock with timer functions. 
The IC-2SE is equipped with an advanced 
24-hour system clock with timer function. 
The transceiver automatically turns on when 
real time matches a pre-programmed time. 
This is perfect for scheduling QSO's. Auto 
power-off timers and other settings can be 
made in clock mode. 

Convenient Scan Functions. 
The IC-2SE is equipped with VFO and 
memory scan. 
• VFO Scan. VFO Scan repeatedly scans 
all VFO frequencies. In addition, unnecessary 
frequencies can be skipped. 
• Memory Scan. Memory scan repeatedly 
scans memory channels. 

Auto Power Off Timer Function. 
If you ever forget to turn the IC-2SE off, don't 
worry. It will turn itself off. Power-off time 
can be selected or deactivated using multi- 

function mode. Preserve battery pack 
power for the times when you need it most. 

Priority Watch. 
Why interrupt calls to check other stations? 
Priority watch monitors a specified station 
every five seconds while you operate on a 
VFO frequency. Continue with your 
communications and let priority watch 

do the checking for you. 5^ 
5? 

W .0 c 

Icom (UK) Ltd. 
Dept HRT, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD, Tel' 0227 741741 24 Hour. Fax: 0227 360155 



Exclusive Review 

andhelds 

We first showed you these handheids in 
our HRT Leicester Exhibition Show 
Report last year, when Mr. Yokoi of Yaesu 
flew over with a couple of prototype 
models. The sets are now available, and 
true to form HRT are yet again the first 
UK magazine to review these latest mini- 
handhelds to hit the streets. 

First Impressions can 
be wrong! 
When I first handled these sets, 

went 'Hmm'. This was my first reaction 
when some time later I obtained a pair 
for review my second reaction after a 
few minutes worth of operation was, 
'Ugh'. But you'll see later this was due to 
my own personal preference for a hand- 
held transceiver with mulitides of knobs 
and buttons! However not all amateurs 
want to wander around with what looks 
like a combined LCD TV/Video remote 
control as a handheld, complete with a 
multi-function keypad array, instead 
often wanting a simple handheld just for 
nattering on the local repeater. 

Little did I know the FT-26 and FT-76 

Yaesu's new 

babies — 

the FT-26 

and FT-76 

paging 

transceivers, 

tested by G4HCL 

o/ 
MB 

The tiny 
FT-26 and 

FT-76 
handheids 

An uncluttered front panel 

transceivers could be happily used by 
both types of operators. To say these 
handheids are wolves in sheep's cloth- 

ing could be an accurate way 
of summing them up! Let's 

have a look. 

Simple or 
Comprehensive? 

The simple answer is, both! 
If you want a 2m handheld 
with just a rotary click-step 
tuning knob, one that auto- 

matically sets the correct 
repeater shift for you when 
you're in the repeater seg- 

ment and automatically goes 
back to simplex on simplex 

channels, this hand- 

held does it. Alternatively if you want 
multi- digit DTMF tone coded selective 
calling combined with CTCSS and a 
pager 'bleeper' to alert you when called 
and by whom, channel scanning, vari- 
able auto-timed switch off, priority 
monitoring, multiple selectable transmit 
power levels, multi-ratio and 'intelligent' 
battery saver circuits... the list goes on, 
you can have that as well. Get the pic- 
ture? It took me a few days to! 

Features 
Down to facts. Each set is has vir- 

tually identical features apart from the 
frequency coverage, the FT-26 covering 
144-146MHz and the FT-76 covering 430- 
440MHz. With the supplied FNB-25 7.2V 
600mAh nicad, each set measures 
115mm (H) x 52mm (W) x 32mm (D) 
excluding projections, and weighs 
around 350g. The set comes with a clip- 
on nicad, plug-in wall battery charger, 
carrying strap, belt clip, instruction 
manual and a pocket-sized 'quick ref- 
erence' guide to operation. 

On transmit, a power of 2W is given 
with the 7.2V nicad, replacing this with an 
optional FNB-27 12V nicad increases the 
maximum power to 5W, with three levels 
of 'low power' down to 500mW. As well 
use with a nicad, an external supply of 
5.5-16V DC can be plugged into the top, 
this also charges the nicad if sufficient 
voltage is present. Optional mains char- 
gers such as the NC-37 'intelligent' fast- 
charger are also available if you're in a 
hurry, this charging a completely flat 
nicad in one hour. 

50 memory channels, together with 
further 'Call' memory and 'Upper' and 
'Lower'limit channels are available, each 
of these can store frequency, any TX/RX 
offset, CTCSS mode and tone frequency 
if you've fitted this plug-in option, scan/ 
skip mode and so on. Each memory fre- 
quency/mode can also be used as a 
VFO, a button push transforming this 
into 'tune' mode along with its pre-set 
parameters. The 'Function' key on the 
set provides a multi-purpose mode, and 
together with the 'Set' function this can 
be used to initialise the transceiver with 
various parameters such as 'busy' LED 
on/off, key bleeps on/off, keypad lock, 
rotary channel knob lock, battery econo- 
miser ratio, auto-power off status and 
time, DTMF 'pager' sequences and the 
like. 



inside the set — chip construction 
allows a tiny overall size 

- 

Top panel controls 

Selective Calling 
Although CTCSS (Continuous Tone 

Controlled Squelch System or 'sub- 
tone', as increasingly used on some 
repeaters) requires an optional plug-in 
board, the set comes equipped with the, 
now standard, 3-digit DTMF selective 
calling system fitted. Here, the set may 
be pre-set to transmit a brief 3-digit code 
at the start of each transmission, and in 
turn only allow its receiver to be 'woke 
up' by the reception of a given code. 

Either DTMF 'paging' or 'code 
squelch' may be used on the FT- 26/76. In 
'code squelch' mode the set remains 
silent until the correct code is received, 
your set automatically sending the pre- 
stored sequence at the start of your 
transmission to open your QSO part- 
ner's receiver. In 'pager' mode the trans- 
ceiver rings like a telephone when it 
receives your code sequence followed 
by the further 3-digit of the calling party, 
you can even preprogram the number of 
rings, and the FT-26/76 even displays the 
ID of who's called you on its LCD. The set 
also adds your 3-digit ID to a transmitted 
pager code, and both 'group' and 'indi- 
vidual' paging codes can be used. These 
functions are selected by a one- touch 
push of the small 'P' button on the facia, 
and 7 pre-set sequences may be stored 
in the set. 

A number of sets may have their 
memory contents 'cloned' by a simple 
lead plugged in between their respective 
microphone sockets, so once a given set 
has been programmed up, others may 
be 'cloned' from it one by one. This could 
be handy for group use to save extensive 
re-programming operations. 

In Use 
I found a thorough read through the 

manual was an absolute 'must', before I 

n 

•*"— 
& 

got round to this (I'm always too anxious 
to try a set out 'on air' as soon as 
possible) I was making mistakes left, 
right and centre. This included many 
accidental frequency shifts whilst walk- 
ing around with the set during my first 
weekend on air, thus making me curse 
somewhat due to missed calls! After I 
resigned myself to the inevitable, I sat 
down for a good read, and only then did 1 
begin to find that the set could be 'cus- 
tomised' to virtually whatever mode of 
operation 1 wanted of it. 

A typical example was during a 
shopping trip into the local city centre 
with my XYL, where we normally use 
70cm handhelds to keep in touch. Here, I 
needed just a single channel, for low- 
duty cycle all-day operation. Also, the 
set's squelch going off due to local com- 
puter 'hash' or whatever in the middle of 
a shop can be somewhat embarrassing, 
so some degree of 'selective calling' was 
useful. No problem, recall one prepro- 
grammed memory channel with all the 
required CTCSS or DTMF information in, 
switch in the battery economiser, then 
'lock' the keyboard and rotary channel 
switch. Simple. Mobile operation in a 
new area of the country? Off with the 
battery (no need for that - a slide-on 
cover bottom cover for the set is even 
supplied as standard), a couple of leads 
(DC and aerial) plugged into the set top, 
and there was a rig the size of a handheld 
microphone. A press of the 'Up' button 
gave automatic scanning (unless of 
course, I'd locked the keyboard as 
before) with pre-set VFO frequency 
limits and auto-repeater shift, hence 
promoting driving safety (it's been 
shown in professional tests that far, far 

more accidents can be caused through 
operating controls on a set rather than 
using a handheld mic). 

After a while, I found the set 'grew' 
on me, in use I certainly appreciated the 
concertina-type 'quick reference guide' 
provided, this folding to the size of a 
credit card, as I could never remember 
how to program all the many different 
operating functions! The set's small 
handy size fitted nicely on my belt using 
the supplied clip, and with it's reason- 
ably inconspicuous appearance in my 
hand it saved the odd stare or two I 
usually get when wandering around 
with a handheld. 

I generally found the performance 
of each set quite reasonable for a hand- 
held, certainly the 70cm set didn't pick 
up anywhere near the amount of break- 
through I usually get from my very local 
70cm packet node. This combined with 
reasonable sensitivity allowed me to use 
the set to operate through a semi- local 
70cm repeater I normally have difficulty 
with in these circumstances. On 2m, I 
usually get mixing problems from my 
local fire station transmitters operating 
just above 2m, however I found little of 
this with the FT-26, likewise when off- 
tuning in 12.5kHz steps I found the rejec- 
tion very good indeed for a handheld. 

There was enough undistorted 
audio from the receivers to allow easy 
use out of doors without the need for an 
earphone, very good for such a small 
speaker. My transmitted audio was 
described as considerably more read- 
able than my 'usual' (modern) handheld, 
although the internal microphone did 
tend to pick up some degree of back- 
ground noise whilst walking along in 
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Squelch Sensitivity; 

FT-26 FT-76 
Threshold; 0.090uV pd (5dB SINAD) 0.125uV pd (6dB SINAD) 
Maximum; 0.210uV pd (21dB SINAD) 0.260uV pd (21 dB SINAD) 

LABORATORY RESULTS: 
All measurements taken at 145.0MH2 
(FT-26) and 433.0MHz (FT-76) unless 
stated. 

RECEIVER; 

] 

Sensitivity; 

Input level required to give 12dB 
SINAD; 

FT-26 FT-76 
O.ISOuV pd 0.165uV pd 

noisy areas. However I often found in 
portable use that I could accidentally 
'knock' many of the controls unless I 
'locked' these - this needing a sequence 
of multiple button pushes to lock and 
unlock, which I felt was rather a compli- 
cated way of doing things. 

Laboratory Tests 
On each set the adjacent channel 

selectivity confirmed the good on-air 
results, together with the good blocking 
rejection measured this should allow the 
units to be used in the more 'RF hostile' 
areas we're now becoming used to. I 
found the 70cm IF rejection to be rather 
poor, especially considering the high IF 
of 45.1 MHz used although this caused no 
problems in use. 

With the ever-increasing perfor- 
mance of sets such as these, I some- 
times wonder if this is a reflection of the 
level of RF congestion in the Tokyo area, 
the set's designers hence making sure 
they can use the sets in their local area 
before releasing them to the rest of the 
World! 

Conclusions 
A nice, small pair of handhelds that 

are modestly very powerful in terms of 
features offered. I found the sets to be 
extremely versatile, being able to be pre- 
programmed to a required type of oper- 
ation and then simply 'locked'. With a 
given switch- on sequence they could 
even be limited to just memory channel 
operation, for example with operation 
just using the rotary knob with 'VFO' 
mode disabled, the 50 multi-function 
channels provided in the sets catering 
for most needs! 

. Even at the end of the review period 
I was still finding I could 'fine tune' yet 
more operating parameters to my needs. 
Although I found it difficult to remember 
all these functions in use, I'm sure that 
after a period of time these would prob- 
ably become 'second nature'. 

My thanks go to South Midlands 

Adjacent Channel Selectivity; 

Measured as increase in level of interfering signal, modulated with 400Hzat 
1.5kHz deviation, above 12dB SINAD ref. level to cause 6dB degradation in 
12dB on-channel signal; 

FT-26 FT-76 
+12.5kHz; 64.5dB 55.5dB 
-12.5kHz; 54.0dB 51.0dB 
+25kHz; 73.0dB 61.0dB 
-25kHz; 73.0dB 61.0dB 

Blocking; 

Increase over 12dB SINAD level of interfering signal modulated with 400Hz 
at 1.5kHz deviation to cause 6dB degradation in 12dB SINAD on-channel 
signal; 

FT-26 FT-76 
+100kHz; 84.5dB 75.5dB 
+1MHz; 92.5dB 83.5dB 
+10MHz; 96.0dB 89.5dB 

Intermodulation Rejection; 

Increase over 12dB SINAD level of two interfering signals giving identical 
12dB SINAD on-channel 3rd order intermodulation product; 

FT-26 FT-76 
25/50kHz spacing; 71.5dB 60.0dB 
50/100kHz spacing; 70.5dB 59.5dB 

Maximum Audio Output; 

Measured at 1kHz on the onset of clipping; 
FT-26 FT-76 

3 ohm load; 270mW RMS 245mW RMS 
8 ohm load; 225mW RMS 210mW RMS 

15 ohm load; 160mW RMS 165mW RMS 

Image Rejection; 

Increase in level of signal at first IF image frequency over level of on-channel 
signal to give identical 12dB SINAD signals; 

FT-26 FT-76 
71.0dB 47.0dB 

S-Meter Linearity; 

FT-26 FT-76 
Indication Sig.Level Rel.Level Sig.Level Rel.Level 

1 Sq. Open — Sq. Open — 
2 0.38uV pd OdB ref. 0.96uV pd OdB ref. 
3 0.50uV pd +2.4dB 1.27uV pd +2.5dB 
4 0.67uV pd +5.0dB 1.57uV pd +4.3dB 
5 0.88uV pd +7.3dB 1.92uV pd +6.1 dB 
6 1.09uV pd +9.2dB 2.22uV pd +7.3dB 
7 1.45uV pd +11.7dB 2.62uV pd +8.7dB 
8 1.71 uV pd +13. IdB 3.06uV pd +10.2dB 
9 2.21 uV pd +15.3dB 3.51 uV pd +11.3dB 

10 2.85uV pd +17.5dB 4.17uV pd +12.9dB 
11 3.52uV pd +19.4dB 4.72uV pd +13.9dB 
12 4.51 uV pd +21.5dB 5.67 uV pd +15.5dB 

review sets. Current Consumption; 

FT-26 FT-76 
Standby, Squelch closed; 44.5mA 48.5mA 
Receive, Mid Volume; 76.5mA 76.0mA 
Receive, Max Volume; 99.5mA 99.0mA 



RAY CO 

COMMUNjCATtONS SYSTEMS I 

A 

Telephone V 021-552 0073 

International House 
963 Wolverhampton Road 

Oldbury 
West Midlands 

B694RT 

Showroom hours 9.00am-5.30pm 
Sales Hotline 021 522 0073 

Fax 021 544 7124 
Ray G4KZH &JohnG8VIQ 

At Your Service! 

WITH OUR RECENT mPPOINTMENT AS KENWOOD DEALERS, RAYCOMM OFFER 

YOU REAL ONE-STOP SHOPPING FOR ALL YOUR COMMUNICATIONS NEED 

KENWOOD ICOM 

TS950SD   £3199 
TS950S   £249 
TS850S New!   £1325 
TS450S New!   T.B.A. 
TS140S   £ 880 
TS690S New!   T.B.A. 
TS711E   £915 
TS790E   £1525 
TR751E   £ 610 
TM241E   £ 295 
TM702E   £455 
TM741E New!   T.B.A. 
TH27E   £ 254 
TH77E   £ 395 
R5000   £ 895 

IC781 „  
IC765 i    
IC751A L....)..'.  

 £4500 
 £2499 
 £1500 
 £979 
 „_.,£ 989 
.i:e..£759 
£ £275 

£295 

IC735 
IC726 
IC725 
IC2SE... 
IC2SET 
IC228H I.. ^SPECIAL £339 
IC448 SPECIAL.,  £ 379 
IC490E SPECIAL..4.,.;..:: £399 
1C24ET  £385 
IC3220E  ;..£ 499 
IC970E SPECIAL £1799 
ICR7000 Inc. Royal 1300 £ 925 
ICR72E £645 
ICR 100 £499 
ICR1 SPECIAL £359 
ICW2 NEW £395 
IC2410E NEW £ PDA 

YAESU 

FT5200 NEW £P0A 
FT26/76 NEW £P0A 
FT990 £ POA 
FT767GX £1599 
FT747GX £ 549 
FT736R £1195 
FT650 £995 
FRG8800 £649 
FRG9600;....;.....-.. £479 
FRG9600/2 (To 950MH2) £ 499 
FRG9600/5 (100KHz-960MHz)£ 625 
fT290RZ« ..........'.£429 
FT470 (Inc Bat & Charger) ..'.£ 430 
FT411 (Inc Bat& Charger) ...£265 
FT811 (Inc Bat & Charger) ...£ 280 

OTHER ITEMS 

Navlco AMR 1000S 
New Low Price..WAS E299.NOW £249 

LOWE HF225 £425 
AOR AR3000 £756 
AOR AR2002 £485 
AOR AR1000 £249 
AOR AR950 £249 
AOR AR900 £199 
MVT5000 £249 
MVT6000 NEW £299 
R535 £249 
TOKYO HX240 £249 
ROYAL 1300 £59 

RADIO TEK HP MOBILE 
COMING SOON 

We sell much, much more than we can show in this advertisement 
Call us now for info on our new range of Ramsey kits and optoelectronics frequency counters 

Please send £1.00 for full info pack. Ask for our secondhand list, always full of bargains! 

TRANSMITTER; 

TX Power and Current Consumption; 

Power 7.2 V Supply 12.0V Supply 
FT-26 High 2.05W/950mA 4.87 W/1.31 A 

Low 3 2.06W/950mA 2.93W/1.04A 
Low 2 1.57W/760mA 1.57W/760mA 
Low 1 570mW/510mA 570mW/510mA 

FT-76 High 1.67W/930mA 5.15 W/1.47 A 
Low 3 1.66W/920mA 2.75W/1.04A 
Low 2 1.51W/860mA 1.51W/800mA 
Low 1 520mW/550mA 520mW/520mA 

Harmonics; 

FT-26 FT-76 
2nd Harmonic; -74dBc -65dBc 
3rd Harmonic; <-90dBc -85dBc 
4th Harmonic; <-90dBc -72dBc 
5th Harmonic; <-90dBc   
6th Harmonic; <-90dBc   
7th Harmonic; <-90dBc — 

Peak Deviation; 1 
Tone burst Deviation; Frequency Accuracy; 

FT-26 FT-76 
AGBkHz 4.32kHz 

FT-26 FT-76 
3.21 kHz 3.01 kHz 

FT-26 FT-76 
-lOOHz -220Hz 
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South Midlands C 

Southampton (0703) 255111 Leeds (0532) 350606 Chesterfield ( 

A QUART IN A PINT POT? 

Never I hear you say, well YAESU's engineers have 

done it again with the NEW Dualband FT5200 

Dualband 2m and 70cms 
50/5W on 2m and 35/5W 
on 70cms 
Crossband full duplex operation 
Reversed-mask dual LCD display 
Built-in antenna Diplexer 
Trunk Mount Cable Option 
3m or 6m 

i 
YAKHIJ • t»f »«»» itMnHth.- rf tvno »«-« 
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FT-990 HF TRANSCEIVER 

K 

Based on the remarkable performance and easy operation of the 
FT-1000, Yaesu's new FT-990, combines the basic technical features 
of that top-of-the-line model with several recent advances resulting 
in a spectacular performer at a very reasonable price. 

Utilising Direct Digital Synthesisers (DDS) and the extremely quiet 
receiver circuitry of its big brother, the FT-990 delivers silky 
smooth tuning, pure local signals and clear reception of even the 
weakest stcctlons. 

★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 

Amateur Bands 160-10m 
General Coverage Receiver 
100W Output (25W AM Carrier) 
50 Memories 
Built in iambic memory keyer 

So if you're looking for top performance in an HF transceiver, try 
out the FT-990. 

you might just fall in love! 

3 FT-26 & FT-76 

2m & 70cms 

MINI HANDHELDS 

A REAL HANDFUL! 

^ -Is I 1 

f? * 

i01 

m 

iOi® 

1® 

UP TO 5W OUTPUT 

5.5-16 VOLT DC INPUT 

AUTOMATIC PWR SAVER 

53 MEMORIES 

BUILT IN VOX (WITH YH2) 

CTCSS OPTIONAL 

Not shown full size. 

Soufhampfon (0703) 2551U SMC HQ, School Close. Chandlers Ford Ind. Est 
Eastliegh. 
Hants SOS 3BY. 
9am. -5pm. Mon-Fh 9am.-lpmSat 

Leeds (0532) 350606 SMC Northern. Nowell Lane Ind. Est. 
NowellLane. 
LeedsLS96JE. 
9am.-5.30pm. Mon-Fn 9am.-lpmSat 

Chesferaeid (0246) 453340 SMC Midlands. 102 High Street. 
New Whittmgton 
Chesterfield. 
9.30am.-5.30pm. Tues-Sat 

Birmingham 021-327 1497 SMC Birmingham. 504 Alum Rock Road. 
Alum Rock, 

Axminster (0297) 34918 lieg Ward & Co. Ltd. 
I Western Parade. 
West Street, 
Axminster, 
Devon EX 13 5NY. 
9.00am.-5.20pm. Tues-Sat 

Birmingham B8 3HX. 
9am.-5.00pm. Tues-Fn 9am.-4pm Sat 
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mmunications Ltd. 

1246) 453340 Birmingham 021-327 1497Axminster 

ma 
DAIWA PRODUCTS 

_ are pleased to announce that we are now the official UK 

Distributor for the complete range of DAIWA products. 

POWER SUPPLIES 
PS 120 Mk2 3-15v Variable 
PS304 l-15v Variable 
RS40X 1 -15v Variable 
COAX SWITCHES 
CS201 2 Way S0239 
CS201G2 2 Way N 
SWR METERS 
CN101 1.8-150MHz 
CN103N 150-525MHz 
UNEAR AMPLIFIER 
LA2080H 2m 1.5-5W in 

9A/12A max. £69.95 
24A '30A max. £129.95 
32A/40A max. £189.00 

DC-600MHZ IkW £13.95 
DC-SGHz IkW £27.50 

15/150/1500W £59.95 
20/200WN £69.95 

30-80W out £159.95 
PS 304 

CN 101 

v_ 

r" 

TOKYO HY-POWER 
SMC FOR ALL YOUR ACCESSORIES 

TRANSCETVEBS 
HT106 : HT120 
HT180 
HP IOCS 
HC100 
HCF100 
HNB100 
HBK100 
TUNERS 
HC400L 
HC2000 
UNEARS 
HL2K 
HL1K 
SAGRA-600 2m 
HL100B/10 10m 
HU00B/20 20m 
HU00B/80 80m 
HL66V 
HL166V 
HL37V 
HL62V 
HL110V 
HL180V 
HL36U 
HL63U 
HL130U 

6m Transceiver 10W P.E.P. SSB/cw £305.50 
20m Txanscelvei 10W P.E. P. SSB/cw .£305.50 
SOm Transceiver 10W P.E,P,SSB/cw . £305.50 
Power Supply for HT series £99.00 
A.T.U. 80-10M 5 band 200WP.E.P.... £109.00 
CW Narrow filter HT series     £39.85 
Noise Bkmker HT series ..................... £19.95 
Mobile feacket HT series    £10.20 

160-10m 35QW P.E.P. .. 
160-10m 2):W P.E.P. .... .. £203.00 

..£365.00 

160-lOm HF Linear 2kW  £1450.00 
160-10m HF linear IkW ...£399,00 

25w drive 600w output..... £815,00 
10W in 100W output P.E.P. £182,00 
10W in 100W output P.E.P. £182,00 
10W in 100W output P.E.P. £182.00 

6m 1CW in 50-60W output....... £131,75 
6ra 3/10W in 80/160W output £255.00 
2m 3W in 32W output   £90.95 
2m 10W in 60W output   £137,95 
2ra 2/10W in I00W output £220 00 
2m 3/10/25W in 170W output £299,00 
70cm 6/10W in 25/30W output .. £138,00 
70cm 10/25W in SOW output...... £220.00 
70cm 3/I0/25W in 120W output £397.00 

TEANSVERTERS 
HX240 2m to HF 80, 40. 20, IS & lOra 

2.5W/10W in 30-40W P.E.P. output.. £254,50 
6m to HF as above       £254,50 

COMET PRODUCTS 
HX640 

BALUNS 
CEL-30 
CBL-2000 

1:1 1.7-30MHZ, lkWP.E.P.  £18.95 
1:1 0.5-60MHz, 2kW P.E.P £25.50 

HANDHELD ANTENNAS 
CH72S 2m/70cmBNCOdB/3.2dB 2m/70cm . £12.25 
MOBILE ANTENNAS 
CA2X4MB 2m/70cm 4.5dB/7,5dB 2m/70cm £36.50 
CA2X4KG 2m/70cm 6.0dB/8.4dB 2ra70cm £40.75 

DUPLEXERS 
CF-305 
CF416MN 
CFX-S14 
CFX4310 
MOUNTS 
TBR 
RSI 7 
RS16 
CK-3LX 

60/144 Duplexer UHF conn.   £25.00 
144/430 Duplexer UHF/N conn. £26.00 
50/144/430 Triplexer UHF conn £36.75 
144/430/1200 Triplexer UHF/N conn. £36.75 

■ trunk mount     £i 1.50 
Mini trunk mount   £12.76 
Mini Gutter mount     £12.75 
Mini Cafcde Assy (or RS16/RS17 .......... £16.25 

MINI MOBILE ANTENNAS 
CHL21J 2m/70cm 0dB/2.15dB 2m/70cm   £14.75 

2m/70cm2.I5dB/3.8dB2m/70cm ....£17.35 CHL23J 
BASE ANTENNAS 
CA350DE 6m/10m 2.15dB/6.5dB    £139.00 
CA2X4WX 2m/70cm 6.5dB/9.0dB ...ri......    £80.72 
CA2x4MAX 2m/70cm8.SdB/11.9dB     ..!£102'l2 
FILTERS 
CF-30MR 
CF-50MR 
CF-30H 
CF-30S 
CF-50S 
CF-BPF2 

,........£38.75 
........ £38.75 
........£80.75 

£19.35 

HF Cut off 32MHz IkW P.E.P. 
6m Cut off 54MH2 IkW P.E.P. 
HF Cut off 32MHz 2kW P.E.P. 
HF Cut off 32MHz 150W cw . 
6M Cut aH 57MHz 150W cw ....  £20.35 
2m Band Pees 150W cw    £31.55 

METERS SWR/PWR 
CM^20 2m/70cm 15-50W Mini      £36.75 
CE>-120 ] .8-200MHZ 15/60/200W £76.60 
CD-160H 1,6-60MHz 20/200/2000W   £90.85 
CD-270D 140-525MHz 15/60/200W   £79.65 
COAX SWITCHES 
CSW-20 2 way DC-1000MHz S0239    £25.50 
CSW-20N 2 way DC-1500MHz N     £45.95 
ACCESSORIES 
CEP-M2 Earphone 3.5mm kick       £] 28 

Mini Clip on Speaker 3.5mm jack ........ £5.62 
Mini mic + FTT 2.5mm jack     £9.15 

CBS-M2 
CHM-M4 
PRICES FOR POSTAGE ON ALL THE ABOVE ITEMS ARE CODED 
AS FOLLOWS: 
A-£1.75 
B - £4.00 
C - £6.00 

D - £10,00 
E - £15.00 

STRUMECH VERSATOWER 
STANDARD 13M20 SERIES 
15M20P25 
13M20P40 
13M20P60 
13M20FB25 
I3M20FB40 
13M20FE60 
13M20BP25 
13M20BP40 
13M20BP60 
13M20M2S 
13M20M40 
13M20M60 

.25FT POST MOUNT     £468.83 
40FT POST MOUNT       £660*35 
60FT POST MOUNT       £777.55 
25FT FIXED BASE MOUNT   " £324. 30 
40FT FDCED BASE MOUNT     £442.33 
60FT FIXED BASE MOUNT   £609.83 
25FT BASE PLATE MOUNT   £553.43 
40rr BASE PLATE MOUNT  ....£767.28 
60FT BASE PLATE MOUNT   £863.63 
25Fr MOBILE TOWER       £2226.63 
40FT MOBILE TOWER     £2439^30 
60FT MOBILE TOWER 1. £2613.20 

HEAVY DUTY 16M20 SERIES 
I6M20P40 
16M20P60 
16M20P80 
16M20FB40 
16M20FB60 
16M20FB80 
16M2CBP40 
I6M20BP60 
16M20BP80 
16M20M40 
I6M20M60 
16M20M80 

40FTPOST MOUNT.,     ..£820.15 
60FT POST MOUNT    £930^60 
SOFT POST MOUNT     "fi 1457.00 
40FT FIXED BASE MOUNT  £658.00 
60FT FIXED BASE MOUNT   £780^20 
SOFT FIXED BASE MOUNT £1245.50 
40FT BASE PLATE MOUNT   £869.50 
60FT BASH PLATE MOUNT     . £972 90 
8QFT BASE PLATE MOUNT     £1563.93 
40FT MOBILE TOWER «... £2909.30 
60FT MOBILE TOWER   .£3031 50 
SOFT MOBILE TOWER  ............. £3760.00 

MIDITOWER SERIES P30 SOFT POCTMOUNT...,.  £600 55 BP30 30rT BASE PLATE MOUNT  ..,...,.,1 £528 75 
PB30 30FT FIXED BASE MOUNT    £429.09 

36?! VERSIONS OF ABOVE 
1 EXTRA SECTION ADD £45.83 

are "Viable from stock 13M20and 16M20senescm supplied with auto brake 
are supplied with H2RheadunitdiflIed to take GS-065 bearing. Holding down bolts for BP and FB 

towers are available at £29.38 per set extra. 
Alternative winches and head units are available at 
extra cost. 
Delivery is by quotation dependent upon distance. 

r 

RSGB 

V/S4 

OIi sefcte^items. subject to status. Details available on leauest 

Carriage charged on all items as indicated or by quotation 
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Yaesu's new remote mount dual bander — 

Chris Lorek tests Yaesu's new digitised 

  speech mobile Reviewr 

In around the same size as it's single- 
band counterpart, Yaesu's new dual 
band mobile offers high power output 
combined with optional digital speech 
storage of calls you've missed. Never 
again need you miss that message from 
stations calling you! The HRT team did it 
again with another 'hot' review of the 
latest gear. 

Features 
The set measures a small 140mm 

(W) x 40mm (H) x 155mm (D), providing 
50W transmit power output on 2m and 
35W on 70cm with a switchable low 
power facility for local QSOs, an 
enclosed thermostatically controlled fan 
on the rear panel keeping the heatsink 
size down. A quick-release bracket is 
provided for mobile use, with an 
optional cable available for remote 
mounting. 

The set offers the now-usual simul- 
taneous receive on both bands with 
cross-band full duplex operation, twin 
frequency/channel displays showing 
you exactly what the set is up to on each 
band. 

Easy To Use Controls 
To keep operation on the move easy 

whilst minimising the number of con- 
trols, the separate volume and squelch 
knobs normally control the 'primary' 
band, this being changed between 2m 
and 70cm by the push of the 'Band' but- 
ton. The primary band is always being 
displayed on the left hand side of the 
front panel LCD, and a rotary 'balance' 
control is used to vary the respective 
levels of received audio from the pri- 
mary and secondary bands. Separate 
speaker jacks for main and sub bands are 
fitted, plugging an external speaker in 
disables the internal speaker for that 
band. This dual speaker capability hence 
lets you monitor audio from each band 
from different speakers, so when opera- 

ting mobile you can tell which band is 
active without the need to take your eyes 
off the road. 

Normally, the channel selector 
knob, keys, buttons, and volume and 
squelch control affect only the primary 
band and display, although this may 
quickly be switched to the secondary 
band if needed. A 'second function' can 
also be used to toggle the band memory 
selection and scanning alternately 
between the 2m and 70cm bands auto- 
matically as you tune, so one set of con- 
trols does for all. An 8-level automatic 
dimmer for the display and controls 
saves you being distracted by glare 
when driving at night. 

Frequencies 
The set covers the 2m and 70cm 

bands in the usual independently select- 
able steps. A programmable automatic 
repeater shift is also fitted which, if you 

wish, automatically switches in the cor- 
rect transmitter offset for you when 
you're in the repeater section of the 
band, this sub-band being set in 100kHz 
steps. 

A total of 32 memories (16 on each 
band) are fitted, these being designated 
channels 1-13, C, L, and U, each memory 
channel storing single or separate 
receive and transmit frequencies, 
repeater shift, and the programmed 
CTCSS tone data. To get back to your 
favourite frequency at any stage without 
too much fumbling around with the con- 
trols, memory 'C (the 'Call' channel) can 
quickly be recalled by a press of the front 
panel 'Call' button. Each of the 
memories can also act as a tunable VFO 
to provide a degree of flexibility. 

As well as band and memory chan- 
nel scanning, programmable sub-band 
limits may be set on each band, so you 
can confine normal operation of the set 
to the band segments you're interested 

**** 
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in, just the FM channels for example. The 
upper and lower limits are stored in the 
'L' and 'U' channels, the automatic 
repeater shift if programmed also comes 
in when you tune to the appropriate 
band segment. 

An alternating band function may 
be switched in, this alternates the mem- 
ory scan between the two bands so that 
all active memories are scanned by a 
single button push, the set automatically 
transferring the memory in use to the 
'primary' band. Two scan-resume 
modes are fitted, you can select either 
'Pause' mode where the set pauses for 
as long as the carrier keeps the squelch 
open, or a 5-second mode where the set 
pauses for 5 seconds and then carries on 
regardless of the squelch state. If you'd 
just like to keep a check on a couple of 
frequencies on each band, then a priority 
channel monitor may be switched in, this 
checks activity on a memory channel 
every 5 seconds whilst you're operating 
on the dial or other memories. 

All the stored memory data from 

V wireless microphone/controller, 
which duplicates the set's controls 
including volume and squelch adding a 
DTMF keypad and microphone, 
although at the time of writing this was 
not available in the UK. 

CTCSS and DTMF 
Signalling 
Several UK repeaters already use 

CTCSS with further usage planned, the 
FT-5200's built-in sub-tone encoder can 
be used here when needed for repeater 
access and control, the tone being pre- 
settable from the usual standard group 
of sub-tones in use. If you'd like decode 
facilities as well, a plug-in option pro- 
vides this with fitted decoders for both 
bands. 

In the latter case, a CTCSS 'Bell' 
operation also allows you to program the 
set to alert you with a telephone-type 
'ring' for a few seconds when a signal 

band, to store your ID, that of the calling 
station, and those of five other stations 
or groups for calling/monitoring. 'Full' 
DTMF encode for auto-patching how- 
ever requires an optional keypad micro- 
phone. 

Digital Voice Storage 
The DVS-3 option combines all 

functions of the DTMF paging/code 
squelch option, adding digital voice rec- 
ording and playback memory, allowing 
recording from eitherthe microphone or 
the receiver, and playback through the 
loudspeaker or on the air. A one-megabit 
RAM (random Access Memory) on the 
DVS-3 can be used either as a single 
memory block, or grouped in up to eight 
segments, giving a total of 128 seconds 
of recording and playback. The micro- 
phone Up/Down buttons activate and 
deactivate the recording and playback, 
whilst the S-meter shows the relative 

© 
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one transceiver can be copied to another 
by using a connecting lead between the 
two microphone jacks. The microphone 
connector also has all the connections 
required for packet radio TNC intercon- 
nection, and a receiver 'busy' squelch 
line output may be internally linked to 
this if needed. 

Remote and Wireless 
Operation 
A quick-detach front panel, this 

being designed primarily for remote 
mounting, lets you remove the small 
front panel and slip it in your pocket 
when you're leaving the car, thus reduc- 
ing the possibility of theft of the rig. 3m 
and 6m length remote cables are avail- 
able for remote mounting the set, i.e. 
with the control panel on your dash- 
board thus minimising your eye-travel 
distance from the road ahead, with the 
main body of the set securely bolted 
under your seat or whatever. 

A unique option is that of the 'MW- 

with the correct CTCSS tone appears, a 
small bell symbol on the LCD continuing 
to flash to let you know you've been 
called. 

The set also has the optional facility 
of DTMF Code Squelch and Paging. This 
system uses a DTMF tone encoder/ 
decoder to provide paging and selective 
calling using the now-standard three- 
digit DTMF sequence (watch out for a 
future HRT article on this system). Briefly 
though, in the DTMF code squelch mode 
your receiver stays silent to all signals 
not prefixed by your selected 3-digit 
code, as soon as when this is received 
your receiver bursts into life. The DTMF 
paging mode goes one stage further, 
where as well as alerting you to a call, 
your set indicates the three-digit ID of 
the station who's called you. 'Group' 
pages and so on may be used for group 
cat mg use and the like. Seven 3-digit 
DTMF memories can be used on each 

time elapsed. I tested this system in the 
May 1988 HRT review of the FT-212, and 
I'd refer readers to this for further infor- 
mation and on-air results. 

In Use 
I found programming up the 

memories was very simple indeed, 
these I did within a few minutes. After a 
brief period of familiarisation in the 
shack, the set then went in the car for a 
real test of how easy it was to operate 

on the move. Searching for activity was 
very simple, here I placed the set in 'Alt' 
mode and just hit the 'Up' button on the 
microphone. The set then scanned 
sequentially through all the 2m and 
70cm channels I'd programmed, auto- 
matically selecting the 'main' band for 
transmit control each time. Here, when 
the set stopped scanning due to a signal 
being received, I just needed a quick 
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press on the mic PIT to halt the scan on 
that channel. After either listening for a 
while, or indeed having a chat, a further 
press of the microphone 'Up' button 
again started the set scanning through 
all the 2m/70cm channels — the height 
of simplicity! 

A press of the 'Band' button 
resumed normal primary/secondary 
band control operation, so I could, for 
example, set the 70cm channel to that of 
my local repeater whilst scanning the 2m 
simplex channels using the selected 
band-scan limits I'd programmed. Here I 
found the automatic 'mute' facility 
handy, this saved me a bit of confusion 
with signals from both bands coming 
out of the same speaker. After a while, I 
fitted a single extension speaker to dif- 
ferentiate between audio from each 
band. The difference here was very 
worthwhile, as I found the set far easier 
to use with audio from separate bands 
coming from different speakers — a 
quick rotation of the 'balance' control 
then setting audio levels as needed. 

I must say that I found some of the 
buttons rather on the small size for easy 
operation on the move, however if I kept 
to just the memory channels and used 
the microphone mounted buttons to 
control the rig, I gained a good degree of 
control. I found the receiver sensitivity 
on 70cm was rather 'down' on what I 
would have expected, with the set' 
transmitter on high power I could often 
get into distant repeaters far better than I 
could hear them. My audio quality how- 
ever using the supplied microphone was 
repeatedly described as 'excellent', pro- 
ducing good readability without ex- 
cessive background noise. I found the 
microphone sat in my hand nicely, the 
Up/Down and toneburst buttons all 
being naturally positioned to use with- 
out having to move my fingers around. 

LABORATORY RESULTS; 
RECEIVER; 

Sensitivity; 

Input level required to give 12dB 
SIN AD; 

145MH2 
0.115uV pd 

433IV1HZ 
0.190uV pd 

Squelch Sensitivity; 

145MHz 433MHz 
Threshold; 0.07uV pd (3dB SINAD) <0.06uV pd (<2dB SINAD) 
Maximum; 0.190uV pd (23dB SINAD) 0.290uV pd (23dB SINAD) 

Adjacent Channel Selectivity; 

Measured as increase in level of interfering signal, modulated with 400Hz 
at 1.5kHz deviation, above 12dB SINAD ref. level to cause 6dB 
degradation in 12dB on-channel signal; 

145MHz 433MHz 
+12.5kH2; 37.5dB 47.0dB 
-12.5kHz; 37.5dB 34.5dB 
+25kHz; 67.5dB 73.0dB 
-25kHz; 67.0dB 73.0dB 

Blocking; 

Increase over 12dB SINAD level of interfering signal modulated with 
400Hz at 1.5kHz deviation to cause 6dB degradation in 12dB SINAD on- 
channel signal; 

+100kHz; 
+1MHz; 
+10MHz; 

145MHz 
83.0dB 
95.0dB 
96.5dB 

433MHz 
87.0dB 
94.5dB 
96.5dB 

Intermodulation Rejection; 

Increase over 12dB SINAD level of two interfering signals giving identical 
12dB SINAD on-channel 3rd order intermodulation product; 

25/50kHz spacing; 
50/100kHz spacing; 

145MHz 
65.0dB 
62.0dB 

433MHz 
68.0dB 
67.0dB 

Maximum Audio Output; 

Measured at 1kHz on the onset of clipping; 

3 ohm load; 
8 ohm load; 
15 ohm load; 

145MHz 
1.SOW RMS 

675mW RMS 
380mW RMS 

433MHz 
1.85W RMS 
1.03W RMS 

565mW RMS 

n 

Image Rejection; 

Increase in level of signal at first IF image frequency over level of on- 
channel signal to give identical 12dB SINAD signals; 

145MHz 
82.0dB 

433MHz 
74.0dB 

S-Meter Linearity; 

Indication 
2 
4 
6 
8 

10 
12 
14 

145MHz 
Sig.Lev. Rel.Lev. 

0.20uV pd OdBref. 
0.36uV pd +5.1 dB 
0.57uV pd +9.2dB 
I.OGuV pd +14.5dB 
1.86uV od +19.4dB 
3.53uV pd +25.0dB 
7.42uV pd +31.4dB 

433MHz 
Sig.Lev. Rel.Lev. 

0.28uV pd OdB ref. 
0.42uV pd +3.4dB 
0.71 uV pd +8.0dB 
1.14uV pd +12.2dB 
1.95uV pd +16.8dB 
3.30uV pd +21.4dB 
6.90uV pd +49.2dB 



m0m 

Using the set from home, I found the 
rejection of signals from my local packet 
nodes on 2m and 70cm to be quite rea- 
sonable, but the 12.5kHz rejection, espe- 
cially on 2m, was a little limiting. 

Self-Contained 
Repeater 
A very useful feature I found the set 

to have was that of a fully automatic 
cross-band repeater. In this mode, by 
using an external diplexer and feeding 
the 70cm side into a dummy load in the 
shack, I could happily wander around the 
house with my 70cm handheld on 'extra- 
low' power using the set remotely. Here, I 
could operate on a 2m channel for 
example by using the FT-5200's BOW 
output into the rooftop aerial under 
short-range control from my 70cm port- 
able — very nice! (and quite legal under 
the standard UK licensing conditions). 

Insides 
The set is made from a tough alloy 

chassis for the main unit housing the RF 
circuitry, the totally separate front panel 
assembly housing the control circuits. 
Or* +^i-v ^ I ^ To. i 

boards mounted on a main 'mother' 
board are used, thus allowing faultfind- 
ing and repair by sub-board replace- 
ment. The rear of the unit houses the 
block transmitter power amplifier 
modules, these being in direct line of the 

TRANSMITTER; 

rear panel mounted fan. Metal top and 
bottom lids complete the case, the inter- 
nal speaker being fitted to the set itself 
rather than one of the lids. The limited 
amount of room (eftin the body of theset 
case is there just to provide space for 
options such as the DVS-3 speech mem- 
ory — it's all squeezed in nicely! 

Laboratory Tests 
The measured transmitter power 

gave a healthy account of itself, the devi- 
ation was correct, and in all a good per- 
formance resulted. On receive the 
overall performance seemed reason- 
able, although as found on air the 70cm 
receiver side didn't match the very high 
sensitivity of the 2m receiver. The 
adjacent channel rejection of 12.5kHz 
signals was adequate, that of 25kHz sig- 
nificantly better of course, although this 
slightly wider bandwidth should help in 
producing better detection of packet 
radio data. 

Conclusions 
The set is a nice small size, the simi- 

larly small detachable front panel lends 
itself to remote mounting in even the 
tiniest spaces in today's car dashboards. 
The CTCSS encoder fitted as standard is 
a welcome sign with more and more UK 
repeaters using this system, and I'm sure 
the optional digital voice storage on the 
set could come in quite useful. 

My thanks go to South Midlands Com- 
munications Ltd. for the loan of the 
review set. 

TX Power and Current Consumption; 

Voltage 
Supply 
10.8 V 

13.8V 

15.6V 

Power 

High 
Low 
High 
Low 
High 
Low 

145MHz 

35.2W/8.65A 
4.98W/3.85A 
50.5W/10.15A 
4.95W/3.90A 
50.5W/10.20A 
4.90W/3.90A 

433MHz 

20.2W/6.50A 
4.87W/3.80A 
36.5W/8.70A 
4.87W/3.85A 
36.2W/8.70A 
4.85W/3.90A 

Harmonics; 

2nd Harmonic; 
3rd Harmonic; 
4th Harmonic; 
5th Harmonic; 
6th Harmonic; 
7th Harmonic; 

145MHz 
-72dBc 
-85dBc 

<-90dBc 
<-90dBc 
<-90dBc 
<-90dBc 

433MHz 
-70dBc 
-75dBc 
-82dBc 

Peak Deviation; 
Toneburst Deviation; Freq Accuracy; 

145IVHz 433MHz 
4.92kHz 4.89kHz 145MHz 433MHz 

3.04kHz 2.01kHz 145MHz 
-190Hz 

433MHz 
-410Hz 
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N.M.C. THE NAME IN INNOVATIVE COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS 

The new AR2000 predecessor of the AR1000 with improved 
performance! 
* Extra wideband coverage 

500kHz-1300MHz (No Gaps)! 
* 1000 Channel memory 
* Receives AM, FM (Narrow) FM 

(Wide). 
* Selectable steps from 5kHz- 

995kHz. 
* Switchable Attenuator 10db. 
* Keypad entry or rotary tune controls 

Accessories Supplied 
* DA900 single wide band whip aeriel 

for VHF/UHF 
* AC charger 
* 4XAA High capacity rechargable 

Nicad batteries 
' 12V DC lead for mobile 

operation 
Soft case with carry strap 
Belt hook. £255. 

The new AR2500 predecessor of the AR2002 with improved 
performance 
* Frequency coverage 5-550MHz + 800-1300MHz 

(1.3GHZ) 
1984 Channel Memory (Elephant Memory) 

* All Mode: AM, FM (Narrow) FM (Wide) USB, LSB, and CW 
* Search/Scan speed: up to 36 

channels or 
increments per second. 

* Computer control via RS232 
serial port. 

' Switchable attenuator 20dB 
Keypad entry or rotary tune 
controls. 
Accessories supplied 
AC Adaptor 13.8V DC 
12V DC lead for Mobile use 

I * Mobile mount and whip aerial. £415 +carr "C" 

NMC3 Telephone call filter-monitor 
* Call-Screen: Displays the number of incoming call 
* Call-Filter: No more unwanted calls, 

[ * Call-Counter; Check number of calls on return 
" Call-Register; Stores 40 incoming call numbers and the 

time of call 
* Call-Monitor; Listen to any noise in your home/office by 

a secret code when calling, 
* Normal time display 
* Memory back-up during power cut 
* Can connect both tone or pulse telephone systems, 
* 20 phone number memories can be stored and recalled 

£139 +carr "C" 

DA3000 Wide Band 16 Element Discone Aerial, for external 
| mounting 

* Frequency coverage 25MHz- 
2000MHz (2GHz) 
16 stainless-steel elements to reduce the 
effects of weathering. 
Light weight 1.1kg 
Accessories supplied 
300mm aluminium support pole 
provided 
15m (approx) coaxial cable 
supplied 
U bolts and clamps provided 

' simple to follow instructions sheet. 

ORDERDETA|LS: AccessATisa/Mastercard/Eurocard, or cheque/bankers 
draft with order, payable to Northern ktarketing Concepts, for more Jet; 

W are^cceoted b^rGdUC,S ^ lar9e SA E- W orrSl _ I fno, i y p fle or P08'- Delivery norma ., ■■ thin 7 days. Export 
. wP|com8 Postage'packing r ates: A-£3 B-E4 C-4.75. Please note that certain equ.pment mar need approval before connect'or or use. 

+ carr 

The AR3000 top of the range professional monitor receiver. 
* Frequency coverage 100kHz-2036MHz (2.3GHz!!) 
* 400 Channel Memory 
* All mode; AM, FM (Narrow) FM (Wide) USB, LSB, and CW. 
* Search/Scan speed: up to 20 channels or increment 

per second. 
* Selectable steps from: 50Hz-100kHz 
* Computer Control via RS232 

serial port 
* Switchable attenuator 20dB 
* Keypad entry or rotary tune 

| controls 
* 4 priority channels 

Accessories supplied 
' AC adaptor 13.8 VDC 
* 12V DC Lead for mobile use 

| * Telescopic Antenna 
* Operating manual £760+ carr "C" 

Carr"B" 
ACEPAC 3 Computer control with the AR3000 
* IBM-PC based program to increase the versatility of the 
AR3000 

For more details on this program please phone m 

£115 +carr "A" 

■' NMC2 Micro-Transmitter (Bug) 
* Preamplified FET electret microphone, 
* Very high sensitivity 
* Transmit frequency 88-108MHz 

I * Exceptionally good range 
* Powered by 9 volt battery 
* Size 8 x 6.5 x 2.5mm £14.99 +carr "A" 

The New AR2800 superior SSB/CW receive performance and 
versatility 
* Frequency coverage; 500kHz-600MHz and 800MHz- 

1300Mhz (1.3 GHZ) 
* 1000 channel memory 
* All mode: AM FM (narrow) 

FM (Wide) USB, LSB, and 
CW 

| * Search/Scan Speed: up to 
20 channels or increments 
per second. 

| * Search banks; 10 
programmable banks 

* Frequency steps: 5kHz to 995kHz in 5 or 12.5kHz steps 
Keypad entry or rotary tune controls Accessories supplied 

* AC adaptor 13.8V DC 
| * 12V DC Lead for mobile use 
[ * Mobile mount and whip aerial. £390 +carr "C" 

NEW • NEW • NEW 
WIDE-BAND SCANNER ANTENNA 

SCANROD 
COMPACT • WEATHERPROOF • CONVENIENT 

£27.50 +£2.50 RECORDED DELIVERY 
Universal 1" x 2'' fixing clamp, S0239 connection 
Performance similar to much larger discones, 
Innovative 6 element construction centred around 

SMIShT' ,3fM74MHz' 3eo-45~Hz' ^ 

NORTHERN MARKETING CONCEPTS 
Unit 1, 26 Woodlands Road, Rillington, Malton 

North Yorkshire, Y017 8LD 
Tel: 09442 - 8887 Mon-Sat 9-6. 

please mention HRT when replying to advertisements 
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 
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MIERN/ITION^L 

Here we are with yet an- 
other up-to-date re- 
view, this time of the 
latest Yupiteru hand- 
held scanner to hit the 
market. Next month 

we've a £99 Realistic mobile scanner re- 
view all lined up, I've already been using 
this for several weeks and it certainly 
makes a change from Radio 1! 

On the subject of listening in, the 
media have yet again been in contact 
with us, and 'Scanners International' was 
the only publication to get a mention in 
a serious feature on Airband reception in 

a Sunday newspaper. Maybe we 
shouldn't have published our 'scandal' 
last month on the so-called scanning re- 
ceiver advertised in their pages. On the 
other hand, why not - we don't want our 
readers to be ripped off! 

As promised, this month we've the 
latest, up-to-date, buyers guide to scan- 
ners for you - with the Leicester Exhibi- 
tion now just weeks away we know you'll 
find it handy. If you're visiting the event, 
why not come along to the Argus Publi- 
cations / Scanners International stand and 
say hello - we'll have some of the Tsig 
names' in scanner writers there also. 

Next month, you'll be receiving a 
freebie insert with this magazine, enti- 
tled 'Personal Communications'. This 
will cover all manner of radio communi- 
cations for the 'man in the street', includ- 
ing scanners, the amateur radio Novice 
licence, short wave listening, handheld 
transceivers, CT2 telephones, even cel- 
lular communications for the consumer 
(no - not the purely business person - one 
study has shown that around half the 
cellphones now bought in the UK are for 
personal use). Watch out for it, or better 
still place an order with your newsagent! 

Free Readers 

Advertisements 

Want a scanner? Got a receiver or aerial 
to sell? Then advertise FREE in the next 
issue of Scanners International. Just fill in 
the coupon below and send it to: 
Scanners International, 
Argus Specialist Publications, 
Argus House, 
Boundary Way, 
Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts. 
HP2 7ST 

FOR SALE 

Realistic PR02005 scanner, 400 memo- 
ries, 25-520MHz, 760-1300MHz, AM/ 
FMN/FMW, £250 ono, boxed. Will ex- 
change for Short Wave scanner. Contact 
Bob (Dawlish, Devon), Tel. 0626 862465 
after 7pm. 
WIN 108, unwanted gift, immaculate, ? 
£130. Contact Basil (Chiswick), Tel. 081 I 
994 8435 
JIM PSU Mklll, hardly used, as new, J 
£15. Contact Ian on Rossendale 220863 1 

ReaIisHcPR02002,50 channel AM/FM I 
scanner 68-88, 108-174, 410-512,12V or | 
mains power, boxed with automatic ■ 
memory, battery charger, £120. Contact 1 

Robert Trussler (Hamilton, Strathclvde) I 
Tel. 0698 286078 | 
Icom ICR-100 scanner, 500kHz-l .8GHz, J 
almost new, still under guarantee, £400. ' 
Contact Mr. K. Newton (Bromley, Kent), I 
Tel. 081 467 4796 evenings I 
Realistic PRO-2006 scanner, 400 memo- [ 
ries, 25-520MHz, 720-1300MHz, AM/ 1 

FMW/FMN, latest model, mint, £230. 
Contact L. Bridle (Northolt, Middx), Tel. 
081 845 8292 
AR-3000 communications receiver, still 
in box, only six months old, today's price 
£779, sell for £595. Contact Lindsay (Ab- 
erdeen), Tel. 0224 583110 
Realistic PRO-32, VHF/UHF/Airband 
handheld scanner, 200 memories, four 
frequency bands, 68-512MHz, excellent 
working order, £125 ono, buyer collects 
or carriage extra. Contact Terry Bruce 
(Luton), Tel. 0582 23750 
Icom IC-R1 handheld communications 
receiver, complete, carrying case and 
spare battery pack plus charger, £400. 
Yaesu FRT-7700 ATU, £40. (Ellesmere, 
Salop.) Tel. 0691 622368 

EXCHANGE 

Tono 550 communications terminal, 
Morse, RTTY, ASCII, and CW tutor with 
manual, for a Fax-1 unitor similar WHY? 
Contact Derek Griffiths (Widnes, Chesh- 
ire), Tel. 051 420 6424 
PRO-2005/4 scanner wanted, in part ex- 
change for a Yaesu FTIOIZD, cash ad- 
justment. Contact J. Tarleton (Burton- 
on-Trent) Tel. 0283 221870 
Realistic PRO-2024 brand new, boxed, 
68-88, 118-136 (AM), 138-174, 380-512, 
Yaesu FRG-7700 HF RX, 0-30MHz, ex- 
cellent condition, no mods! Exchange for 
AR2800, FRG9600 (with Raycom Mk.V 
upgrade), R2000 (with VHP) or WHY? 
Haggle? Contact Tony, (Brighton), Tel. 
0273 622012 anytime. 

Name  

Address . 
Date . 

Signature. Enter your advert in the boxes below 
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Buyers 

Handheld scanners 

In plenty of time for the Leicester Show in October, which is 
now a matter of weeks away, we present the very latest 
selection of the scanners you'll find on sale today. This list 
gives their frequency coverage, modes of operation, numbers 
of memory channels available for storage of your favourite 
frequencies, and the typical price of each one together with the 
date of review in either Scanners International (SI) or Ham Radio 
Today (HRT). 

A AR-2800 

The Realistic PRO-2006 uses Hyperscan which allows 
very fast scanning 

POTTERS BAR RADIO 
124 Darkes Lane. Just off M25 Jnct. 24 

SCANNER SPECIALIST 
AOR. New Fairmate HP200E handheld. Realistic 

Scanners, New Yuplte H/u handhelds + lots more . 
■T"* Phone for lowest prices 

CB RADIO AND TANDY DEALER   
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE: 0707 49456 

Make 

AR 800E 

AR 900 

AR 1000 
Mkll 
AR 2000 

Bearcat 
UBC50XL 

Bearcat 
BC55XLT 

Bearcat 
BC70XLT 

Bearcat 
UBC100XL 

Bearcat 
UBC100XLT 

Bearcat 
UBC200XLT 

Black 
Jaguar 
Mklll 

Fairmate 
HP-100 
Fairmate 
HP-200 
Icom 
IC-R1 
Regency 
HX850E 

Regency 
HX-2000 

Sony 
AIR7 
Sony 
ICF PR080 
Realistic 
PR034 

Realistic 
PR038 

WIN108 
Yupiteru 
VT-125 
Yupiteru 
MVT5000 
Yupiteru 
MVT7000 

Freq 
Coverage 

75-105 
118-174 
406-495 
830-950 
108-174 
220-280 
300-380 
406-470 
830-950 
0.5-600 
805-1300 
0.5-1300 

66-88 
136-174 
406-512 
29-54 
136-174 
406-512 
66-88 
118-174 
406-512 
66-88 
118-174 
406-512 
66-88 
118-174 
406-512 
66-88 
118-174 
406-512 
806-956 
28-30 
50-88 
115-178 
200-280 
360-520 
15-550 
805-1300 
0.5-600 
805-1300 
0.1-1300 
WFM 
60-89 
118-136 
140-174 
406-495 
60-89 
118-174 
406-512 
0.1-2.2 
76-136 
0.15-108 
115-223 
68-88 
108-136 
136-174 
380-512 
806-960 
68-88 
136-174 
406-512 
108-143 
108-142 

Modes Memory Typ. Revierveo 
Ch. Price 

25-550 
800-1300 
8-1300 
WFM 

AM/FM 20 £169 HRT 
Sep 88 

AM/FM 100 £199 HRT 
Aug 89 

AM/FM/ 
WFM 
AM/FM/ 
WFM 
FM 

1000 

1000 

10 

£249 SI 
No.3 

£259 

£100 HRT 
No search Apr! 

FM 10 £99 
No search 

FM 20 £199 ' HRT 
AM Air Jul 88 

FM 16 £179 SI 
AM Air No.1 

FM 100 £199 HRT 
AM Air Apr 87 

FM 200 £229 SI 
AM Air No.1 

AM/FM 16 £199 HRT 
Jun 88 

AM/FM/ 1000 £249 HRT 
WFM Apr 90 
AM/FM/ 1000 £269 
WFM 
AM/FM/ 100 £369 SI 

No.2 
AM/FM 20 £179 

AM/FM 20 £99 HRT 
Jan 87 

AM/FM/ 30 £229 
WFM 
AM/FM/ 40 £299 HRT 
SSB Dec 87 
FM/ 200 £249 
AM Air 

FM 10 £99 

AM 20 £179 
AM 30 £179 SI 

AM/FM 
Sep 91 

100 £249 HRT 
Nov89 

AM/FM 200 £289 SI 
Aug 91 

2 
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Base/mobile scanners 

Make 

AR-950 

AR-2002 

AR-2500 

AR-2800 

AR-3000 

Bearcat 
UBC175XL 

Bearcat 
UBC760XLT 

Bearcat 
BC800XLT 

Bearcat 
UBC950XLT 

Icom 
IC-R100 

Icom 
IC-R7000 

Freq 
Coverage 

60-88 
-108-136 
137-174 
220-290 
291-380 
406-470 
830-950 
25-550 
800-1300 
0.5-1500 

0.5-600 
800-1300 
0,1-2036 

66-88 
118-174 
406-512 
66-88 
108-174 
350-512 
806-956 
29-54 
118-174 
406-512 
840-912 
29-54 
118-174 
406-512 
806-956 
0.1-1800 

25-1300 

Modes 

AM/FM 

Memory Typ. Reviewed 
Ch. Price 

100 

AM/FM/ 20 
WFM 
AM/FM/ 1984 
WFM/SSB 
AM/FM/ 1000 
WFM/SSB 
AM/FM/ 400 
WFM/CW/ 
SSB 
FM 
AM Air 

FM 
AM Air 

FM 
AM Air 

FM 
AM Air 

16 

100 

40 

100 

100 AM/FM/ 
WFM 
(SSB opt.) 
AM/FM/ 99 
WFM/SSB 

£254 

£487 HRT 
Oct 86 

£419 

£395 

£759 

£169 

£235 

£149 

£235 SI 
No.l 

£510 SI 
No.2 
(No.3) 

£925 HRT 
Feb 89 

icom 0.1-2000 AM/FM/ 1000 £3995 
IC-R9000 WFM/SSB/ 

CW/FSK 
JIL 28-88 AM'FM 16 £325 
SX-200N 108-180 

380-514 
JIL 26-520 AM/FM/ 20 £649 
SX-400N WFM 
Jupiter 25-550 AM/FM/ 1000 £369 
MVT6000 800-1300 WFM 
Kenwood 0.5-905 AM/FM/ 100 £465 HRT 
RZ-.1 WFM May 8! 
Nevada 0.5-600 AM/FM/ 1000 £279 
MS1000 805-1300 WFM 
Realistic 25-520 AM/FM 400 £329 SI 
PR02005 760-1300 No.1 
Realistic 25-520 AM/FM 400 £250 SI 
PR02006 760-1300 Jun 91 
Realistic 68-88 FM 200 £229 
PR02022 108-136 

136-174 
380-512 
806-960 

AM Air 

Realistic 68-88 FM 60 £159 
PR02024 108-136 

136-174 
380-512 

AM Air 

Revco 26-32 AM/FM 50 £225 
RS-3000 60-90 

118-180 
380-512 

Signal 108-143 AM 60 £255 
R535 220-380 
Sony 0.15-30 AM/FM/ 32 £299 SI 
ICF2001D 76-108 SSB No.1 

116-136 
Standard 50-905 AM/FM/ 100 £545 
AX700 WFM 
Yaesu 60-950 AM/FM/ 100 £520 HRT 
FRG9600 WFM/SSB Jul 87 

YupiteruMVT-7000 

Handheld Scanner 

At this year's NEC exhibition, the new Yupiteru MVT-7000 handheld 

scanner was revealed, however before the event Scanners were pleased 
to be offered one of only two in the UK for an exclusive review' 

Tl his handheld scanner dif- 
1 fers from its predecessor 

the MVT-5000 in several 
ways. Not only does it look 

different with its rounded 
edges but it covers the range 

of 8-1300MHz at full performance, you 
can also enter frequencies down to 
100kHz into the set albeit with reduced 
sensitivity given. Together with this ex- 
tended coverage, it adds wideband FM 
as a reception mode so you can listen to 
FM broadcast stations or even TV sound 
on the scanner. 

Measuring 64(W) x 159(FJ) x 
40(D)mm and weighing around 300g, it 
comes in a nicely styled black plastic case 
with a multi-function tactile keypad to- 

gether large LCD panel displaying the 
frequency, memory channel etc. 

Memories 

The set can store up to 200 memory chan- 
nels, these being arranged into 10 banks 
of 20 channels each. This arrangement 
allows you to separate banks of channels 
for your specific interests, for example 
2m FM amateur frequencies in one bank, 
VHF FM broadcasts in another, VHF 
AM airband in another, HF AM broad- 
casts in another and so on. As well as 
this, you can program in 10 search bands 
of frequencies for general listening within 
a user-programmed range, the front 
panel keypad being marked with logos 

SCANNERS INTERNATIONAL SEPTEMBER 1991 

such as 'FM', 'AIR V, 'AIR U' and so on 
to allow you to act as a memory-jogger 
for your programmed ranges (it comes 
supplied pre-programmed with Japanese 
frequency bands, which may of course 
be re-programmed as required). You can 
program the set to increment in 5, 10, 
12.5, 25, 50 or 100kHz steps (50 or 
1200kHz steps on WFM) on each range, 
hence the set can be 'personalised' to 
your requirements regardless of which 
country/area you're using the set in. 

You can scan through the memory 
channels at the rate of 16 channels/sec 
(20 channels/sec in search mode), the set 
halting as usual on a Tmsy' channel, i.e. 
when the receiver squelch lifts. The usual 
'Delay' may also be programmed to keep 



A rigid telescopic aerial is supplied for 
us with the set rather than the more 
usual flexible helical, this plugs into the 
set-top BNC connector and may be ex- 
tended to the length required, the maxi- 
mum length being 51cm. A 3.5mm jack 
socket lets you plug in the supplied ear- 
phone for private listening, or indeed an 
external speaker if you wish. The scan- 
ner runs from four AA size batteries 
which fit into a compartment at the bot- 
tom rear of the set, dry cells being sup- 
plied with the review sample. A small 
DC socket on the case side allows an 
external 12 V DC supply to be connected, 
a power lead terminated in a car cigar 
lighter plug being supplied with the re- 
view sample together with a plug-in 
mains adaptor. Carrying aids supplied 
are a belt clip and a carry strap to help 
stop you dropping the receiver in use. 

LABORATORY RESULTS 

Sensitivity 
Input level in uV pd required to give Increase in level of signal at 45MHz IF 
12dB S1NAO 
Freq MHz Sig. Level 
29 0.18 (FM) 
51 0.20 (EM) 
80 0.23 (FM) 
100 0.45 <WFM) 
120 0.97 (AM) 
145 0.24 (FM) 
170 0.41 (FM) 
250 1,08 (AM) 
435 0.38 (FM) 
934 0.25. (FM) 
1296 0.27 (FM) 

Image/IF Rejection 

imagefreqijency, over levelofon-chan- 
nel Signal to give identical 12dBSINAD 
signals 
145MHz 65dB 
934MHz 57dB 

Blocking 
Measured on 145MHz EM as increase 
over 12dB Fll\i AO level of interfering 
signal modulated with400Hzatl.SkHz 
deviation to cause 6dB degradation in 

Adjacent Channel Selectivity 
Measured on FM as increase in level of 
interfering signal, modulated with 
400Hzat 1.5kHz deviation, above X2dB 
SIN AD ref. level to cause 6dB degrada- 
tion in 12dB on-channel signal 
+12.5kHz 16.5dB 
-12.5kHz 17.5dB 
+25kHz 47.5dB 
-25kHz 46.5dB 

HOOkHz 61dB 
+1MH2 84dB 
+10MH2 89dB 

Intermodulation Rejection 
Measured on 145MHz FM as increase 
over 12dB SIN AD level of two inter- 
fering signals giving identical 12dB 
SIN AD on-channel 3rd order 
intermodulation product, SO/lOOkHz 
spacing 
>52dB (limited by blocking) 

the set on the halted channel for a couple 
of seconds after the squelch closes to 
prevent missing replies. A Triority' chan- 
nel check is also available, this sampling 
a given channel for activity every five 
seconds. 

Controls and Connections 

Together with the usual keypad, rotary 
on/ off/volume, and squelch controls, a 
click-step tuning knob on the top panel 
lets you cycle through the channels/fre- 
quencies manually. Next to this an 
attenuator on/off button provides a de- 
gree of protection against problems with 
strong off-channel signals possibly over- 
loading the receiver front end circuitry. 

The set operates as a triple-conver- 
sion superhet, with Intermediate Fre- 
quencies of 592.2MHz (227.4MHz Mid / 
High range), 45MHz, and 455kHz on 
AM/FM (10.7MHz on WFM). 

In Use 

The set was comfortable to hold, the tactile 
keys also being easy to operate. However I 
sometimes found these did get acciden- 
tally pressed when I handled the set, such 
as when I lifted it out of my pocket - hence 
I got into the habit of switching in the side- 
mounted 'key lock' switch. I found the 
LCD very easy to read, there was even a 
small rotary LCD contrast control on the 
side to help here - very nice indeed. Now, 

what of on-air performance? Used with it's 
own set-top telescopic whip, I found the 
receiver very sensitive indeed, it pulled in 
distant signals which I could copy only 
slightly better on a purpose-designed 
handheld transceiver, very good indeed. 

Connecting an external aerial showed 
that the set, perhaps not surprisingly, suf- 
fered from very strong signals on closely 
adjacent frequencies, the resultant 'noise' 
affecting wanted signals. Switching in the 
attenuator helped with more widely spaced 
signals, only suggesting this was due to 
close-in noise from the synthesiser, a quick 
test in the measurement lab confirmed this. 
Because of this, on busy broadcast bands 
on HF the set sometimes became difficult 
to use when connected to a 10m long wire 
outdoors, an indoor dipole instead being 
pressed into service here. However for a 
handheld this isn't surprising, and must 
bear in mind if s intended use with it's set- 
top telescopic whip. Indeed an unmodi- 
fied model of one other rather more expen- 
sive handheld scanner was considerably 
worse, showing the Yupiteru to offer far 
better relative performance. 

The lack of keypad back-lighting made 
it slightly awkward to use in the dark, 
however the sensibly placed 'Search' and 
'Scan' keys together with the rotary click- 
step tuning control helped here. 

Conclusions 

A handy lightweight set which I found to 
be extremely versatile, a portable com- 
panion to keep 'in on the action'. Al- 
though at a selling price of £289 it repre- 
sents a significant investment it does 
have the capability of being 'future proof 
with it's wide frequency coverage and 
programming flexibility. I didn't like the 
telescopic whip, because in portable use 
this I feel would easily break. I'd be 
tempted to replace this with a flexible 
helical, the good sensitivity of the set 
making up for any inefficiencies in this. 

My thanks go to Waters and Stanton Elec- 
tronics for the loan of the review sample. 

■Jl 
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Listen to AOR 
In the last docado AOR has gained a rcputatlpn foi nniqno liigh perf0i-nianee 

w ide hand radio receh ers world wide.With the arrival of its new suhsiduary 

A( )R if K) Ltd. i K enstoinei's may enjoy a much closer link with the factory. 

The ^300P now extends your listening horizons further than anyone believed was possible. Coverlnfi the entire frequency spectrum from 100 kHz to 2036 MHz without any gaps in the range, the AR3000 brings the general coverage 
a ^ leVel of Pfrfojpance and versiUlity. Not only will the AR308o cover thisextrem?^ listemng on any modei USB, LSB, CW. AM, FM (narrow) FM (wide). Tuning rates are selectable from an ultra-fine 

t P • ^ A1? riSht UP,to 100 kHz step8 for the TV bands and Band-2. A slight pull on the spring-loaded 
alrlrfrt ^ increase the tuning speedby a factor of ten for realty fast tuning. A ) memoiy channels are 

A 4 banks x 100 channels. Each memoiy channel will retain mode, frequency and RF attenuator 
entiie f T ar5 usecl before the GaAsFet RF amplifiers, this ensures high sensitivity throughout the entire range with outstanding dynamic range and freedom from intermodulatlon effects An nm-t ♦ 
enaWe'rT^r1111 OU

t
tftan

h
dinf range and freedom from intermodulatlon effectZZ^S^ 

whin LriS 1 dlrec"y int° most personal computers. The AR3000 is suppliid with a telescopic whip aerial, 13.8V DC lead, AC power suppfy and operating manual. R.R.P. AR3000 £765 

ACEPAC3 is an exclusively developed multi-function IBM-PC based program to 
further increase the versatility of the AR3000. A sweep facility provides a 
spectrum anatysis graph. The very latest version displays frequencies in X axis 
and sm l fir* n nrvrdrtrf f o — i_ ^.1  _... « 

AR2000 

communications from your 
home (with an external aerial) is 
now a reality. The AR2800 is 
user fn'GndJy and employs a 
conventional memory channel 

hanks WAe11 ,AR1®00)- Tbere are lOOO^emories and loTeTrch imilar 
m 7a rec^augea NlCad battery is now included to permit 

600 MHz^a^id^O^'fvlH^1to l300 MHz^ The AR2900 covers 500 t° 
R.R.P. AR2500 £419 AR2800 £395 

DA3000 Wide band 16 element discone aerial for external mounting 

rnnrnv^%nranfgL ^ ^ ^ MHz (2 GHz^ The aartal Is^uppUelwith approx 15m of coax terminated m a BNC connector ready to plug in and 
use with any AOR receiver. 'V bolts and clamps are provided, however an 
additional supporting pole will be required for Installation. 

• iv- * . UA3000 £69 

 ! vyxa v.0,^11 m unc programmea 
frequency search range. This indicates 'how active' the frequencies are in the 
programmed search range. In addition to the graphic display, ACEPAC3 can 
produce a detailed numerical list from the graphic information. One memory 
file has 400 channels divided into 4 banks of 100 channels. More than one 
memoiy file can be created to increase the memoiy storage capability If you 
make j ust one extra memoiy file you can store 800 memoiy channels! 
R.R.P. ACEPAC-3 £119 

AR2000 The AEW AR2000 must be the ultimate portable monitor receiver. 
AOR have foUowed on from the successful AR1000 and have made the 
specification of the AR2000 even better. Frequency coverage of the AR2000 is 
n0^L. continuous 500 kHz to 1300 MHz (with no gaps) and not in two ranges as with the earlier AR 1000. The receiver has also been designed to cover short- 
wave and has an improved performance in this area. One major change is the 
replacement of the 154.825 MHz ciystal with a highly-stable 12.8 MHz 
reference and multiptyer chain. The result is an improved frequency stability 
with a further reduction in unwanted products especially in the VHF marine 
band. Modes are AM, FM (narrow) and FM (wide). There are 1000 memories 
and 10 search banks. The receiver is powered from 4 x AA NiCads (supplied) or 

AnraH Rw A?? A?200
f? 

is suPP1Jed with a wide band whip aerial, AC charger, NiCads, 12V DC lead, soft case and belt hook. Eveiy thing you need is included 
to just switch on and start listening. 

AR2500 and AR28qO Base - mobile scanning receivers featuring coverage 
from shortwave to microwaves. All mode operation AM, FM (narrow), FM fwlde) 
and built-in BFO for USB, LSB and CW. Massive memoiy storage backed up 
permanenUy with an EEPROM so no batteiy is required. Operation is from a 
nominal 13.8V DC supply (power supply included). SSB is used by many 
f®1lfes.f!i?eclally shortwave (including Amateur band and oceanic airband) to extend the operational coverage of their transceivers. It's inclusion on these 
receivers isn't just an added bonus but a positive asset. The BFO allows 

d°^LeiS,er side:baiid ^ the fine shift control ensures the veiy best audio quality. The choice between the AR2500 and AR2800 is difficult 
dt^RUg ^0tAm°de,ls i00)1 similar on the outside (being housed in a strong 
Th^ADoKno6 design concept is radically different inside the cabinet. The AR2S00 was conceived in the USA where listeners desire computer 

If the?*5232 P^tat a budget price , IBM-PC based software should autumn. The AR2500 has a massive memoiy capacity 
{Elephantmemoiy) and fast turbo speed' search and scan. There are 1984 

banks x 32 ch) and 16 search banks. The AR2500 covers 5 MHz 
SSR /rw"' and 0 MHz to 1300 MHz. The AR2800-S strong ^lnt?s lup^rior SSB/CW receive performance and versiUlity. Amateur band CW recepUon is of 
a crisp and clean tone. The dream of listening to long distance 
communications from vmn- s 

AR2800 

Prices include VAT, 
carriage extra. 

PJcase sendS.SJl.E.    
for detailed lea/lets and 

fullprice list - thankyo u. 

f32pi *rAOR fUK) Ltd. 
and Room 2, Adam Bede Hif Tech Centre. 

~ j Road, Wlrksworl i, Derbys. DE4 4BG Tel: 0629 - 825926 Fax: 0629 - 825927 
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Terry Grice 
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constructs a Morse 

text generator to help 

you recognise the code 
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°q§ ml? Fig.1 EPROM memory map for 

randomly-selected word 

Amateur CW communication makes 
extensive use of standard abbreviations 
along with the internationally recog- 
nised Q-Code. Procedure signals are 
also used to indicate the status of an 
ongoing transmission. The budding CW 
operator as well as the potential Novice 
Class-A licensee will need to become 
conversant with at least some of this 
Morse shorthand, which in total has a 
vocabulary in excess of two hundred 
words. 

The Random Morse Text Generator 
has a library of 256 Morse words, this 
includes punctuation and some non- 
abbreviated words. Block 'select' and 
'delay' facilities have been included to 
aid the initial learning process and sub- 
sequent practice at higher speeds. 
Although it is not a Morse tutor in itself 
the generator may if desired be used 
alongside any program which teaches 
the Morse alphabet. The speed and tone 
pitch may be varied over a wide range to 
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Fig.2 EPROM Memory Addressing 

suit individual needs, the variable'delay' 
facility adds a time period between char- 
acters which can simulate the method of 
Morse testing for the UK Novice exam, 
where individual characters are sent at 
12WPM but with an inter- character 
delay to give an overall speed of 5WPM. 
The unit may be powered from internal 
batteries or an external 12V supply, and 
has a headphone socket for private lis- 
tening as well as a small built-in speaker. 

Character Storage 
A plug-in EPROM is used to store 

the Morse words, suitable blank 
EPROMs are available from numerous 
component suppliers for home-pro- 
gramming to your specific needs. If 
you'd like a PC disk with a stored hexade- 
cimal file of the EPROM information 
ready for home-programming, then 
send a formatted (5.25in or 3.5in, high or 
standard density) disk, with a pre- 
stamped self-addressed disk mailer 
marked 'Morse EPROM', to the HRT edi- 
torial address, this is a free service to 
HRT purchasers only. Programmed 
EPROMs are available from the author at 
a nominal cost, and EPROMs together 
with ready made PCBs and complete kits 
of parts will be available from the usual 
kit advertisers in the HRT 'classified' and 
display ads sections. 

Construction. 
The artwork for a single-sided PCB 

is given in Fig. 5, the associated compo- 
nent layout in Fig. 6. PCB connectors or 
alternatively PCB pins may be used to 
connect the panel mounted compo- 
nents to the board, 1.0mm holes are nor- 
mally required here as with the regulator 

5V DC REGULATED OUTPUT 

POWER SUPPLY 9V DC INTERNAL BATTERY SUPPLY OR 12V DC EXTERNAL SOURCE 

' T RV3) 

p^"| 
WORD OCTAL D6 LATCH 0C2) SELECT 06 VOLUME RV2 COUNTER GATED A STABLE AF OSCILLATOR (ICS) 
 / LE Ol 

EPROM 0C3) 
HF ASTABLE OSCtLLATOR OCSa) WORD ADDRESS COUNTER 0C4) 

DELAY (SW2) 
LF ASTABLE OSCILLATOR (ICSb) RST 

(NfTlALfSATtON AND RESET ciRCurr (ICSc & IC5d) 

SPEED 
(RV1) 

Fig.3 Functional Block Diagram 

pin holes. The regulator fixing hardware, 
an M3x6mm screwand M3 nut, requires 
a 3.0mm clearance hole. When installing 
the board, case drilling can be avoided 
by using self-adhesive pillars. The four 
holes provided for this purpose should 
be drilled to suit, 4.0mm being typical. All 
other component fixing holes need to be 
0.8mm. 

When fitting components to the 
PCB it's advisable to start with the 
passive components, i.e. links, connec- 
tors, resistors and capacitors. This 
includes IC sockets, recommended for 
all six ICs. The regulator should be the 
last board-mounted component to be 
soldered down.The ICs, which should be 
kept in their protective packaging until 
required, may now be installed, observe 
CMOS handling precautions with these. 
If you're not familiar with this, then the 
ICs should be handled lengthwise with 
thumb and finger avoiding physical con- 
tact with any of the pins. 

With all the board mounted compo- 
nents in place, a visual inspection of the 
foil side of the board should be carried 
out to ensure that no solder bridges exist 
and that all leads have been soldered. 
Check the component side for correct 
positioning and polarity where applic- 
able, and ensure that none of the IC pins 

has folded under the body, it's worth 
noting this check is also valid for IC soc- 
kets before soldering into place. 

Attractive front and rear panel labels 
can be manufactured by copying the full 
size legends shown in Fig.7 onto suitably 
coloured A4 card. This may then be 
covered with clear protective film and 
cut to size. Temporarily position the 
labels over the respective front and back 
panels, then spot through the fixing hole 
centre marks with a sharp scriber or 
similar tool. Holes, of suitable diameter 
for the components used, can now be 
drilled and deburred, the LSI hole 
expanded with a reamer if necessary. If 
the completed unit is required for head- 
phone use only, the speaker may of 
course be omitted. 

The labels can now be secured in 
place using glue or double- sided tape. If 
the latter is used it is best to attach the 
tape to the label underside before cut- 
ting to size. Finally, use a sharp cutting 
tool to clear out the fixing holes. 

When attaching the threaded com- 
ponents to the panels, care should be 
taken not to over-tighten the fixing nuts, 
as this will wrinkle the protective film. 
Both LSI and FS1 fuse holder can be 
glued into position, taking care to ensure 
that no glue reaches the cone of the 
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encapsulated speaker. The four fixing 
pillars moulded into each half of the case 
must be removed, this can be done using 
an old pair of wire cutters. Place the front 
and rear panel in situ in the bottom half 
of the box, and locate the PCB so that 
only slight sideways movement of the 
battery box is possible, allowing the case 
lid to fit correctly. Wire the unit as shown 
in Fig, 6, 7/0.2 hook-up wire or similar 
can be used throughout for this. 

Testing. 
Connectan milliammetersetto read 

30mA DC or greater across the empty 
fuse holder contacts, observing lead 
polarity. Install the battery pack and 
switch SW2 on. If all is well the circuit 
should begin to generate random Morse 
words, and the meter should register a 
varying current of 20-25mA for respec- 
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tive minimum and maximum volume 
settings of RV2. Now replace the meter 
with a 100mA(F) fuse, set your voltmeter 
to a suitable DC range, and monitor the 
regulator output for a reading of 5V. 

Check that clockwise rotation of RV1 
and RV3 increases the speed and tone of 
the audible output. Rotating SW2 from 
the 'Cal' position through to the D5 posi- 
tion should progressively increase the 
inter-word delay. Confirm that all five set- 
tings of SW1 produce an output. Insert- 
ing a pair of 8 ohm mono headphones 
into SKI should mute LSI. 

The circuit may be powered from an 
external 12V DC PSU via. SK2 which 
automatically switches out the internal 
9V DC battery power source B1. The sup- 
ply voltage is connected by power on-off 
switch SW3 and FS1 tothe input of REG 1, 
a LM2940 1A 5V DC low- dropout volt- 
age regulator. This device will function 
with an input to output voltage differen- 
tial of less than 200mV, allowing the bat- 
tery source to be used right up until the 
end of its useful life, i.e. down to a termi- 
nal voltage of 6V. 

Parts list; 

Resistors; All fixed resistors 0.25W 5% carbon film. 

Semiconductors; 

R1, 2,6 
R3,4 
R5 
R7 
R8 
RV1 
RV2 
RV3 

Capacitors; 

C1 
G? 
C3 
G4, 5, 6, 
9,10, 11 
C7 
C8 
C12 
C13 

100k 
180k 
470k 
IkO 
33 R 
470k min. lib, pot 
470R min. !in. pot, 
47k min. iin. pot 

!C1 CD4040B 
fC2 CD74HC573 
ICS 27C256 (Maplin UH44X) 
iC4 CD4024B 
IC5 CD4b93B 
1C6 NE555 
REG1 LM2940CT (Eiectfomail (648-551! 

Miscellaneous; 

TOpF polystyrene 
680nF 35V tantalum 
luF 35 V tantalum 

'OnP ceramic 
68 n? pofyestei 
IOuF 16V electrolytic 
470uF 16V electrolytic 
470nF ceramic 

SW1 
SW2 
SW3 
SKI 
SK2 
LSI 
FS1 

2-pole 6-way rotary 
1-pole 12-w8y rotary 
SPDT toggle 
Mono 1/4" jack socket 
2.5mm DG power connector 
miniature loudspeaker (Tandy 273-090> 
100mA(F) x 20mm fuse link 

See riRT dessified ads (back pages) and display aos for 
suppliers of RGBs and components. 

fhe author may be contacted at 11 Durham Street Wallsend, 
Tyne and Wear NF2b 7HZ for the supply of EPROMs. 
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Next month we conclude with a description of the stored text and technical information on the unit to allow any text 
to be formulated. 
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Now that good weather should be with 
us, perhaps it's time to consider a few 
checks on the aerial system prior to 
winter time, all to often the aerial is 
erected and then forgotten until it falls 
down. Unfortunately this can cause 
injury as well as damage. This is import- 
ant to all amateurs, not just the QRP 
types. 

Most non-QRP enthusiasts won't 
appreciate that to the QRP operator the 
aerial is the most important part of a QRP 
station, the rig may be the simplest cir- 
cuit available but getting the RF out in the 
air is where it counts, and this is where 
the best aerial available is required. 

Water is the deadliest enemy, it can 
get into the smallest of holes and ruin 
what would otherwise be a very efficient 
aerial orfeeder. Self-amalgamating tape 
is widely available and is well worth the 
expense. The feeder needs checking for 
damage and wear as well. 

Aerials are not so easy to check 
without an RF sensor, (a simple sensor 
was discussed in this column in the 
January 1991 issue of HRT). Coaxial 
feeder however can easily be checked 
with equipment that almost every ama- 
teur already has in the shack. All that is 
required is a dummy load and a power 
meter. 

Coax Cable Checks 
First, disconnect the coaxial feeder 

from the aerial and fit the dummy load to 
the end. Fit the power meter between the 
feeder to be tested and the rig, and using 
this set the output power at an arbitrary 
level, say 10 watts. Remove the power 
meter and place it at the other end of the 
feeder and refit the dummy load. Key up 
the rig and measure the power level. You 
will not get the full 10 watts, but depend- 
ing on the type of feeder you will be able 
to calculate what the power level should 
be. If it is less than this, the feeder (or 
connectors) may be faulty and need 
replacing. 

Typical losses in feeder can be 
found by referring to comprehensive 
radio reference book, e.g. the Radio 
Communication Handbook, page 23.8. 
This shows us that RG58/U has a loss of 
over 4dB for a 30m length whereas 
another standard cable RG213/U has a 
loss of around 2dB for the same length, 
both these figures are quoted for a fre- 
quency of 100MHz. At lower frequencies 
the losses are considerably less of 
course. 

Wire aerials also need attention, 
which most people forget. Wire under 

Dick Pascoe G0BPS warns 

us to check our aerials, and 

describes an active CW 

filter you can build 

tension will fray at a bend, and sure as 
can be it will break, just as that new 
country comes on the band. We must 
also beware of high winds, so get out 
there and give it all aYmce over' before 
the Autumn winds arrive. A long, hard, 
look at the open wire feeder will not go a 
miss either. This is often so cheap that it 
may be worth replacing anyway. 

Audio Filters 
When listening to CW, some sta- 

tions may be difficult to copy because of 
other traffic on, or near the same fre- 
quency. My comments in a previous 
article about filter bandwidths made ref- 
erence to interference. There is another 
way to avoid this problem from adjacent 
stations, and that's to use a simple audio 
filter with variable bandwidth. The filter 
supplied with my Argonaut is excellent 
for this, often permitting me to work sta- 
tions that would otherwise be unheard. 

This active filter circuit was sent to 
me by an American friend who rates it 
very highly. The circuit is quite simple 
and should be easily reproducible on 
Veroboard. It is a simple active filter 
using two cheap uA747 op-amps to 
boost the audio signal up to 6dB. The 
peak frequency of the filter is around 
750Hz which seems to suit most ama- 
teurs. The bandwidths selectable are 
350Hz, 160Hz, 130Hz and 110Hz. 

The filter is simply fitted between 
the audio output from the rig to your 
speaker. Be sure to fit a bypass switch to 
the filter, to route the audio straight 
through for when you're not using CW. 

Complaints 
It is not often that I deal with com- 

plaints in a column like this, but Bob, 
G4JFN who has passed the '300 mem- 
bers worked' mark is still looking for 
some QSL cards. It is an ever increasing 
problem of course, 'to QSL or not', and 
cost must be a consideration. One sug- 
gestion made was just writing across the 
card contact confirmed and sign it, 
returning the card to the sender, what do 
you think? (this should generate some 
comments!). A pet hate of mine is the"- 
QRP' station who does not putthe power 
output (input) on their card. 

QRP and Packet? 
It might seem a strange relation- 

ship, but there is a reason for the com- 
ment. This concerns those who chase 
DX, be it very QRO or QRP or those who 
like to operate for the fun of it and add up 
a few countries as well. If you're fortu- 
nate enough to have a packet set-up, try 
your local PacketCluster, it's full of infor- 
mation to all who enjoy operating (look 
out for Don Field G3XTT's article in HRT 
on this system). 

Well that's it for now, comments and 
ideas to me please either via. GB7SEK on 
packet, to 3, Limes Road, Folkestone 
CT19 4AU or via. the HRT Editorial 
Address. See you next month. 

This active CW filter can be built on 
Veroboard 

470k 470k : == 2200p = 22O0p AF N 220k 
-VvV 220k 

-vw^- OAAA/ -V\A/ ZZwp K/lD 2200p 2200p 22k ? 22k 9 =100n 
-\AAA-i 220kX 

lOOn t 
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ACTIVE AUDIO FILTER 
+12V 22k 1! 

22000 . . 
AF OUT 
O  470k > 2200p= 
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ANCHOR SURPLUS LTD 

THE CATTLE MARKET 

NOTTINGHAM 

NG2 3GY 

TEL: (0602) 864902 & 864041 

FAX: (0602) 864667 

RACAL 9522 DIGITAL FREQUENCY COUNTERS 

5 digit Nixie + overflow. 

Tested + accuracy verified 

At 30 MHz to ± lOMz 

NICE • SMALL • BNC INPUT 

Racal Accuracy to 0.1Hz! 

Ideal HF or VHF with a prescalar (details on request) 

£32 

INCL 

DELIVERY 

PUMP-UP TELESCOPIC MASTS FOR ALL LOCATIONS 

CXaARK SCAJML 40 

❖ 40 FEET HIGH 
❖ RETRACTS TO T'S" 
❖ FIXED STATION 
❖ TRAILER MOUNTABLE 
❖ EXTENDED BY AIR AT ONLY 12 PSI 
❖ ANODISED ALUMINIUM TUBE SECTIONS 
❖ REINFORCED STEEL CAGE BASE WITH 

REMOVABLE PANELS 
❖ SEALED BEARINGS TOP & BOTTOM 
❖ 4-6 mins to erect with (Stirrup Pump' or 

use a small compressor (12v car tyre pump 
is ideal) 

PRICE? — UNBEATABLE ANCHOR VALUE 

£275 TESTED PRIOR TO DESPATCH 
( £25 delivery G&GW) 

ACCESSORY KITS (few remainihg) £26 
(£15 delivery G&GW) 

Sorry, Accessory Kits no longer available 
separately 

FULL DATA/INFO PACK AVAILABLE BEFORE 
YOU BUY .... 

SEND 30p SAE (large) 
STATE SCAM MANUAL (HRT) 
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I vividly remember reading, in a copy of 
QST from the 1950s handed on to me 
many years ago, a spoof article about a 
ham who built himself a computer (ail 
valves in those days!) to run his radio sta- 
tion. The computer controlled his radio, 
tuning it across the bands, recognising 
(on CW) the callsigns of DX which he 
needed, calling the DX, exchanging basic 
QSO information and printing out the 
QSL card. All the amateur concerned had 
to do was drop the cards in the mail and, 
hey presto, DXCC in no time at all! 

Reality 
In those days it may have all seemed 

a pipedream. Nowadays much of it is 
happening daily. Most modern radios 
have a computer interface, and there are 
many programs for decoding CW and 
RTTY, even though voice recognition 
may still be a little way off. However, 
there is a fundamental difference in the 
way these technologies are being used, 
compared with the old article I men- 
tioned. Where this envisaged technol- 
ogy doing away with the operator, in 
practice it is being put to use to aid the 
operator and make him more effective, 
whether in contesting, DXing, or just 
casually tuning the bands. 

Undoubtedly the one development 
in recent years which has done more 
than any other piece of computerisation 
to transform the lifestyle of HF operators 
in particular is PacketCluster. PacketClus- 
ter developed out of a packet radio con- 
ferencing system put together by AK1A. 
This system, which allowed a group of 
packet enthusiasts to chat together via. a 
central server, didn't really catch on 
except with one particular group of 
users — HF DXers. These folk very 
quickly realised that, if they could all be 
connected together, then if any one of 
them ran across an interesting DX station 
on the bands the information could very 
quickly be passed to everyone else who 
was connected. 

HF DXers in the US had been using 
VHF voice repeaters for mutual alerting 
for a long time, but packet offered a num- 
ber of benefits. Firstly, the information 
would appear on-screen, so you didn't 
have to be listening to the chatter on the 
repeater all the time. Secondly, even if 
you were out of direct range of the ser- 
ver, the nature of packet radio allowed 
digipeating through intermediate sta- 
tions to keep the station connected. 

Don Field G3XTT 

explains the function of 

PacketClusters and the 

facilities they offer 

Thirdly, the DX information could be 
stored, so you could catch up on what 
had been around on the bands when you 
got in from work in the evenings. 

DXers being what they were, they 
very soon started asking AK1A to write 
enhancements to the software, to the 
point where nowadays PacketCluster, as 
it has come to be known, is a very sophis- 
ticated piece of software indeed. 

Connecting Up 
Let's look at what happens when 

you connect to a PacketCluster node. 
After the sign-on message you will be 
notified of any mail for you (which can be 
from other Cluster users anywhere in the 
UK network). You can choose to read 
these immediately, but more likely you 
will want to type SH/DX which tells the 
system to list the last 5 DX 'spots'. These 
might look something as follows: 

minutes of bei ng put into the network, so 
while you were chasing that 3D2 you 
were still in touch with what was hap- 
pening on the other bands. 

After the QSO you start tuning 
around and suddenly hear ZS8MI calling 
CQ on 28495kHz. While you tune up your 
rig you put out a spot to let others know 
that he is about. This is done simply by 
typing DX 28495 ZS8MI. You can also 
enter a short comment, for example 'Lis- 
tening on 28500'. 

Now you remember that there 
should bea DXpedition around from 3B8 
(Mauritius). You desperately need that 
one on any band. Has anyone reported 
it? Type SH/DX 3B8 and you will get the 
last 5 spots from that country. The SH/ 
DX (Show DX) command is very power- 
ful and will let you specify how many 
entries you want to see, and for what 
prefixes and bands. Lo and behold, the 
3B8 expedition has indeed been worked. 
You want to check, though, what might 
be the best times for propagation on 
both the HF and the LF bands. SH/M 3B8 
will display the current MUF, based on 
the latest WWV propagation figures held 
in a database on the Cluster. SH/SU 3B8 
will show the sunset and sunrise times 
for 3B8 which will give you an idea of the 
best time to look for the DXpedition on 
40m and 80m. I'm sure by now you're 
getting the idea. 

50110.1 9L1US 
18081.1 JD1ABC 
21295.0 3D2RR 
14160.0 VR6TC 
14025.3 D68ZZ 

15 May 1991 0909Z Dave, 449 <G4HCL> 
15 May 1991 0906Z Ogasawara <G3XTT> 
15 May 1991 0904Z Listening 5 up <G4HCL> 
15 May 1991 0851Z Tom, 59+ <G3XTT> 
15 May 1991 08402 <G4HCL> 

You note that 3D2 is one you need, 
and was reported only ten minutes ago, 
so he might still be around. Good, there 
he isl But, oh dear, which direction you 
should turn the beam for maximum sig- 
nals? No problem.Type SH/H 3D2 and 
up on the screen comes the beam head- 
ing (this will be the beam heading from 
the Cluster node unless you have pre- 
viously entered your own latitude and 
longitude, something you only have to 
so once). You work the 3D2, and want to 
know where to send the QSL card. Type 
SH/QSL3D2RRand uppops the callsign 
of his QSL manager. Wonderful isn't itl 
While all this is going on, any spots 
entered anywhere in the country while 
you are logged on to your local Cluster 
will pop up on your screen within 

Databases 
PacketCluster has developed pri- 

marily as a tool to the DXer, both HF and 
VHF, and the DX-related facilities are its 
prime features. However, it does also 
provide mail facilities for both personal 
mail and bulletins, and allows you to 
send quick one- liners to anyone con- 
nected to the system or to all current 
connectees. Most PacketCluster nodes 
also have a 'FILES' database holding 
things like recent ARRL DX Bulletins and 
other DX-related information. Cluster 
nodes will also carry databases from 
which you can extract data. I have men- 
tioned the QSL Manager database and 
the database for WWV information, 
another provides details of Russian 
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WISE BUY gg BARGAINS! 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P+VAT 

PYE M293 HIB A.M. ♦ MIC ♦ LS  £78.00 
PYE M293 L/B A.M. + L/S £78.00 
PYE MF6AM REPORTER HB A.'.  £32.00 
PYE MF5AM MOTAFONE H/B A M £23,00 
PYE "WHITEHALL" P BAND + CONTROL BOX, NO LEADS £38.00 
PYE M212 UHF OLYMPIC T BAND 1 CHANNEL £30.00 
PYE M202 'P' BAND OLYMPIC + MOD. INFO. FOR 4M   £27.00 
PYE M201 HI-BAND A.M. COMPLETE BUT UNITS ONlY,  £18.00 
PYE P5002 HI BAND A.M. (WIELD + BATT. + AKT £37 00 
PYE PF2FMB L/B F.M. t MIC + USED BATT £27.00 
RACAL MA675 9M FIBREGLASS MAST + ACCESSORIES, NEV\  £177.00 
AIRLITE 62 HEAD/MIC SETS (MOVING COIL) AS NEW £20.00 
SEA RANGER 5600 VHF MARINE 55 CHANNEL TRANSCEIVER, NEW £211.00 
RACAL DECCA MOBIlE MIKES 500 OHMS NEW, 2 FOR £8.00 
BARGAINS FOR CALLERS SURPLUS AND SECOND-USER EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED 

G.W.M. RADIO LTD 
40/42 PORTLAND ROAD, WORTHING,SUSSEX BN11 1QN 

TELEPHONE: 0903 34897 FAX: 0903 39050 

Visit your Local Emporium 
Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show 

AGENTS FOR: 
YAESU • AZDEN • ICOM • KENWOOD • ALINCO 

ACCESSORIES: 
Welz Range, Adonis Mies, Mutek Pre-Amps, Barenco Mast Supports, 

DRAE Products, BNOS Linears & PSU's, ERA Microreader & BP 34 Filter, 
SEM Products 

Full range of scanning receivers 
AERIALS. Tonns. Full Range of Mobile Ants, Jay beam 

JUST GIVE US A RING 

Radio Amateur Supplies 
3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NG81DU 
Off Ring Rd., between AS2 (Derby Road) & A609 (Ilkeston Road) 

Monday:CLOSED Tuesday-Saturday: 10.00a.m.toS.OOp.m. 
fiWiltCSffl 

SG-230 

SMARTUNER 
HF ANTENNA COUPLER 

SSB, AM, CW & DATA 
FAST - INTELLIGENT - ACCURATE 

OPERATES WITH ANY HF TRANSCEIVER 
The Smartuner high technology coupler intelligently tunes any length antenna 
(8 to 80 ft) in the HF band. The unit will operate with any HF transceiver 
within its specifications. The Smartuner switches 64 input and 32 output 
capacitance combinations plus 256 inductance combinations in a "pi" network 
resulting in over a half-million different ways to ensure a perfect match for the 
transceiver. And, it remembers the frequency and the tuning values and will re- 
select these values in less than 10ms next time you transmit on that frequency. 

SPECIAL HAM PRICE: 
$555.00 includes shipping to U.K. 

• MICROPROCESS CONTROLLED • 1.8 TO 30 MHZ RANGE 
• NON-VOLATILE MEMORY • 10 TO 150 WATTS INPUT POWER 
• WATERPROOF • 10 mS RETUNING TIME 
• B.I.T.E. INDICATOR • 8 TO 80 FT. ANTENNA (All types) 

• FOR MARINE, AVIATION, HAM AND PARA-MILITARY APPLICATIONS 
The SG-230 Smartuner is available from: 

Garml - Funk - Germany +49 2251-557-57 
Pakte! Communications - England - +44(0) 945-65716 
Communications Centre - England - +44 (0) 908-610-625 
Staho Elektronik GmBH Co - Germany ■ +49 5121-7620 
VHF-lmpex - Germans - +49 5224-7269 
C.S.E.I. M - Spain - +34 (3) 336-33-62 

SGC Inc. SGC Building, 13737 S.E. 26lh St. Bellevue, WA. 98005 USA 
P.O. Box 3526,98009. Telex: 328834. Fax: 206-746-6384. Tel: (206) 746-6310 

Visa and 
Mastercard 
accepted 

oblasts, and new databases are being 
added all the time. Has this discussion 
wetted your appetite? 

You may now be asking how to 
access your nearest PacketCluster node. 
The accompanying table lists all curren- 
tly active PacketClusters in the UK. The 
primary access frequency for most of 
them is 70.325MHz, quite deliberately 
keeping Cluster traffic away from the 
VHP BBS network on 144.650MHz in 
order to minimise congestion. After all, 
BBS traffic can be forwarded overnight, 
but Cluster relies on real-time network- 
ing to be effective. Nowadays most of 
the Cluster nodes are interconnected on 
23cm, again to keep down congestion. 
For advice on how best to gain access, 
get in touch with the Sysop of your near- 
est Cluster. There is, of course, no charge 
for using the Cluster system, though 
Sysops will always welcome donations 
to the running of the system which, after 
all, ties up an expensive PC and some 
pricey software at every node, as well as 
the day to day costs of electricity etc. As 
well as those Clusters listed, new ones 
are planned for Ipswich, Cambridge and 
Central London, increasing the coverage 
even further. There are plans being 
investigated for linking to the Cluster 
network in Europe, not for mail forward- 
ing but specifically to pass DX spots back 
and forth. 

Equipment Needed 
The equipment you need in your 

shack to access PacketCluster is exactly 
the same as for any other form of packet 
radio, in other wordsa PC or dumb termi- 
nal, a TNC, and a radio. Having said this, 
additional benefits come along if you 
have terminal software which takes 
advantage of the special features of Pac- 
ketCluster. For example, the popular CT 
contesting software from K1EA has a 
Cluster window on the screen so that, 
during a contest, you can get all the DX 
spots and also send out spots to other 
users, while using the software for main- 
taining your contest log. What's more, if 
you have a transceiver with an RS232 
interface, when a spot comes in you can 
hit a function key and your radio will 
immediately QSY to the frequency of the 
DX station. 

Right now I am using a beta trial ver- 
sion of Clusterm, a Cluster terminal pro- 
gram from Canberra Communications 

(G3WGV, of contest logging program 
fame). This program has some advanced 
features such as capturing incoming 
mail, WWV data, etc, and presenting 
them in different screen windows from 
DX spots. DX spots can also be filtered 
against a 'needs' database which you 
hold on your PC so that you could, for 
example, choose only to display spots 
for countries you need on pre-deter- 
mined bands. As DX spots appear, 
details of country, beam heading, dis- 
tance, etc. appear in another window on 
your screen. Clusterm has many other 
features including direct interface to 
those rigs with an RS232 port, and 
should be available by the time this 
appears in print. Maybe I can persuade 
the HRT Consultant Tech. Ed. to provide a 
brief review of this for HRT's Packet 
Radio Roundup (don't worry, I'll make 
sure he does — Ed). 

I hope this brief introduction pro- 
vides an idea of what it's all about — see 
you on the Cluster! 

PacketCluster Systems in the UK 

Callsign Location Sysop Access Frequency 
GB7BPQ Nottingham G8BPQ 70.325 
GB7DXC Cheltenham, Glos G4PDQ 70.325 
GB7DXH Herts G30UF 
GB7DXI Wokingham, Berks. G4LJF 70.325, 432.675 
GB7DXS Ansty, Sussex G3VKW 70.325 - 
GB7SMC Chandlers Ford, Hants G4HCL 70.325 
GB7TLH East Dereham, Norfolk G1TLH 
GB7WDX Crediton, Devon G3HTA 70.325,144.650 
GB7YDX Bramham, Yorks G3VMW 70.4875, 432.6795 
(In many cases access is also possible via. other 6m/2m/70cm Network 
Nodes to a cross-band Cluster system). 

p 
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From My 

It's a brave soul who will venture into 
fault-finding in a modern amateur radio 
'black box', there's still plenty of scope 
for getting stuck in to simpler domestic 
items such as the ubiquitous 'tranny'. 
They make a good practice ground in 
which to gain experience for the times 
when you might feel like getting more 
ambitious. 

Although there are firms who spe- 
cialise in supplying service sheets to the 
hobbyist, and who advertise regularly in 
radio and electronic magazines, it's not 
always possible to get hold of technical 
data. When you do, you'll often discover 
that there is very little information given 
about normal working voltages beyond 
the value of the power supply rails! 

How easy it may be to find your way 
around the equipment and do any useful 
fault analysis depends, very much on 
what sort of circuit it is. If it's a modern 
receiver based on just one or two inte- 
grated circuits, you may well find that the 
IC manufacturers' data sheets, or infor- 
mation reprinted in component stockist 
catalogues, will give 'typical' circuits 
which are very similar to those used in 
the set. 

If on the other hand it's a set using 
discrete transistor circuitry, you're very 
much on your own. There are, though, a 
number of basic physical laws and rules- 
of-thumb which will help you in voltage 
checking and tracing in such a circuit. 

Potential Dividers 
Where a chain of two or more resis- 

tors are strung in series across two sup- 
ply rails, it should be possible to have a 
stab at calculating the voltage at each 
point on the chain, allowing for the fact 
that it will be affected by current drawn 
off at any tapping connection (including 
your testmeter when you apply the 
probes! — see From My Notebook HRT 
May 91) 

This gives you a starting point, for 
voltage checks on transistor base bias 
circuits for example. 

Up the Junction 
A most useful basic physical law is 

concerned with the voltage drop across 
a forward-biased semiconductor junc- 

GeoffArnold G3GSR 

guides the beginner through 

the initial steps of 

faultfinding 

tion. These are found not only in diodes 
of course, but also in every conducting 
transistor. If it's a germanium device, the 
voltage across the junction will be in the 
region of 200 millivolts (0.2 volts), or for a 
silicon device 700mV (0.7V), with some 
variation depending on the size of the 
transistor or diode, its temperature, and 
how heavily it is conducting. If you can 
read the type number on the diode or 
transistor, this may tell you what material 
it is made from (see From My Notebook 
April 91) 

Thinking first of all of simple diodes, 
if your testmeter tells you that the anode 
is positive with respect to the cathode 
(remember that the cathode end of 
smaller devices will be identified by a 
black or coloured band), then the voltage 
difference should be that nominal 200 or 
700mV. If it isn't, the diode is a dud! 

Let's extend this idea to transistors. 
If the voltage across the base-emitter 
junction is 200 or 700mV (depending on 
the semiconductor material), with the 
base positive for an NPN transistor, or 
negative for a PNP, the junction is for- 
ward biased and current should be flow- 
ing in the collector circuit. The current 
through the collector load will cause a 
voltage drop across it, which will vary 
according to how hard the transistor is 
conducting. If the transistor is biased 
hard on (i.e. saturated), the base-collec- 
tor junction, which under all normal 
operating conditions is reverse-biased, 
will become forward- biased as well,' 
though it will not reach the 200 or 700mV 
level. 

When a semiconductor junction is 
reverse-biased, the voltage across it may 
be of any value, unless of course the 
device is a Zener or voltage regulator 

diode. Most of these contain some indi- 
cation of their working voltage in the 
type number, though with the smaller 
devices a magnifying glass is sometimes 
needed to make out what the number is! 
Zener diodes are most often used to pro- 
vide a stabilised supply line, but occa- 
sionally you will come across one 
operating as a 'DC level shifter', con- 
nected in series with a signal feed from 
one amplifying stage to another, where 
you would normally expect to find a 
coupling capacitor. The DC voltage 
across it will, of course, be the rated 
Zener voltage. 

Maximum Swing 
In a transistor amplifier stage, espe- 

cially one handling audio frequency sig- 
nals, working levels will normally be set 
by the circuit designer to allow the stage 
to pass a large signal with the least 
possible distortion. 

Taking the example of a simple low- 
level, common-emitter amplifier, this 
means that the stage will be biased so 
that the collector normally sits at a 
potential half-way between the two sup- 
ply rails (zero volts and Vcc). The output 
connection, which is taken from the 
junction of the collector and its load 
resistor, can then achieve the maximum 
possible symmetrical voltage swing 
before running into clipping. 

The same will apply to complemen- 
tary output stages using two transistors, 
regardlessof whether they are true com- 
plementary (one NPN and one PNP tran- 
sistor) or quasi-complementary (two 
NPN output transistors driven by a com- 
plementary NPN/PNP pair), and of 
whether the power supply is single- 
ended (zero volts and a single Vcc rail) or 
balanced (two Vcc rails sitting above and 
below zero volts). 

Looking back now to the input side 
of the low-level, common- emitter 
amplifier stage, whenever an emitter 
bias resistor is included, its value will 
more often than not be chosen so that 
the emitter sits about 1 volt above the 
zero volt rail. This also means that, know- 
ing the value of the resistor, you can work 
out the standing emitter current and 
have a fair idea of the collector current, 
too. 
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Fig. 1. Voltage drop across a diode 
junction 
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rtW PACKET RADIO 

FROM THE SPECIALISTS! 
Siskin Electronics have a policy of supplying the best range of packet 
radio equipment available for the radio enthusiast. We have examined 
the products of many manufacturers and are pleased to be able to offer 
what must be the widest range of equipment available from just one UK 
supplier. All prices include VAT and were valid when going to press. 

AEA 
PK-232/PK-88 Real Time Clock £ 29.95 
AMI 3 AMTOR/RTTY £ 179.95 
PK-232+MAILBOX £319.95 
PK-88 VHF/HF TNC + new MBX.,£ 139.95 
PACCOMM 
Real Time Clock fits BSX etc. too!.£ 29.95 
STATE MACHINE DCD (3105 )...£ 19.95 
HANDIPACKET as used on MIR.!£ 199.00 
PSK-1 MICROS AT MODEM £ 189.00 
PC-320 dual port PC card £ 159.00 
TINY-2 with PMS version 3.0 £ 139.00 
TNC-320duaI port.HF/VHF £199.00 
9600baud modem £ 95.00 
KANTRONTCS 
"Smart Watch" Real Time Clock....£ 29.95 
KTU Weather Node   £294.00 
KPC2 HF/VHF with Wefax £168.59 
KPC4 VHF/VHF dual port £247.25 
K AM all mode with Wefax £291.20 
DATA ENGINE £POA 
LATEST UPDATE RELEASE INFO 
PacComm V1.1.6D4 (PMS V3.0) 
Kantronics Version 4.00 (!!!!!) 

COMPUTERS 
Goldstar GT212 80286 AT computers. 
Landmark 17MHz, wide range of options, 
from £700 incl. VAT!!! Phone for details. 
ATARI Ponfolio pocket PC £204.29 
ATARI 520STE + "HamPack" £289.00 

BOLT ON GOODIES 
ICS Fax (on screen PC fax system).£ 99.95 
RLC 100 4 port PC card £289.00 
32K (62256) static ram £ 12.50 
Custom made audio leads from £ 11.95 
Custom made RS232 leads from £ 10.95 
Amstrad PCW/CPC RS-232 interfaces 
back in stock! 
In house custom RS232-TNC lead service! 
HF-225 Gen. Coverage Receiver... £434.25. 
ALINCO DR112E 25wati mobile..£239.00 
KENPRO 2M handie inc. access.... £139.00 
KENPRO 70cm handie now here...£ 159.00 
Practical Guide to UK Packet £ 6.95 
Guide to Personal Computing (PC)£ 3.95 
SOFTWARE 
We supply driver software for most 
computers FREE of charge with all TNC 
purchases. 

If it's in stock (and it usually is !) we will despatch it same day. 
NOTE: Prices do not include carriage 

Siskin Electronics Ltd 
2 South Street, 
Hythe, Southampton, 
S04 6EB. Tel: 0703-207587,207155 
FAX: 0703-847754 

Fig. 2. Voltage drop may be 
measured across the emitter- 
base junction of a transistor, an 
NPN type shown here 

A 

Fig. 3. The emitter current 
{usually almost equal to the 
collector current) may be found 
from the voltage drop measured 
across the emitter resistor 

Tackling the Problem 
Starting off from a point in the circuit 

where the voltage is known, proceed as 
far as possible along each arm of the cir- 
cuit connected to it until you come to a 
point where it is no longer possible to 

make any valid assumptions using the 
laws and rules described. You then need 
to find another point in the circuit where 
the potential is known (including the zero 
volt rail) and work as far as possible 
along each arm connected to it, repeat- 
ing the procedure until there are no more 
known potential points left. 

The first starting point will usually 
be the supply rails. If you are lucky, these 
will be marked with their voltages, or in 
the case of battery-powered equipment, 
the supply voltage is self- evident from 
the battery type. 

If the supply voltages are not 
quoted, you will need to make some 
rough calculations using whatever infor- 
mation is given - perhaps the power 
transformer secondary voltages, mak- 
ing due allowance for the fact that the 
output from the rectifying/smoothing 
circuit will almost certainly exceed the 
RMS value of the secondary. As a last 
resort, and in the absence of any other 
information, the working voltages of any 
reservoir capacitors will set at least a 
possible maximum. 

If there are simple voltage regulator 
circuits based on Zener diodes, the out- 
put levels should be obvious; more com- 
plex regulators using comparator 
circuits may involve calculations based 
on the values of resistors in the voltage 
sampling chain. 

Summing Up 
There are a number of physical laws 

and 'rules of thumb' which you can use 
to pencil in expected voltage levels in a 
circuit diagram, to aid you in under- 
standing its operation, or in fault-finding. 

Across any forward-biased, con- 
ducting semiconductor junction you 
should find around 0.2V for a germa- 
nium device or 0.7V for a silicon device. 

Emitters of simple linear amplifying 
stages will usually be found to sit at 
around one volt above the zero volt rail. 

The output connection of most 
linear amplifying stages will sit at around 
the centre of the two supply rails feeding 
it — at around half-Vcc for single-ended 
supplies, and around zero volts for 
stages having balanced supplies. 

Try Your Hand 
It can be very satisfying to work your 

way through a circuit diagram totally 
lacking in information on voltage levels, 
and to calculate likely potentials at cru- 
cial points. If you then cross- check your 
calculations by noting actual meter read- 
ings on the item of equipment when it is 
working normally, you are doubly pre- 
pared for any diagnosis and repair work 
which may be necessary in the event of a 
fault occurring at some time in the 
future. 
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Packet Radio 

> 
O O 

First, news about packet activity on 
board the Mir space station. Sergei 
U5MIR is currently operational on 2m, 
and recently a 70cm handheld was 
donated by Icom for use on the space 
station. You'll probably hear 
432.675MHz activity soon from Mir, but I 
haven't yet had any reports of Worl- 
dwide mail forwarding through this! 
When Mir is in range and the packet sta- 
tion is on, as well as a 'direct' connection 
to U5MIR you can connect also to 
U5MIR-1, the TNC's 'personal mailbox' 
used by Sergei. In a 2m FM voice QSO, he 
asked that 'interesting' messages be left 
for him to provide a break from the com- 
monplace greetings messages normally 
stored! You never know, you might even 
get a reply. 

Paket 4 
You may have seen reference to this 

on the packet network, but many packet 
users don't know what it is! Wei! it's a 
'shareware' (i.e. try-before-you-buy) 
multi-window terminal program for the 
IBM PC and clones, but with a difference 
— this one's been written specifically for 
amateur packet radio. I recently obtained 
a copy of the program to test for HRT 
readers. 

Many amateurs often 'make do' 
with a terminal program designed for 
telephone interconnection use, 'Pro- 
comm' being a typical example. Whilst 
many of these programs are very power- 
ful, few if any can handle things like 
multiple TNC streams in separate win- 
dows, although specifically written 
commercial programs such as the Kan- 
tronics 'Hostmaster' handle this. 

Paket written by Terry VK2DHU is 
now up it's 4th version, it comes on a 
standard IBM PC disk and is available 
from Terry direct as well as from share- 
ware sources in the UKsuch as the Public 
Domain and Shareware Library (see 
later). Terry asks for a modest contribu- 

tion of (Australian) $25 or the equivalent 
for the program, which in my mind is 
worth every penny (cent?). 

To run the program, all you do is 
enter Pactef, the software then initialises 
your TNC for you with the correct time 
and date as 'pulled' from your com- 
puter's internal clock. No more need to 
reset this on your TNC every time you 
switch on! A useful extra is the capability 
for the program to pre-load up to ten 
command lines for you, such as 'Con- 
nect Text' and the like when getting 
started, and it may even add further 
command lines prior to the program 
exiting, you can set all these in the initial 
configuration. 

In use, multiple full-screen windows 
are used for each stream, you use the 
left/right cursor keys to toggle between 
streams. This is great for multiple con- 
nects, it really does save the usual confu- 
sion with stream switching characters 
and 'jumbled' text from different users 
on the same screen! If you want to refer 
to text which has scrolled up off the 
screen, no problem, just hit the Page Up 
and Page Down buttons to scroll up and 
down, I found this facility very useful 
indeed. There's even a Text F/no'facility, 
so if you remember seeing some off-air 
data on one 'monitor' stream which 
you'd like to quickly find again, a few but- 
ton pushes does it all. 

The program handles file transfers 
of course, and the YAPP protocol for 
binary file transfers and the like is also 
supported within Paket, various file 
directory functions even allow you to 
search your disks to find the file you want 
to send without the need to halt the pro- 
gram. A remote mode even allows unat- 
tended file transfers if you enable this 
facility on the program! For log-keeping 
or indeed just an 'activity store', an auto 
log option can automatically log activity 
on a selected disk drive whenever you 
connect to a station, opening and closing 
the log file automatically for you. Other 
'niceties' include a selectable tele- 
phone-ring type alert if someone con- 
nects to you and you don't reply, a 
type-ahead window for text editing 
before you send it, and several 'help' 
screens for when you get lost. An 80- 
page user manual in compressed form 
comes on the disk, an auto-print com- 
mand simply prints the entire contents of 
this out for you. 

Paket handles the standard com- 
mand set used by TNC-2 clones, i.e. the 

CD 1 G4HCL tries out Paket4 — 

a new packet program for 

TNCs 

Tiny-2, TNC-220 and so on, as well as 
handling some multi-mode TNCs such 
as the PK-232 and the MFJ-1278.1 found 
it had the odd incompatibility problem 
with Kantronics TNCs due to the differ- 
ent commands employed (I use the 
Hostmaster program for these instead). 
As with many programs it isn't entirely 
'bug free', for example the 'K' stream 
used for the personal mailbox in some 
TNCs needs setting up, however I found 
few problems in use wth my TNC-u21 
TNC. 

I'd heartily recommended Paketasa 
'step up' from a 'dumb terminal emula- 
tor', as it's shareware you can of course 
try it first without the possibility of wast- 
ing your money. 

BBS Passwords? 
There's been much deliberation on 

the possible need to provide an 'authen- 
ticity check' when logging into a packet 
BBS, with some users suggesting pass- 
words as a check in a similar manner to 
that used for virtually every landline BBS 
in operation. This came to a head in the 
USA recently, where someone entered a 
commercial message on a packet BBS 
asking readers of the message to make a 
toll-call, i.e. similar to our premium- ser- 
vice calls, to an anti-war service. The FCC 
were made aware of this, and issued 
notices against several packet stations 
which forwarded the message, although 
the amateur holding the callsign of the 
originating station denied sending it in 
the first place. Who's to know? This also 
happens in the UK, I've seen it on my 
local BBS where a station pirated 
another station's call late one night, the 
message being forwarded on through 
the night before anyone was the wiser. 
This raises the question of whether indi- 
vidual BBS sysops should 'hold' all mail 
and 'vet' this before forwarding it — if 
this is done then what's the point of hav- 
ing an automatic network? Food for 
thought — let's have your views! 

Extra 2m Packet 
Channels 
It cannot have escaped most packet 

operators' notice that packet on 2m is 
becoming rather congested in many 
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Tens of thousands of PC programs are available on 
Shareware. 

B.A.R.T.G. RALLY 
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SANDOWN EXHIBITION CENTRE 

ESHER, SURREY. 

EASY ACCESS BY CAR, PLENTY OF FREE PARKING 
WELL SIGNPOSTED, TALK-IN S22 & SU22 

TRAINS FROM WATERLOO STOP AT ESHER STATION 

OVER 250 TABLES: inc TOP COMPANIES, SPECIAL INTEREST 
GROUPS & FLEA MARKET 

ADMISSION; ADULTS £150 OAP's £100 
CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE (if accompanied by an adult) 

OPEN: 10.30am to 5.00 pm 

ON-SITE CATERING HOT AND COLD MEALS, SNACKS, 
BEVERAGES AND LICENCED BAR 

Further details from. Peter Nicol, 38 Mitten Avenue, 
Rubery, Rednal. Birmingham. B45 0JB 

H 021 453 2676 

areas. A message from Peter G3UBX tells 
usthatthe RSGB VHFcommittee is look- 
ing at changes to the 2m band plan to 
add more frequencies for unattended 
AFSK packet operation, with the follow- 
ing suggestions; 

t) The frequencies 144.6375MHz and 
144.6625MHz be used, 
2) One of the FM Simplex channels SIT 
S23 be designated for use, 
3) The spot frequency 144.475 MHz be 
designated for use. 

Of course there are pros and cons with all 
these, especially with the proposed use 
of 12.5kHz channel spacing due to equip- 
ment changes required. S12 is already 
allocated for AFSK RTTY use, and FM 
simplex operators may find further 
encroachment into 'their' channels 
unacceptable. Which leaves the third 
option, which 'encroaches' into the all- 
mode section. If you have any views on 
the above, you can contact Peter G3UBX 
@ GB7MAX. Maybe we should use the 
wide 50.62-50.76MHz data allocation 6m 
instead? 

Shareware Software 
I'm often asked "where can I get 

such-and-such packet software for my 
.PC?", for example terminal programs, 
RLI and MBLBBS programs, TheNetand 

BPQ node software and the like. Well 
there's a tremendous amount of 'share- 
ware' software available, for the unin- 
itiated this is freely available and may be 
freely copied without charge. If find a 
program of use to you after trying it out 
for a while, then you're asked to send the 
software author a payment, an 'order 
form' normally being enclosed on a disk 
file. 

For these I often refer people to spe- 
cialised up-to-date sources such as sof- 
tware libraries, and the latest catalogue 
to land on my doormat from the Public 
Domain and Shareware Library even has 
a separate large section for Ham Radio 
programs. I've ordered many disks from 
this library in the past and I've always 
been satisfied, they charge a nominal 
copying and postage fee of £4,65 a disk 
for non-members (£3.85 for members) 
for 1-4 disks. Their latest addition to 
packet programs is Paket Version 4 as 
described above (Disk No. 2622), they 
also have many other-^eneral amateur 
programs such as Geoclock (real-time 
daylight/darkness map of the World), 
logbook programs, satellite tracking, 
Morse trainers, Dosgate, Lanlink and so 
on. Their catalogue at £2 comes to over 
100 pages, I'm still reading through it! 
You can contact them at Winscombe 
House, Beacon Ftd, Crowborough, 
Sussex, TNG iUL, Tel. 0892 663298, tell 
Rod Smith at the library that Ham Radio 

Today sent you! 

CTRL-Z, End of Message 
There's now a new DX PacketClus- 

ter node operational, this being GB7TLH 
in East Dereham, Norfolk, run under the 
watchful eye of its sysop G1TLH. On the 
same subject, many Cluster sysops have 
reported problems with the latest paid- 
for Version 5 Cluster software from the 
USA, some sysops even taking it out and 
putting Version 4 back in. I'm glad I didn't 
splash out on it for the PacketCluster I 
help run. 

As detailed last month, a new packet 
group for the south coast has now been 
formalised, this being the SUNPAC 
(Southern Users Packet Network) group 
who co-ordinate a number of nodes and 
BBSs in the area. The group has been 
formed as a non-profit organisation 
dedicated to the furtherance of amateur 
radio (now where have I heard that 
before?), they hold regular meetings and 
have an 'equipment reservoir' for node 
sysops and the like. Their annual sub- 
scription is £3, and you can get further 
details of their activities from their secre- 
tary Paul G0AFF @ GB7HJR Keep me in 
touch with what you're doing on packet 
— I'd be pleased to share the information 
around! 

Until next month, 73 deChris G4HCL 
@ GB7XJZ 
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Rendezvou 

As you read this, the sixth International 
Amsat-UK Colloquium at the University 
of Surrey will have just finished, with 
representatives from Amsat-NA, UK, DL, 
SA, 1,4X, ZL, F, JA, U, & LU planned to be 
in attendance. Thanks to all who came, 
we'll have plenty of photos from this in a 
future HRT. 

Oscar 13 
The current spacecraft attitude is 

BLON = 179.5, BLAT = 0. AO-13 suffered a 
computer crash on May 13, the trans- 
ponders were immediately turned off 
and the command team started reload- 
ing the rudimentary operating system 
for the IHU. DB20S says that this crash 
was not caused by Single Event Upsets, 
that is, high energy particles bombard- 
ing memory chips and causing bit flips. 
The IHU can easily correct one bit flip 
found in any of its memory but if more 
than one occurs then it can wreak sof- 
tware havoc. SEUs have caused prob- 
lems in the past for AO-13's on-board 
computer but this crash was probably 
caused by a ground station command- 
ing error. As of May 17th the complete 
IHU software has been successfully 
reloaded and AO-13 has returned to its 
normal schedule. 

Oscar 10 
Currently, Oscar-10 is not receiving 

sufficient solar panel illumination to sup- 
port the transponder. Please do not 
attempt to use it until further notice; the 
period of inactivity is expected to end 
soon. As soon as it can support Mode-B 
transponder operations it will once 
again be released for general use. Early 
reports of Oscar-10's beacon returning 
to full strength can be sent to VK5AGR @ 
PACSAT-1 (aka AO-16), @ UOSAT-3 (aka 
UO-14), @ 8J1JBS (aka FO-20), or @ 
VK5WI. Alternatively tell us and we'll tell 
him. 

Russian Satellites 
Amsat-U continue their efforts to 

recover the receiving system of AO-21 
transponder # 1. It is most likely that the 
preamolifier is oscillating and blocking 
the RX, which is also used for command 
uplink and RUDAK. The problem 

Amsat-UK information 

on the latest amateur 

satellite technology - 

Richard Limebear 

GSR WL reports 

occurred suddenly at the end of March 
and many attempts to fix the problem by 
turning the attenuator Off/On failed. 
Using the same main- satellite com- 
mand link, the transponder #1 was 
turned Off and transponder #1 instead 
was turned On on 19th May. The CW on 
145.948MHz was operating perfectly 
giving nominal telemetry at 250mW HF 
output power. They still hope that after 
powering up transponder #1 again it will 
not continue to oscillate. 

The digital telemetry of transpon- 
der set #2 was activated on 21st May on 
145.800MHz, with about 2W output 
power. 30 telemetry channels are trans- 
mitted at 1100 Bit/s BPSK/FM modula- 
tion (no AX.25). 1100 bps is the speed of a 
popular computer interface in USSR. 

On the next orbit the digital beacon 
on 145.838MHz was on and the 145.800 
beacon was turned off. Then we noticed 
that the linear transponder was on and 
tried the Uplink. The downlink was 
extremely strong, giving excellent sig- 
nals with only 1W uplink - the linear 
transponder seems to be incredible sen- 
sitive! It is to be expected that some 
more tests will be done and the trans- 
ponder may be off again. 

FO-20 
Because Fuji-Oscar 20 started to 

experience periods of long solar eclip- 
ses commencing May 24th, the control 
team decided the most prudent way to 
prepare the batteries and satellite forthis 
condition was to cease all BBS oper- 
ations from May 16th. Digipeatingforthe 
present time will be possible but the 
emphasis will be on sending telemetry. 
In this mode, FO-20 will be sending a 
frame of telemetry every 2 seconds. 

UoSat-F (Oscar-22) 
UoSat-F is currently now in Kourou 

where it will be launched with a Euro- 
pean remote sensing satellite and some 
other (non- amateur) Microsats on an 
Ariane 40, it will be called UoSat-5, 
Oscar-22, after launch. The launch how- 
ever has currently been postponed, and 
the launch now looks set for sometime in 
July. 

The extra time before launch will be 
used to continue development and test- 
ing of flight software, most of this sof- 
tware is already de-bugged and in 
operation (either on UO-14 or on ground- 
based engineering models). This base of 
tested software should allow us to bring 
UO-F on line rapidly, perhaps returning 
the first CCD images a couple of weeks 
after launch. The UoS team have also 
been working on plans for re-condition- 
ing UoSAT-F during this long 'hold'. 

The satellite's primary non-amateur 
mission is to provide store-and-forward 
communications for SatelLife who will 
use it to start a non-profit electronic mail 
network for health professionals. 
Initially, five African medical schools will 
use 'HealthNet' to exchange electronic 
mail and receive up-to-date medical lit- 
erature. HealthNet is a direct application 
of store- and-forward satellite com- 
munications techniques that were 
developed within the Amateur Service. 

When not serving HealthNet on 
non-amateur frequencies, UoSAT- F will 
transmitand receive on amateursatellite 
service channels, using AX.25 data using 
9600 bit/second FSK modulation. The 
uplink is on 2m and the downlink is on 
70cm using the same frequencies as 
planned for UoSAT-Oscar-15 (which has 
now officially been abandoned). Sta- 
tions already equipped for UO-14 oper- 
ation will be able to receive UoSAT-F 
with the same software and hardware 
they already use. Many of the stations 
now active on UO-14 found the 
implementation of 9600 bps FSK much 
easier than expected, so newcomers 
shouldn't be frightened of this high 
speed technology. UoSAT-F will transmit 
telemetry, status messages, and files, in 
the pattern typical of UO-14. Telemetry 
and status messages will be in the same 
format as that on UO-14, files will be 
broadcast using the PACSAT Broadcast 
Protocol. 
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UoSat-F's role in the amateur satel- 
lite service will be similar to that of UO-9, 
UO-II and Webersat. Instead of provid- 
ing a two-way communication service, it 
will transmit experimental data and tele- 
metry. The most exotic aspect of this 
mission will be a CCD camera. The 
camera design incorporates all of the 
lessons learned from previous UoSAT 
CCD experiments; it has a wide angle 
lens (110 degrees) providing a field of 
view only slightly smaller than the satel- 
lite's footprint. UO-F will broadcast CCD 
images routinely using the Pacsat brpad- 
cast protocol. For those interested in 
writing their own display program, com- 
plete technical details of the image file 
contents will be published soon. When 
UoS have confirmed that the camera is 
working, they'll release a display pro- 
gram for PC compatibles. 

Incidentally, the French SARA satel- 
lite which has no connection with ama- 
teur radio, on same launch as UO-F, uses 
145.995MHz as a downlink! 

MicroSats 
Lusat has been catching up and has 

now passed Pacsat in orbit. Although 
their altitudes are sometimes very close, 
precession of other orbital parameters 
causes their minimum separation to 
always be at least a few km. It already 
caught and lapped UO-14 (the highest 
and slowest of the amateur payloads) a 
few months ago, and although Pacsat 
and Lusat are operationally nearly ident- 
ical each have different uplink channels, 
hence the expected inter-satellite uplink 
interference is minimal. A slight decline 
in activity on AO-16 and LO-19 {20%-25%) 
has been noted, however, probably 
because most stations can access only 
one of the satellites at a time. By now, 
Lusat will be far enough ahead of Pacsat 
that the footprints will not overlap until 
the next 'lapping event' occurs in 1993. 

The Pacsat broadcast receiving pro- 
gram for UoSAT-Oscar-14 has now been 
updated to include the ability to 'fill 
holes' in broadcast files. Users can now 
request that particular portions of a file 

be transmitted in the broadcast rotation. 
The implementation of the hole list fea- 
ture recently became more important for 
implementation at UoS since the effi- 
cient reception of 300 kbyte pictures 
from UoSat-F will require hole filling. 

While implementing the hole list, a 
few other changes were made to PB; 

1) Only one broadcast request per 
station will be placed in the broadcast 
rotation. If you transmit a second 
request, it will replace any request you 
already have in the queue. 

2) Files are only transmitted once, 
then removed from the rotation. Official 
bulletin stations will be able to start per- 
manent broadcasts. 

After this new version of PB is fully 
tested on UO-14 and modified after any 
user feedback, it will be integrated with 
the Pacsat and Lusat versions of the file- 
sever software. Please do not try to use 
this new version of PB.EXE on AO-16 and 
LO-19 at the presenttime until file-server 
software updates have been made to 
these Microsats. 

Short Bursts 
The Satellite News bulletin Via 

UoSat-Oscar-11 has been dormant for a 
time because, not unnaturally, the UoS 
workers have been concentrating on 
building and operating satellites rather 
than acting to gather and distribute 
news. UoS recently asked Amsat-UK to 
take over this time-consuming task so as 
to allow them to devote more man-hours 
to their primary work. As a result of this, 
the service will re-commence soon (we 
hope within a month), the editor will be 
your's truly, G3RWL. 

There is only enough room for 3000 

(decimal) bytes of data per bulletin in 
UO-11 so please excuse us if, in the inter- 
ests of providing more data, we do not 
give out name-checks to everyone who 
corresponds with us. News items will, of 
course, be credited with the source. The 
format is still under test, we hope you 
will tell us what you want to see. 

NOAA-12 was successfully laun- 
ched from California on 14th May. The 
official designation is 1991-032A, Object 
Number 21263. The orbit is nominal, near 
circular with an average altitude of about 
820km, and it comes up about 45 
minutes away from NOAA-10. The 
spacecraft will be in checkout status for 
the next several weeks. Currently, Bea- 
con 1 (136.77MHz) is on, AVHRR chan- 
nels 1 and 2 are being broadcast on 
HRPT at 1698.0MHz, and APT transmit- 
ter 1 and AVHRR channel 2 are on 137.50 
MHz. If HRPT transmissions are not 
heard on 1698.0 MHz, then the alternate 
frequency of 1702.5 MHz should be 
checked. 1698 MHz is intended as the pri- 
mary HRPT frequency. The spacecraft is 
expected to replace NOAA-10 as the 
operational morning descending space- 
craft on or about 1st July. 

The MicroSat Telemetry Handbook 
is on its way to the Amsat- UK offices 
from the USA, hopefully these should be 
available when you read this. Finally, if 
you want an AO-13 PSK PCB, there's only 
3 left at Amsat-UK, no more, so you'd 
better get in contact quick if you want 
one! 

For further information about 
Amsat-UK contact; Amsat-UK, c/o Ron 
Broadbent, G3AAJ, 94 Herongate Rd, 
London, E12 5EQ. A large SAE gets you 
membership info, and SWLs are most 
welcome. 

AO-21 Transponder #2 Frequencies 

Beacon 

Uplink 
Downlink 

145.948MHz, 
145.838MHz, 
145.800MHz, 

435.123MHz 
145.866MHz 

0.2W HF 
0.4W HF 
2.0W HF 

CW telemetry 
digital Telemetry (no AX.25!) 

to 435.043MHz 
to 145.946MHz 

100W EIRP, inverted 
10W max. HF, 80kHz 
bandwidth 

Keplers 
SAT: OSCAR 10 
EPOC; 91138.10904151 
INCL: 25.8164 
RAAN: 145.1928 
ECCN: 0.6022329 
ARGP; 242.7457 
MA: 44.6724 
MM: 2,05885438 
DECY; -1.09E-06 
REVN: 3162 

UoSat 2 AO-13 UO-14 FO-20 RS-10/11 RS-12/13 
2431457 91134-17571525 91139.72759653 91143.42815430 91143.92353368 91137.90824027 97 MllfM PR Q 1 CtQ QO r»in<->»       

SAT: 
EPOC: 
INCL: 
RAAN: 
ECCN- 
ARGP: 
MA: 
MM: 
DECY: 
REVN: 

PACSAT 
91140.74452842 
98.6717 
220.6798 
0.0010316 
251.7012 
108.3047 
14.29205434 
6.05E-06 
6907 

97.9001 
188.8789 
0,0011150 
247.8168 
112.1813 
14.66927289 
2.136E-05 
38577 

DO-17 
91142.40652923 
98.6726 
222.3744 
0.0010230 
243.7162 
116.2938 
14.29292340 
6.82E-06 
6931 

56.8159 
94.8036 
0.7174466 
254.3124 
22.1690 
2.09695394 
2.31E-06 
2234 

98.6663 
219.3509 
0.0010544 
251.9463 
108.0536 
14.29118862 
7.05E-06 
6892 

99.0261 
130.2865 
0.0541319 
357.6819 
2.1784 
12.83181075 
3.1E-07 
6038 

82.9259 
76.7869 
0.0010299 
252.1445 
107.8606 
13.72187013 
-8.6E-07 
19626 

82.9228 
126.5540 
0.0030267 
6.7432 
353.4126 
13.73897721 
1.63E-06 
1398 

WO-18 LO-19 Mir NOAA-12 
91135.23712563 91135.98331718 91143.71699009 91142.27536671 
98.6714 
215.2902 
0.0011051 
266.9323 
93.0595 
14.29328365 
6.16E-06 
6829 

98.6713 
216.0881 
0.0011268 
263.3478 
96.6432 
14.29405884 
6.25E-06 
6840 

51.6047 
51.3249 
0.0005346 
213.1303 
146.9772 
15.66611000 
3.5932E-04 
30133 

99.0288 
96.8687 
0.0013025 
52.1117 
308.1236 
14.12149633 
7.48E-06 
13681 
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VHF/UHF Message 

Ken Ellis G5KW with the latest happenings on VHP 

andUHF 

By the time this issue appears on the 
bookstalls the Es season should be well 
under way. If indications to date are a 
pointer then we are in for a good season, 
reports of single and multi hop contacts 
on 2m and 6m are coming in already ^see 
footnote — Ed). 

UKSMG Contest 8/9th 
June 1991 
Geoff GJ4ICD, the UKSMG (UK Six 

Metre Group) chairman says "didn't 
really try" but still had 78 QSOs in 15 
countries; G, OZ, I, 9H, F, IT9, ZS6, ZB2, 
SM, GU, GM, GW, OE, ON, GJ, V51 heard 
and 28 squares worked. His best DX was 
ZS6WB, only one new square which was 
J096, the Gotland DXpedition. In addi- 
tion to Es and Tropo there was some MS 
activity from UK to OZ, SM, OE and ON. 
Dave G3SDL (now OZ3SDL) said his best 
DX was an opening between OZ and SV 
on the 9th June. 

Aurora on 50/144/432 
The first two weeks of June had 

solar flares, proton events, polar cap 
absorptionandextensiveand prolonged 
aurora. Whilst this was a mixed blessing 
for HF operators, it certainly provided 
some intriguing conditions for VHF/UHF 
operators. If you were involved, then 
individual reports would be appreciated 
for passing on to the propagations study 
committee of the RSGB. 

UK Six Metre Group 
The group now has a new acting 

secretary, Chris Gare G3WOS, Ted Col- 
lins G4UPS having recently resigned for 
personal reasons. 

Report from Ted Collins 
G4UPS; 
South Africa; I have heard several 

operators commenting recently about 
lack of a QSL card from ZS6CE. The cur- 
rent issue of the UK Six Metre Group 
newsletter contains an item by SM7FJE, 
also complaining about the difficulty of 
obtaining a confirmatory QSL card for a 
6m QSLfrom ZS6CE. The answer to their 
problem is quite simple. Firstly, the call- 
sign ZS6CE no longer exists, and sec- 
ondly, Etienne has moved his QTH. 
Etienne had his callsign withdrawn and 
was issued with a new one — ZR6EMN. 

His new address for QSL cards is Mr. 
Etienne Swart, P.O. Box 14, Honeydew 
2040, Rep. of South Africa. His locator 
has changed from KG34 to KG33XX. 
Italy; I have just been informed that Max 
IK8HIO is now active as IG9/IK8HIO in 
JM65, QSL is via. IK8IUT. 
Chile; John 9H5EE informed me on the 
2nd May that CE8ABF has promised to 
run a keyer on 50.007MHz when the 
band is quiet. 
Martinique; Lucien FM5WD has asked 
me to point out that although he has a 
QSL manager, W3HNK, for 6m QSOs he 
requests QSL direct please. 
Gibraltar; Steve ZBOX had his first 
opening into Europe on the 7th May. His 
QSL information is via his QSL manager, 
who is also his father; Mr Ron Jones, 10 
Ferndale Cres, Gobowen, Oswestry, 
Shrops SY11 3PY. 
Malta; Congratulations to George Galea 
who has now passed his CW to become 
a class A operator. However, the change 
also means a new callsign. You may 
know George from his old call 9H5AA, 
and he has been fortunate enough to 
obtain 9H1AA as his new call! George 
has asked me to circulate his address, 
because quite a few overseas stations 
have been confused by this new callsign 
on the 6m band. So for direct QSL cards 
from 9H1AA write to George Galea, 241 
Dakota St. Margaret Heights, Mosta, 
Malta GC. 
USSR;A new beacon has been activated 
from within the USSR. This uses the call- 
sign of UL8GDD and operates on 
50.055MHzwith a power of 5W, the bea- 
con's locator is MN83KB. At the moment 
I'm unsure as to the legality of this bea- 
con, so I'm not indicating the source of 
this information! 
Zambia; As mentioned in my February 
information, Peter 9J2HN has returned 
from his holidays in Japan and is active 
on the 6m band. I believe that his first 
European opening was on the 25th May 
1991, when he worked into ON and at 
least one G station, Mike G3VYF in Essex. 
His locator is KH45, QSL information is 
via. JH8BKL. So far he has only been 
heard on SSB. He worked more G sta- 
tions during an opening on the 30th May 
1991. 
Malyj Vysotskij; The annual joint 
expedition to 4J1 was this year a very 
special expedition, as this time they 
were also active on 6m. A special permit 
was granted by the Russian authorities 
for a fixed frequency operation on 

50.120MHz. 4J1FS worked into Europe 
including the UK on the 24, 25 and 27th 
May to my knowledge. QSL via OH2BU. 
On 24th May at 1659z Ken G8VR had a 
QSO with 4J1FS for the first 4J1/G, At 
1716z Geoff GJ4ICD had a QSO with 
4J1FS for the first GJ/4J1. 
QSL address; I2LNU, QSLto Mr Luciano 
Crespo, I2LNU, P.O. Box 1, 10090 Rosta, 
Italy. 
Norway; Here's some further informa- 
tion on the LA7SIX beacon on 50.05MHz. 
ltruns25Wintoa4-elementyagi beam- 
ingat a heading of 190 degrees. It trans- 
mits LA7SIX in JP99LO, followed then by 
an 80 second carrier. 

As I write this (31 st May), no 6m per- 
mits have to date have been issued in EA, 
YU, SP, despite quite a number of these 
being active on 6m! 

What hath God 
wrought! 
How many of you reading this para- 

graph realise the significance of the 
above four words? They signal an event 
which made possible the system by 
which both amateur and professional 
telegraphists are first able to communi- 
cate with each other, the Morse code! 
Samuel Finley Breese Morse was born 
April 27th 1791 and spent many years, 
often in poverty, working to bring his 
ideas to fruition before patenting his 
invention. In 1843, with funds exhausted, 
Samuel Morse petitioned Congress for a 
second time, and waited two months in 
Washington for a bill to be approved 
which would allocate $30,000 for tests to 
evaluate the merits of his telegraph. On 
the last day of the session, 3rd March 
1843, disappointment seemed inevit- 
able. Any business not completed before 
the adjournment could be delayed for up 
to a year. As the evening approached, 
senatorial friends told him they thought 
the bill would not go through. In depths 
of despair he returned to his room and 
made arrangements to leave Washing- 
ton the next day. At breakfast next morn- 
ing he was interrupted by Annie 
Allsworth, the daughter of an old friend 
the commissioner of patents, who told 
him that the bill had been passed unop- 
posed just before the adjournment at 
midnight. He could hardly speak at first, 
when he did, he promised her that she 
could choose the words for the first dis- 
patch on the line from Washington to 
Baltimore. It was to be built with the 
money from Congress. 

First Morse telegraph 
link 
When the line was completed and 

the first official demonstration was given 
in front of invited observers, on 24th May 
1844, Morse kept his promise. Annie 
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mistraliar. 6m beacons 

VHF/UHF DX chasers Geoff GJ4ICD and Richard 
G4CVI, is that their lucky mascot we ask? 

Frequency 

50.056MHz 
50.066MHz 
55 320MHz 
52.325MHz 
52.330MH2 
52.345MH2 
52.370MH7 
52.420MH2 
52.425MHz 
52.440MH2 
52.445MN2 
52.4S0MHz 
52yi65MHz 
52.470MHz 
52.485MHz 

GaUsign Location Grids 
VK3SIX Hamilton (1) QFIZ 
VK8VF Darwin PH57 
VKSRPH Perth OF78 
VK6RTT Wickham OG89 

QF5" VK2RHV Newcasne 
VK3RGG Geelong 

tong react 
QF21 

VK4A8P QG26 
VK7RS1 Hoban QES^ 
VK2RSY Svdnev QF56 
VK2RGE Gunnedah QF59 
VK4RTL Townsvffle QH30 
\/K4RIK Cairns QH23 
VK5VF Mount Lofty PF95 
VK6RTW Albany QF84 
VK7RNT Launcesfon QE38 
VK8RAS Alice Springs PG66 

Ellsworth chose the first words to be 
transmitted, and the phrase What hath 
God wrought taken from the old testa- 
ment Numbers chapter 23, v23, took it's 
place in history. 

With reference to 'Morsum Magnifi- 
canf number 19, published by G. C. 
Arnold Partners. 

From the Mailbox 
Geoff GJ4ICD found May to be 

another successful month. He has now 
received the 100 countries award from 
G40UTfor 50MHz, and it is believed this 
is the first VHF 100 counties award that 
the RSGB have ever awarded. Extracts 
from his log for May are; 1/5/91 worked 
IA0KM via MS. 4/5/91 large opening 
1400z, ZS6 beacons at S9++, lots of ZS 
stations, 1600z CX/LUs at S5. 9/5/91 
major opening to South America, at 
1323z worked LU7DZ/S9, LU9EAE, 
LU8DNY, LU2DEK, LU3EX. 10/5/91 at 
1740z worked LU2DEK, LU7VB/FF (very 
long haul). 24/5/91 new country worked, 
4J1FS a GJ first. 

Steve G8PYP reports; 
QSOs on 50MHz; 4/5/91 1518-1704 

ZS6XJ, V51SW, 7Q7RM by TEP, 9H1BT 

by Es. 6/5/91 1153z long MS burst — 
J021. 17/5/911705z IK8FPD, I7CSB, Es. 
25/5/91 at 1204-1346, LA3EDA, LA9BM, 
LA9DL, SM3GHW, SM4BRD, and LA9DI 
by Es. 
QSOs on 144MHz; 27/4/91 at 2333, 
PA3FOC by Tropo. 28/4/91 ON1AWD 
Tropo. 4/5/91 1849-2140 FC1MPR/P, 
FFIORH/P, FD1CUA, F6CTT, FF1NZH/P, 
F6IPR/P, F6HPP/P, FC1CNE/P all by 
Tropo. 77/5/97 GU3EJLtropo. 19/5/91 at 
1154-1244z GM4ZUK/P, G4APA/P, 
GI4KSO/P, G4ERG/P all Tropo. 21/5/91 
F1ANH Tropo. 
432MHz; 4/5/91 at 1955, G4CVI IO90; 
2020, FGW4BVY/P Gwent 1081. 21/5/91 
at 2252z F1ANH. 

Eric Jamieson VK5LP 
writes; 
Did six metres die? Following the 

many exotic contacts from VK to other 
world countries last year, amateurs were 
heard to say that the band had given its 
best of cycle 22! Perhaps the best maybe 
behind us, but there were still plenty of 
contacts to be made, and many to new 
countries. We had exciting openings to 
Europe during February and March, and 
since then the band has certainly not 
been dead. During April the band 

RADIO SOCIETY 

OF GREAT BRITAIN 

The first UK 100 Countries VHF 
Award, issued to Geoff GJ4ICD 

This is to certify that the imdermenl 
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opened to W on a number of occasions, 
on 17/4/91 around 2240 W6BJI was 
worked in VK2, 3 and 7. The openings 
extended to VK5 with good signals on 
20/4/91 when W5s were worked 
between 2205 and 2400 by VK3s and 
VK5s. 

EME News 
Doug VK3UM using his new array of 

eight 7.7 wavelength DJ9BV aerials, and 
his MGF 1302 cavity preamp, made 
many worldwide MS contacts between 
January Istand April 20th 1991. Included 
in his list appear G4RGK, G3LQR and 
G4ALH. Most of the signal reports were 
449-559 with a few weaker ones. Doug 
actually put together sixteen 7.7 wave- 
length aerials, but could not bring 
himself to accept the possible conse- 
quences of gale force winds if he erected 
them all! From VK5 VHF/UHF An Expan- 
ding World, Amateur Radio Australia. 
Reports from UK EME stations would be 
welcomed for inclusion in this column 
(Ed's note — watch out for a forthcoming 
EME article by Richard G4CVI). 

Late news received at the HRT Edi- 
torial Office from G4CVI; On 16th June 
6m stations worked on the south coast 
by Es included EA6/DF5JJ (JM19), 
EA3DZG {JN01), and HV3SJ (Vatican 
City). At 18.00z on 6th June, CU3/K6EDX 
was worked, with the Canadian beacon 
audible at 18.30z. 2m aurora on the 11th 
June brought in SP5EFO (K002) 
SP2DDV (J093), SP20FW {J093), RB5PA 
(K021) and SP9EWU (JO90). The 2m 
aurora on the 13th saw HG0HG (KN07) 
RB5PA (K021), and OK1SC (JO70). 

That concludes another very inter- 
esting month's activities. Please send 
future reports to Geoff Brown GJ4ICD, 
TV Shop, Belmont Rd, St Helier, Jersey, 
Channel Islands. Tel. 0534 77067 or 0860 
740727. Geoff will be writing the VHF/ 
UHF column from the November issue 
and he hopes to see you at Leicester. 
(Ken olans to be at the Leicester Exhibi- 
tion on the Sunday—come and say hello 
to him and Geoff at the HRT stand—Ed.} 



All amateurs, but especially HF oper- 
ators, will be saddened by the death of 
Rajiv Gandhi, VU2RG. Even after he 
acceded to high office in India he conti- 
nued to take an interest in amateur radio. 
I remember VU2RBI and VU2MY telling 
me a few years back of how they had 
gained an audience with Rajiv Gandhi 
when they were trying to get permission 
to mount a DXpedition to the Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands. Needless to say, the 
necessary permits were soon forthcom- 
ing. 

Last month I said there was a possi- 
bility of an operation from Myanmar 
(Burma) by Romeo UB5JRR and others. 
As of the time of writing there is no har- 
der news but I am delighted to say that 
UK amateurs have already individually 
contributed over £800 towards the cost 
of the operation, and donations are also 
likely from the Chiltern DX Club and 
RSGB DXpeditions Fund. Let's hope it's 
all worthwhile. 

I'm writing this column just after the 
1991 HF NFD Contest, this field day has 
always been a popular contest with UK 
amateurs. This year over 12 members of 
my local club, including several Class B 
amateurs, were on site for the whole of 
the contest even if only myself and 
G3WGV could understand the CW side 
of things! NFD started as a test of a club's 
ability to mountan operation under what 
might be described as 'emergency' con- 
ditions, but nowadays it's often con- 
ducted in the height of luxury. At our 
station we used an FT1000 transceiver 
with an automatic aerial switch which 
detected the band in use and connected 
the appropriate aerial without 
operator intervention. Our 
main HF aerial was a 
TH5 triband beam 
on a 20m 
trailer- 

Cm 

I 

yj/Ah 

% 

Don Field G3XTT provides 

this month's potential 

'catches'for DX chasers 

mounted tower. Logging was on a 386 
portable PC, with the whole station 
powered from a generator via a UPS 
(Uninterruptible Power Supply) to avoid 
power failures. This said, at the end of 
the day it still comes down to the skill of 
the individual operators, not only in 
terms of their CW ability but in making 
good decisions about when to change 
bands, when to tune and when to call 
CQ, and so on. If you haven't taken part, 
then do make of point of being in on NFD 
next year. You may even get hooked! 

The Italian Problem 
I don't know whether any of you, like 

me, have heard British amateurs decry- 
ing southern European operators due to 
apparently poor operating on their part. 
When a group of UK amateurs went out 
to Loano in Italy for the first Islands On 
The Air Convention, their Italian hosts 
complained bitterly about the treatment 
Italian amateurs often receive from their 
British counterparts, unfairly they 
believe. In some cases this is due to their 
lack of understanding of English so that, 
for example, they may not understand 
that a DXpedition has just announced it 
is tuning for North American stations 
only. Another problem, but a reasonable 
one, is that a very high proportion of Ita- 

lian HF operators are relatively 
newly licensed, enthusiastic 

but still learning the ropes. 
The UK amateurs were pleas- 

Chris, ZS6BCR, 
probably the most 

active DXer, contester 
and DXpeditioner 

from South Africa, 
having operated from 

A22, 3D AO, V5, ZS9, 
and most recently ZS1 

(Penguin Islands) 

The aerial farm of 
ZS6BCR, doesn't it 

make you wish? 

antly surprised that the average age of 
attendees at the Convention was prob- 
ably 15 yearsormorelowerthanitwould 
be at a similar event in the UK. I don't 
know what trick they have for attracting 
so many youngsters (many in their late 
teens or early twenties) into the hobby, 
but we could do with finding out the 
secret. 

Incidentally, the next IOTA Conven- 
tion will be held in London in September 
1992, to coincide with the 1992 RSGB HF 
Convention. 

CDXC 
The Chiltern DX Club is the largest 

DX Club in the UK, now catering for a 
membership of over 130 (membership is 
open to those with DXCC and an active 
interest in HF DXing). At its AGM in May I 
was elected as President for 1991/92, 
while Martin G3ZAY replaces me as 
Chairman. John G3WGVisthe new Vice- 
Chairman, Dick GOMFO/AA6MC is Sec- 
retary, Ron G6LX becomes Treasurer and 
Andrew GOHSD takes over the bi- 
monthly newsletter. If you think CDXC 
may be of interest drop a line to GOMFO 
or to myself. Membership currently 
costs £10 per year. 

DX News 
During late May and early June 

FR5AI/T showed up from Tromelin 
Island, mainly in French nets, while a 
multinational group put on a big effort 
from Malyj Vysotskij Island as 4J1FS. 
This latter operation included the WARC 
bands and RTTY, and was very easy to 
work despite atrocious band conditions. 
ET2A showed again from Ethiopia, this 
time emphasising CW operation (I man- 
aged to snag Jack on 18MHz CW as well 
as on 28MHz SSB). 

Amateur radio became fully legal 
again in Mozambique on 17th May 
(there were a few licensed operations 
prior to this date, but each was very 
much a one-off). Expect to see 5 to 10 
newly licensed residents as well as a 
number of DXpedition operations, 
though as I write this there appears to 
have been a hiccough in the bureaucracy. 

The other 'big one' was an oper- 
ation from Angola by a group of Russian 
amateurs, who signed D2ACA as well as 
their own calls portable D2. I know UK 
stations were able to work them on the 
five main HF bands, plus 18 and 24MHz, 
so thisshould have made a lot of recently 
licensed HFoperators very happy (itis 15 
years or more since Angola was on the 
air in a big way, in those days the prefix 
was CR6). 
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The publication of the new 'Islands 
On The Air' directory has led to a flurry of 
activity from previously unnumbered 
island groups. Just check around 
14.260MHz and 21.260MHzany weekend 
to see what I mean. 

Sadly VKSNS's planned operation 
from Bhutan didn't come off, a very sad 
day for amateur radio in general, and for 
your scribe in particular as this was one 
of only four countries I still need. Jim will 
keep trying. 

Last but not least during this roun- 
dup, I worked Steve P29DX (formerly 
G4JVG and author of this column) on 
21 MHz SSB on 8th June. He had an excel- 
lent signal into the UK, and is expecting 
to be very active on all bands. 

Now to forthcoming DX. Firstly, 
'QRZ DX' reports that seven amateurs 
from Montreal plan to sign CY9CWI from 
St. Paul Island between 1st and 7th 
August. I've no further information on 
this one, so keep an eye on the bands. 

LA4LN and LAI SP were due to be in 
Iceland (TF) from 18th July to 1 st August, 
and then in the Faroe Islands (OY) from 
2nd to 5th August. They were planning to 
be active on the five main HF bands, and 
to include some RTTY and packet oper- 
ation in their activity. 

If you're still looking for Pitcairn 
Island of 'Mutiny on the Bounty' fame, 
then it's worth a look on 14.140MHz from 
0730 on Sundays. Tom Christian VR6TC 
maintains a schedule with DL8FL, and 
some of the other Pitcairn operators 
show up from time to time on the fre- 
quency as well. 

For IOTA enthusiasts, a group of 
Spanish amateurs plan to sign AN9A (or 
possibly ED9EAI) from Alhucemas 
Island between 14th and 18th August. 
This one will get an IOTA reference once 
an operation takes place. 

Farther afield, I4ALU who has oper- 
ated in the past from various European 
islands, as well as the Maldives, will be in 
the Pacific as you read this. Carlo plans to 
operate from the Yasawa Islands (part 
of Fiji, 3D2) from 25th to 28th July, from 
Fafa Island (Tonga, A35) between 30th 
July and 5th August, from Vava'u Island 

Aerial photo of the Penguin Islands 

(also Tonga) between 6th and 11th 
August, and from Aitutaki Island (Cook 
Islands, ZK1) from 18th to 25th August. 
He is taking an IC735, vertical and vari- 
ous wire aerials, and operation will be 
exclusively on CW, 5kHz up from the 
band edges. 

Finally, there istalkas I put this piece 
together of an operation from Afghanis- 
tan by a group of Italian operators. This 
was due to take place between 12th and 
29th July. Although UB5JRR managed to 
put YA0RR on the air earlier this year, 
licensing is still a major problem, but 
some of the Italian operators concerned 
have a good track record of putting rare 
ones on the air, so let's hope they man- 
age to pull it off. 

DXCC News 
The DX Advisory Committee voted 

9 to 7 in favour of adding the Penguin 
Islands off Namibia to the DXCC list. 
These islands belong to South Africa but 
are separated from South Africa by 
newly independent Namibia. The deci- 
sion was subsequently ratified by a 
unanimous vote of the ARRL Awards 
Committee. Cards may be submitted 
from 1st September (if you send them 
earlier they will be rejected). This deci- 
sion brings the number of countries on 
the DXCC list to 323. Meanwhile, the 
annual DXCC listing in QST magazine 
shows W1GKK still at the top with 375 
countries (he is the only person to have 
worked not only a//current countries, but 
a//the deleted ones as well!). GW3AHN is 
the highest placed UK amateur with 368 
to his credit. Tom doesn't boast a mega- 
station, his success comes from lots of 
patience and operating skill over many 
years. Congratulations! 

As well as the Penguin Islands, there 
are some other applications pending for 
DXCC status, of which the most likely 
contender is North Korea. After all these 
years of separation it is hard to maintain 
the fiction that North and South Korea 

are one and the same country. Although 
it is too early yet for ARRL consideration, 
I note from the newspapers that North- 
ern Somalia has withdrawn from the rest 
of the country, and has appointed its first 
President. Perhaps this will eventually 
find its way on to the DXCC list, though 
probably not until it has been recognised 
by the United Nations and generally 
been accepted by the World community 
as a separate nation. 

Talking about new countries, Martti 
Laine OH2BH has done more than most, 
not only to put rare ones on the air but to 
get new ones added to the list. He is per- 
sonally responsible for Annobon (3C0), 
Market Reef (OJO), R.A.S.D. (SO) and 
Malyj Vysotskij (4J1) becoming 'new' 
ones, and over the years he's operated 
from well over 100 countries. Martti is a 
larger than life character, and his new 
book 'Where do we go next?' is well 
worth a read when the bands are dead 
(Martin G3ZAY is acting as UK distribu- 
tor, copies are available from him at £15 
inclusive of postage). It looks likely that 
Martti will be a guest speaker at this 
year's RSGB HFConvention, come along 
to hear him if at all possible! 

Contests 
September kicks off with the LZ DX 

Contest on 1st, then the IARU SSB Field 
Day on 7/8th. A week later it's the 
Worked All Europe DX Phone Contest 
(the one where you get extra points for 
so-called QTC traffic), then the Scandi- 
navian CW Contest on 21st/22nd (the 
phone leg is a week later). Finally, one for 
RTTY enthusiasts. The CQ Magazine 
RTTY Contest runs for 48 hours over the 
weekend of 28/29th September (but see 
below as to what you should really be 
doing that weekend!), and becomes 
more popular each year. Mind you, in my 
book all these events are just the hors 
d oeuvres, with the really interesting 
contests coming along in October. But 
more of that next month. 

Last, but by no means least, ensure 
you put September 28/29th very firmly 
in your diary. This is the weekend of the 
RSGB HF Convention, to be held once 
again this year at the Penguin Hotel in 
Daventry. The weekend starts with a DX 
Dinner on the Saturday evening (tickets 
£18 from G3PJT), and then a full and 
varied lecture program on the Sunday, 
along with a number of displays and 
stands including a follow-on to last 
year's software demonstrations. No 
traders though — this is very much a 
social occasion. A visit to the bar will 
almost certainly find yours truly trying 
yet again to persuade the HRT Technica 
Editor to take up serious DXing (the plan- 
ning permission's through, and the Stru- 
mech Versatower just needs putting up 
— Tech Edl). Hope to see you there! 
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Club News 

Acton, Brentford & Chiswick ARC meet at 7.30pm on the 3rd Tues- 
day of each month at the Chiswick Town HalLTurnham Green, Chi- 
swick, London W4. A date for your diary; 
Aug. 20th QSL cards, by GOJRY, followed by a critique of the clubs 

performance on low power FD. 
Further details from Paul Truitt G4WQO, Tel. 071 938 2561 

Bedford and District ARC meet every Tuesday at the Aliens Club, 
Hurst Grove, Bedford at 7.30pm for 8. Most meetings are social even- 
ings, other club events include; 
Aug. 13th Committee meeting. 
Sep. 3rd Talk; Aerials and coax. 
Sep. 10th Committee meeting. 
Sep. 17th Talk; Amateur radio, another view. 
Further details from their secretary Glenn GOGBI, 81 Duchess Rd, 
Bedford. Tel. 0234 266443 

Braintree and District ARC meet at the Community Centre, Victo- 
ria Street, Braintree at 8pm on the 1st and 3rd Mondays of each 
month (except bank holidays). Club events; 
Aug. 5th Travel talk by David G0KQV, USA and Australia. 
Details from M. J.Andrews, 22 Arnhem Grove, Braintree, Essex CM7 
5UQ. Tel. 0376 27431 

Bromley and District ARC meet on the 3rd Tuesday of each month, 
7.30 for 8.00pm at the Victory Social Club, Kechill Gardens, Hayes, 
Kent. Club events include; 
Aug. 20th Operating evening and barbecue. 
Sep. 17th Valves, G60DE. 
Further details from Mr. Geoffrey Milne G3UMI, 142 Hayes Lane, 
Hayes, Kent BR2 9EL Tel. 081 462 2689. 

Bromsgrove ARS meets at 8pm on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday of each 
month at the Lickey End Working Mans Club, Alcester Rd, Lickey 
End, Bromsgrove. Club events include; 
Aug. 13th Eric Danks G8BKL ceramics. 
Aug. 27th Night on the air. Further details from Mr. 
D. J. Edwards G42WR, Tel. 0527 546075 

South Bristol ARC meets every Wednesday at the Whitechurch 
Folkhouse Association, Bridge Farm House, East Dundry Road, 
Whitechurch, Bristol, Avon. BS140LN. Forthcoming events include; 
Aug. 7th 10m activity evening. 
Aug. 14th DX broadcast TV activity. 
Aug. 21st Foxhunt. 
Aug. 28th General chat about club affairs. 
Aug. 31st SSB field day with NBARC. 
Events and dates often change, so for more information Tel. White- 
church 832222 on a Wednesday evening. 

Coulsdon ATS meet on the second Monday in each month, 7.45 for 
8.00pm at St Swithun's Church Hall, Grovelands Road, Purley, Sur- 
rey. Programme of events; 
Aug. 12th RSGB video evening with cheese and wine. 
Sep. 9th Linear amplifiers, by John G8MNY. 
Further details can be obtained from Andy Briers G0KZT, Tel. 081 668 
7004 or Alan Bartle, Tel. 081 684 0610 

Dorking and District RS meet on the 2nd and 4th Tuesdays at 
7.45pm at various venues, details from John Greenwell G3AEZ, Tel. 
0306 77236. Dates, other than the informal gatherings, are; 
Aug. 11th D/F trial — venue TBA. 
Sep. 7/8th IARU region 1 HF FD SSB. 
Sep. 24th Digital communication part 2. 

Echelford ARS meet in the Community Hall, St Martin's Court, 
Kingston Crescent, Ashford, Middlesex at 7.30 for 8pm. Dates for 
your diary; 
Aug. 12th The great egg race, G0BZF/G1XHP. 
Aug. 29th Club night. 
Sep. 9th Keys and keyers, G3ESH. 
Further details from P. Townshend G6PMT, Tel. 0344 843472 

sad 

Edgware & District RS meet atthe Watling Community Centre, 145 
Orange Hill Road, Burnt Oak. Events include; 
Aug. 22nd SSB field day briefing. 
Further details from Hank Kay G0FAB Tel. 081 205 1023 or Howard 
Drury G4HMD Tel. 09274 22776 

Exeter Amateur Radio Society meet on the 2nd and 3rd Monday 
of each month at the Community Centre, St Davids Hill, Exeter at 
7.30pm. Every third Monday is a social gathering in the bar, other 
club events include; 
Aug. 12th Free and easy. 
Sep. 9th Frequency measurements. 
Further details can be obtained from Ray Donno G3YBK Tel. 0392 
78710 

North Ferriby United ARS meet at North Ferriby Football Club 
Social room, Church Road, North Ferriby at 8pm. Meeting details as 
follows; 
Aug. 9th Night on the air. 
Aug. 16th Field night. 
Aug. 23rd Night on the air. 
Aug. 30th Portability my way — Frank G3YCC. 
Sep. 6th Night on the air. 
Sep. 13th Construction competition. 
Sep. 20th The way ahead meeting — Ken G4VKK. 
Sep. 27th 'Characteristics' — Norman G3NJP. 
Further details from F. W. Lee G3YCC, Tel. 0482 650410 

Hastings ERC meet on the third Wednesday of each month fortheir 
main meetings, atthe West Hill Community Centre, Croft Rd, Hast- 
ings, at 7.45pm. They also meet every Friday at Ashdown Farm Club- 
room, Downey Close, Hastings at 8.30pm, for a social evening. A 
date for your diary; 
Aug. 21st Constructors competition, at West Hill CC. 
Further details from Ken HomewoodG4UBP, Tel. Hastings 444952 or 
Secretary Reg Kemp G3YYF. 

Horndean and District ARC meet at the Horndean Community 
School at 7.30pm, Barton Cross, Horndean, Hants. Their activities 
include; 
Aug. 1st Aerials — the beginnings. 
Oct. 3rd Annual General Meeting. 
Further details from S. W. Swain, Tel. 0705 472846 

Horsham ARC meet at the Guide Hall, Denne Road, Horsham, W. 
Sussex on the first Thursday of each month at 8pm. Events include; 
Aug. 1st Photo quiz. 
For further details contact Peter Stevens G8SUI, 11 Nutwood Ave, 
Brockham, Betchworth, Surrey RH3 7LT Tel. 0737 842150 

South East Kent (YMCA) ARC meet at the Dover YMCA, Godwyne- 
hurst, Leyburne Road, Dover, Kent. The club have 3 Novice instruc- 
tors and are currently running a Novice class with 12 students of 
ages 11 to 60+. The demand for the class has been so great that they 
already have several students for the next class which will start in 
July/August. Other club activities include; 
Aug. 7th Nor-landing cruise, 7pm departure. 
Aug. 14th 2m fox hunt. 
Aug. 28th Portable operating, bring sandwiches. 
For further details about Novice classes and the club contact Eileen 
Berridge G7HXJ Tel. 0304 372656 

Keighley ARS meet atthe Cricket Club, Ingrow, near Keighley every 
Thursday at 8.00pm. Most club meetings are 'Natter nights' other 
events include; 
Aug. 8th. Quiz. 
Aug. 29th. America's first 25 years in space — G4ZVD. 
Sep. 12th Ideas for club events 1992. 
Sep. 26th Quiz, guests Northern Heights, Pie and peas. 
Further details from Kathy Conlon G1IGH on 0274 496222 

Loughton and District ARC normally meet at 7.45pm in the 
Loughton Hall, Room 11. Their events details arrived too late for 
inclusion — it's now their 'Summer break'. However you can catch 
up with them in the Victoria Tavern on the evenings of the 9th and 
23rd August. Further details from their Secretary, Mike Pilsbury 
G4KCK on 081 504 4581. 
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South Manchester RC meet every Friday at the Community 
Centre, Norris Road, Sale, from 8pm. A wide range of activities and 
talks are planned for the coming months, all are welcome to attend. 
Details for this month are; 
Aug. 2nd Direct conversion receiver, G8UQC. 
Aug. 9th Novice DF 
Aug. 16th Solar studies, by G4SNN. 
Aug. 23rd Quiz night. 
Aug. 30th DXpedition to Andorra, by G7FWE. 
For further information contact Edward G7FQY Tel. 061 969 1964 

Mansfield ARS meet at 7.45pm at the Polish Catholic Club, off 
Windmill Lane, Woodhouse Road, Mansfield. An event to look out 
for this month if you're quick; 
Aug. 1st Junk Sale 
Further details from Mary GONZA on 0623 755288. 

Maidenhead and District ARC meet at the Red Cross Hall, The 
Crescent, Maidenhead. Meetings start at 7.30pm. 
Aug. 1st 2m fox hunt. 
Aug. 20th Quiz against Bracknell ARC (at home). 
Sep. 5th Technical questions and answers. 
Sep. 17th SSB Exciters, by Dave G3SET. 
For more information contact Neil G8XYN, Tel. Maidenhead (0628) 
25952 ' 

Norfolk ARS meet at 'The Norfolk Dumpling', The Livestock Mar- 
ket, Harford, Norwich every Wednesday at 7.30pm for 8pm start. 
Dates to remember; 
Aug. 4th Club outing to Woburn rally. 
Aug. 7th HF SSB NFD/town and country show briefing. 
Aug. 14th 'Real Radio' evening. 
Aug. 21st QRP activity week — hints and advice. 
Aug. 28th 'Science for all'- Arnold Tomalin G3PTB. 
Aug. 31st HF SSB NFD at East Tuddenham site. 
Sep. 4th Town and country show final briefing. 
Sep. 8th Club station demo at T&C show. Royal Norfolk Show- 

ground, Costessey. 
Sep. 11th Flying kites, Kevin Appleton. 
Sep. 18th Practical trouble shooting, Arnold G3PTB. 
Sep. 25th Informal and committee meeting. 
For further details contact Jack Simpson G3NJQ Tel. 0603 747992 

Northern Heights ARES meet on the first and third Wednesdays 
each month at the Bradshaw Tavern, Nr. Queensbury, Bradford, W. 
Yorkshire at 8.15pm. Events include; 
Aug. 7th DF foxhunt. 
Aug. 21 st Access control, by Geoff G8NWK. 
Sep. 4th Computer controlled Jacquards. 
Sep. 18th Repeater update. 
Sep. 26th Visit to Keighiey ARS, quiz night. 
For details contact Stan Catton G0IYR on 0274 673116 

Nottingham ARC meet every Thursday at 7.30pm at the Sherwood 
Community Centre, Mansfield Road, Nottingham. Forthcominq 
events include; 
Aug. 1st AMTOR, by Alan G3XOF 
Aug. 8th Forum. 
Aug. 15th Lightning protection, Martin G6ABU. 
Aug. 22nd 2m foxhunt and activity on tfpe air. 
Aug. 29th Tuning HF equipment, Ian G4JAE. 
Sep. 5th Forum. 
Sep. 12th Le Mans start fox hunt. 
Sep. 19th 2m foxhunt and activity on the air. 
For further details contact Rex GlLRI Tel. 0602 733740 

Porthmadoc and District ARS meet at the Harbour Cafe, The Ffes- 
tmiog Railway, Porthmadoc. Meeting details as follows; 
Aug. 15th Video evening arranged by GW6IMS. 
Sep. 19th Talk and demo on Amateur TV, by GW8WNB 
Further details from Ralph Taylor GW2HCJ, Tel. 0766 770637 

ReadingandDistrictARCmeetattheWoodiey Pavilion, Woodford Park, Haddon Drive, Woodley, Reading on 2nd and 4th Thursdays at 
8pm. Forthcoming events include; 
Aug. 22nd Power amplifiers, by Roy Church G3KJC. 
Aug. 31st Special event station for Guide Dogs For The Blind. 
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Sep. 12th Autumn 'Junk Sale'. 
Sep. 26th Packet radio explained, by Paul G1PLT. 
Further details from Vin Robinson G4JTR, Tel. 0734 476873 

Rhyl and District ARC meets on the first and third Tuesdays each 
month at the Scout Hut. Vale Road, Rhyl. Their forthcoming pro- 
gramme of events include; 
Aug. 5th Annual fox hunt. 
Aug. 19th Homebrew construction. 
Sep. 2nd Annual dinner. 
Sep. 16th AGM. 
For further details contact Mr. David Bevan GW4DMR (Chairman) 
Tel. 0745 345078, or Mr. Edward Shipton GW0DSJ (Secretary), Tel. 
0745 336939, or Mr George Greenhalgh GWOMOH (Treasurer, Tel. 
0745 350896. .. 

- ev nil' Stratford upon Avon & District RS meet at the Baptist i* 
Church, Payton Street, Stratford upon Avon, at 7.30pm. ; 
Club dates include; 
Sep. 9th Open evening, 10 minute stories by members. 
Sep. 23rd Converting PMR equipment. Bill G3TZM. 
Details from A. Beasley G0CXJ, Tel. 060 882 495. 

Sutton and Cheam RS meet on the 3rd Thursdays each month, 7.30 
for 8pm at Downs Lawn Tennis Club, Holland Ave, Cheam, Surrey. 
Natter nights are on the first Monday of each month in the Downs 
Bar. Dates for your diary; 
Aug. 4th Woburn rally 
Aug. 15th Barbecue (tentative). 
Sep. 19th The RIS, by Chris Winton, RIS District Manager. 
For further details, Tel. 081 644 9945 

Three Counties RC meets every other Wednesday at the Railway 
Hotel, Liphook, Hampshire at 7.30 for 8.00pm. Club events include; 
Aug. 14th RSGB video and other activities. 
Aug. 28th Junk sale. 
Sep. 11th Wines of the World. 
Sep. 25th Royal Corps of Signals TA. 
For further details contact Dave G4VKC. 

Wakefield and District RS meet every Tuesday at 8pm on the first 
floor rooms, Ossett Community Centre, Prospect Road, Ossett Club 
events include; 
Aug. 6th Visit rally site (Rodillian School). 
Aug. 13th RSGB video. 
Aug. 20th ATU/aerial principles, G3WWE 
Sep. 3rd Contest final preparation and On the Air. 
Sep. 7-8th 144MHz Trophy Contest — Blakey Ridge. 
Further details about the club from John G0MVA Tel. 0924 220048 

Wimbledon and District ARS meet on the second and last Fridays 
of each month in St. Andrews Church Hall, Herbert Road, Wimble- 
don, London SW19. Dates for your diary; 
Aug. 3-11thAnnual camp, Barwell Estate, Chessington, Surrey. 
Aug. 30th General activity evening. 
Sep. 13th 'Radio with computers' by G3XTC and G4XLM. 
Sep. 27th Surplus equipment sale. 
Further details from Chris Frost G0KEB, Tel. 081 397 0427 

National and International 

G-QRP Club publish a quarterly magazine devoted to low power 
communication, and hold regular get-togethers. Their secretary is 
Rev. G. Dobbs, St. Aiden's Vicarage, 498 Manchester Road Roch- 
dale. Lanes. OL11 SHE. Tel. 0706 31812. 

The Irish Radio Transmitters Society send out regular 
newsletters giving details of local activities, the contact 
man for this is Dave Moore EI4BZ, 12 Castle Ave 
Carrigtwohill, Co Cork. Tel. (Eire) 021 883555 

Radio Society of Great Britain are based at Lambda HouseX- 
Cranbourne Road, Potters Bar, Herts. Tel. 0707 59015. Potential 
Novices — contact them for details of your local Novice course. They 
also publish books, maps, and look after special event callsigns 
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fENTERPRISE — 
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£^PPLICArl0NS 

LTD. NEW 

RS232 DfSPUY Donlseupyourcofpoi/.efw'irtefnorwionnj This w urut wS tfisptey. sRve a«j phrt messages sent via the RS232 outpot from the MICROREADER « PACKET TNC. Text is stored n memory and at the same time dsptayed on the large 160 character hacKBt 
screen. A unique scn^^ facility alkws you at afty lime to scrol back and forth through over fifty screens of text messages whHestirecewig data, the dispiay ncorpcrales a PARALLEL PORT that a/tows pnrtmg of an or selected sections of text at the touch of a button. 

£185.00 

Wk it MICROREADER The easiesl way to receive CW 4 RTTY without the fuss of computers. Just plug into your speaker socket and swtch on. The Microreader automabcaKy decodes both amateur and commercial stations displaying the received text on its own LCD screen. The Mxroreader also incorporates a MORSE TUTOR facility that allows you to check both your receiving and serxfcig performance. £170.00 
BP 12 DATA FILTER Someone once said that this filter«too good for amateur 

^ . P^!I!L?,9fsp!^ca^li, radio use. We. along with hundreds of BP34 users would Unit 26 Clarendon COUrt Tin' d,sa9iM- ^ B,>34, ease of use with a degree of Winwlck Ouav "7^ J ^ i. Both audtxs and TTl p^formanca not fouxf in any other filter. ExceptionaSy YVInWICK Uuay tone data outputs are provijed. Ideal for sharp cut off and guaranteed SOdBslopband attenuation Warrington 
p ®^Kj1ers- make this filter a must for the more serious user. WA2 8QP £44 00 £1M-50 Telephone: 

l All products are guaranteed for two years and all prices include VAT and postage and packing. (0925) 5731 ^ 
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British Amateur Radio Teledata Group (BARTG) have a quarterly 
magazine, hold two contests and one rally each year. For informa- 
tion on the group contact their secretary and publicity officer Ian 
Brothwell G4EAN, BSArnot Hill Road, Arnold, Nottingham NG56LQ 
or via packet, G4ATG @ GB7BAD 

To include your club, and rally, in this feature, make sure you send us 
your events details early. We'll then make sure our readers know 
exactly what you're up to each month. Note we only list active clubs, 
i.e. those who send us details of their planned talks/events! Dates to 
be included in the issue published in October must reach us by the 
16th August, addressed to 'Club News'atthe HRT Editorial address. 

Rallies 

August 11th 
Flight Refuelling ARS Hamfest 91 at the Flight Refuelling Sports 
and Social Club Grounds, Merley, Wimborne, Dorset. The event 
opens at 10.00am and will have a bring and buy, trade stands, radio 
and electronics car boot sale, craft fair, field displays and attractions 
for the whole family. Disabled parking available and overnight 
camping can be arranged. Further details from John G0API on 0202 
619649 or Rob G6DUN on 0202 479038 

August 26th 
Huntingdon ARS wiil be holding their annual Rally and Junk Sale at 
the Medway Centre, Coneygeare Road, Huntingdon, Cambridge- 
shire. Doors open 10.00am, rally closes at 4.00pm. Trade stands, 
bring and buy, components junk, and an excellent refreshment bar. 
car boot pitches available or a second hall on standby in case of 
nclement weather. Talk-in on S22 and via. GBSOVon 70cm RB5. Fur- 

ther details from D. Leech G7DIU, Te. 0480 431333. 

September 14th 
Isle of Wight Rally is atthe Wireless Museum, Arreton Manor, Near 
Newport, starting at 11am and finishing at 5pm. There will be vari- 
ous stalls, a bring and buy, refreshments, free entry and free parking. 
There are some disabled facilities and indoor accommodation avail- 
able if wet. Talk-in will be on 2m FM by G3IOW. Further details from 
Douglas Byrne G3KPO, Tel. 0983 67665 
September 15th 
The East of England Radio Rally, organised by the Peterborough 
Radio and Electronics Society, is in the ICI Building, The East of Eng- 
land Showground, Oundle Road, Peterborough. There is a traders 
main hall with bar and catering, traders marquee with bring and buy, 
separate outside area with flea market, plus a car boot sale. 
Admission is £1 and the doors open at 10.30am (10am for the dis- 
abled, toilet facilities available). For further details contact Nigel 
G1ARV on 0733 78685 or Mike G0CVZ on 0733 222588,2 Chancery 
Lane, Eye, Peterborough PE6 7YF. 
The British Amateur Radio Teledata Group (BARTG) rally will be 
held atthe Sandown Exhibition Centre, Esher, Surrey. Located close 
to London, 10 minutes from the M25 (junction 10) with free parking 
for over 5000 cars. Many exhibitor and special interest groups will 
be attending with the latest radios, computers, software, books, 
aerials, kits, components, test equipment and much more. 
Admission is £1, under 14s free if accompanied by an adult. Doors 
open at 10.30am and talk-in is on S22 and SU22. Further details from 
Peter Nicol, 38 Mitten Ave, Rubery, Birmingham B45 0JB Tel. 021453 
2676 

September 29th 
Harlow and District ARS rally is to be held at the Harlow Sports 
Centre. The main hall will have a large selection of traders, the 
upstairs studio also having traders along with a bring and buy 
together with special interest groups. The event is within easy 
access of the Mil (Junction 7), and talk-in will be on S22 and SU22. 
Ample car parking next to the centre for 1000 cars, and full facilities 
for the disabled. Caterng and licensed bar provided. Entry is £1, 
children under 14 and OAPs 50p. Further details from Liz GOMDL, 
Tel. 0277 364742 evenings and weekends only. 
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!^[p@© Readers Ads! 

FOR SALE 

Yaesu FT-980 excellent condition 
and boxed, 160m to 10m and 
general coverage, operating 
manual and mic, £850 ovno. Con- 
tact T. Hartshorn (Chesterfield, 
Derbyshire), Tel. 0246 236496 
Offers invited for 1944 US Navy 
ship to shore radio telephone, 
made by Hallicrafters, Chicago. 
12V supply consists of radio unit 
Vibrator Dynamotor power unit, 
still in working order. Contact Mr. 
L. Bloomfield, Richmond Cot- 
tages, Orford, Woodbridge, Suf- 
folk IP12 2BX, Tel. 0394 450560 
Magazines, 30 years Practical 
Wireless, Radio Constructor, 
Shortwave, and Classic Car from 
number 1, good condition, room 
wanted now retired, offers for the 
lot please. Contact T. Fleetwood 
(Upton-on-Severn), Tel. 0684 
593003 evenings. 
BC 624A — AM: R5019, incom- 
plete £6. Many valves — 2 stamps 
for list. Digital telephone ready to 
plug-in, £10. White fluorescent 
tube 8W, £3. Switches, lamps etc, 
ask! Contact E. Williams, 25 Glen- 
more Road, Birkenhead L43 2HQ, 
Tel. 051 652 8799 any evening. 
Fluke digital multimeter, £50. 
Small AVO digital, £25. Digital cur- 
rent clamp meter, £15. HV Probe, 
£12.Tacho Probe, £25. Contact Mr. 
Pete 11 (llford). Tel. 081 554 2913 
6-8pm. 
Trio 120S, £300. FT-101ZD CW fil- 
ter, £500. Oscilloscope 203 - 
620MHz, £250. Amiga A500 plus 
half Meg expansion, joystick, 20 
disks, full of utils etc. Microwave 
Modules 2m linear 50W, £90. 
Contact Keith Gibbons, G0MPN 
(Washington), Tel. 091 4151550 
Yaesu 757GX II, PSU, and ATU 
for matched line up. Will 
exchange. Wanted; VSWR and 
power bridge 1.5kW, Magnetic 
loop 40,80 and 160m, ATU 1.5kW, 
and dedicated word processor. 
Contact John Barber (Ormskirk, 
Lanes), Tel. 0704 880345 
Continental Specialities Corpor- 
ation Max.100,100MHz 8 digit fre- 
quency counter, 0.6 inch LED 
display, £50 ono. Contact J. 
Mathews, 11 Trinity Gorse, Trinity 
Fields, Stafford ST16 1SL, Tel 
0785 46199 
IBM/AT compatible 40MB fixed, 
5.25/1.2MB, 2MB RAM, SER/PAR 
EGA monitor, £550. BBC-B data- 
corder Hi-res/RGB monitor sof- 
tware, £150. Pye PF8 handhelds, 
nicads, on RB10, £55. Un-cry- 
stalled, £45. Starphones, hand- 

held on RB10, leather case, 
nicads, £45. Several uncrystalled, 
£15 each. Contact G. Ford (Nr. 
Southend), Tel. 0702 205058 
evenings. 
Standard C5608D 2m/70cm 
dual band mobile, as new and 
boxed, 8 weeks old, cost £664 sell 
for £450 or exchange for HF rig, 
TS530,TS830, FTIOIZDorsimilar. 
Contact Bob Cornish, GODOK 
(Havant, Hants), Tel. 473323 
Atlas 210X, built-in PSU, includes 
mobile bracket and attenuator, 
operating instructions and diag- 
rams, £265 ono. Contact E. New- 
man G0GZS (Upminster, Essex), 
Tel. 04022 28896 
Swan Cygnet 300B TX/RX FWO 
plus power meter, power mic, and 
CW key. For more details Tel. Brian 
(Northampton) on 0604 405965 
BBC B computer, all manuals, 
games, programming books, joy- 
sticks, excellent condition, £120 
ovno. Zetagi B300P linear, new 
and boxed, 6 position max 400W 
HF, £135. Swop or part exchange 
for other amateur radio gear, any- 
thing considered. Contact Tim 
Daniels (South Glam), Tel. 0446 
781438 
TH-27E 2m hand held, 2 months 
old. Includes nicad, charger, 
manual and box, hardly used, 
£170. Write to David Meers, 15 
Fernlea Street, Waterfoot, Ros- 
sendale. Lanes, BB4 7JF. 
Z88 computer, AC adaptor, 128k 
EPROM, 32k EPROM, parallel 
printer cable, Amstrad 3250DI 
printer, case, all boxed, various 
books etc. £250. Will exchange for 
HF225 or FT747 with cash adjust- 
ment. Contact Kevin (Glossop, 
Derbyshire), Tel. 0451 868535 
Drake TR4C HF transceiver com- 
plete with matching power sup- 
ply, external VFO and speaker and 
blanker module. Includes hand- 
book and spare valves, beautiful 
condition, £450. Contact John 
Parry GW3VVC (Gwynedd), Tel. 
0248 714655 evenings or wee- 
kends. 
Dragon Commercial RS232 
interface with manual, £45. Acorn 
teletext adaptor, £60. Complete 
AVO model 8, leads and leather 
case, £85. Dragon 32 complete, 
needs attention, £15. Manuals 
9500, 2500, 3500, 120V, £3 each 
carriage extra. Will consider 
exchange for working 9600 scan- 
ner. Contact Mr. D. Thompson 
(Exmouth), Tel. 0395 265059 
Icom 720A HF transceiver with 
FM fitted, ncludes manual and 
box, 10-160m general coverage, 
£600 ono, good condition. Con- 

tact Peter Slark (Bolton, Lanes), 
Tel. Bolton 594584 after 6pm. 
Yaesu FT-747GX HF transceiver 
with FM board fitted, also 20A 
PSU, both only four weeks old 
and under guarantee. Never 
used, boxed with manuals, cost 
£710 accept £600 ovno. Buyer col- 
lects or pays postage. Contact Mr. 
K Walker (Mansfield), Tel. 0623 
649124 
Yaesu FT-767GX, excellent con- 
dition, £1100. Rotater, controls 
and leads, Turner Bass mike, Ken- 
wood TVI filter, MFJ ATU, power 
SWR meter, 30ft box tubing 
tower, reel of coax, 3 element 
beam and silver pole, 52ft wire 
with balun and all bits and pieces. 
Everything to go £550 ovno. Con- 
tact Ivan Martin (Maidstone, 
Kent), Tel. Maidstone 717112 
Hamegi HM 605 60MHz oscillos- 
cope, complete with case, 
manuals and leads, hardly used, 
£250 complete. Contact Andy 
(Farnborough) Tel. 0252 517458 
after 6.30pm weekdays. 
Yaesu FT-77 80-10m, c/w FM, 
£375. Yaesu FT-690R II, c/w 
matching amplifier, £375. Ken- 
wood TR-751E 2m all mode, £435. 
Standard C5608 2m/70cm dual 
bander, £525. G0BSX packet TNC, 
GWO, £55. All are boxed and in 
good condition. Contact D. Wil- 
son (Kilsyth), Tel. 0236 824167 
Kenwood External VFO, DFC 
230 (for TS-130S), £100 or would 
exchange for 2m mobile in good 
condition. Contact Mr. M. Barr, 
GI6IBL (Coleraine, N. Ireland), Tel. 
0265 57837 after 6pm. 
Icom ICR70 HF comms receiver, 
0-30MHz with Yaesu active aerial, 
boxed and in VGC. Contact L. 
Rogers (Tadley, Hants), Tel. 0734 
812476 
Surplus ex-TV valves, also some 
radio valves from lOp each, take 
your pick. Contact P. Slark (Bolton, 
Lanes) Tel. 0204 26684 
PC SWL and PC fax, £125. 
MM2001 RTTY decoder, £40. 
Upgraded to packet. Want, 70cm 
module for Yaesu FT767. Contact 
Paul Leach (Abergelg, Clwyd) Tel. 
0745 833847 after 6pm or at wee- 
kends. 
Yaesu FT-4700RH, 2m/70cm, 
boxed and in excellent condition, 
£400 ono. Contact Luke Evans 
(Gloucester), Tel. 0452 507642 
buyer collects or pays postage. 
MFJ 949DVersatuner, mint, £100. 
Rotator TR44, medium duty with 
cable, good condition, £50. Resis- 
tors .304 ohms, steel, ideal test 
loads on high current 13.8V PSUs, 

£2.50 each plus carriage. Contact 
R. Baker (Chelmsford, Essex), Tel. 
0245 256416 
Icom ICR100 scanner 500kHz- 
1.8GHz, almost new. Still under 
guarantee, £400. Contact Mr. 
Newton (Bromley, Kent), Tel. 081 
467 4796 evenings. 
Realistic PRO-32 VHF/UHF air 
band handheld scanner, 200 
memories, 4 frequency bands, 
68-512MHz, excellent working 
order, £125 ono. Prefer buyer to 
collect but carriage arranged at 
extra cost. Contact Terry Bruce 
(Luton), Tel. 0582 23750 
Transverters; Howes 80m, in 
case and incorporating SWR 
meter, £75. Microwave 10m, £70. 
Multimode operation giving 10W 
output from 2m input, good port- 
able or mobile using FT-290. 
Homebrew HF wavemeter — 
meet your licence conditions, 
£25. Contact D. Paine (Sutton 
Coldfield), Tel. 021 351 6285 even- 
ings. 
Yaesu FT-747GX HF economy 
transceiver, complete with micro- 
phone, manual and box, excellent 
condition, £440 ono. Contact 
Adam Robinson, G0GRA (Gains- 
borough), Tel. 0427 71739 after 
5pm. 
BBC B, second processor, dual 
drives, chang labs, software and 
manuals, £250 ono. Contact Barry 
Lewis (London), Tel. 081 373 7716 
Yaesu FT-290R multimode, 
muTek F/E, nicads, charger and 
manual. Bottom case scratched, 
display lamp needs replacement, 
otherwise PWO, hence £175. 
Contact Ron Shilvock (Hales- 
owen, WMidlands), Tel. 021 550 
6050 
Trio 9R59DS valved LSB, USB, 
AM, SSB, CW, HF, VHF, 55kHz- 
30MHz (send and BFO fre- 
quency). For sale or exchange for 
good HF receiver eg. Yaesu, Icom 
etc. Write to Edward Sands, 14 
Timon Ave, Bootle, Merseyside, 
L20 9DZ. 
AR3000 communications recei- 
ver, still in box, only six months 
old. Today's price £779, sell for 
£595. Contact Lindsay Whyte 
(Aberdeen), Tel. 0224 583110 
Trio 680S plus 6m never used, HF 
and PS430, SP430, £850. Trio 
TR9130 2m multimode, never 
used mobile, mint condition, 
boxed with manuals including 
workshop manual, £350 ono, or 
will exchange for 2m mobile FM 
only plus cash. Jaybeam 8 ele 
quad aerial, £30. Contact M. 
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Whitehead GM7FGG (Shotts, 
Scotland), Tel. 0501 25111 
Trio TW4000A FM dual bander, 
2m/70cm mobile transceiver, 5, 
10 and 25W, complete with box 
and manual, mic, mount and 
leads, excellent condition, £300 
ovno. Contact Colin G0JDX 
(Mansfield), Tel. 0623 513758 
Yaesu FT-101ZD, little used on 
transmit, £450. Capco magnetic 
loop aerial AMA3, worldwide 
QSOs, mounted 2m above 
ground, £200. Will swop both 
above for PC computer and col- 
our monitor, any demonstration. 
Contact Jack G4VCV (Bath area). 
Tel. 0761 34224 
Pineapple PCB designer and 
PCB auto track routing FiOMS for 
BBC B micro, £40. Contact Alan 
Jones (Caernarvon), Tel. 0286 
3887 
Realistic PRO-2006 scanner, 400 
memories, 25-520MFI2, 720- 
1300MHz, AM/FMW/FMN, latest 
model, mint, £230. Contact L. 
Bridle (Northolt), Tel. 081 8458292 
Yaesu FT-101ZD Mklll with spare 
28MHz board, WARC bands, 
offers. Yaesu FT-902DM with or 
without accessories, reasonable 
offers. Pensioner having to leave 
present home. Will consider pur- 
chase of 2005 scanner and cash. 
(Burton on Trent). Tel, 0283 221870 
Old Radio, two battery valves. 

almost complete, £25, at least 80 
years old.Two electric motors, 4in 
diameter DC permanent magnet, 
ideal for potter's wheel or wind 
generator, £22 each. Inverter, kit 
of parts with circuit diagrams, 
400W 230V, £40. E. J. Williams, 20 
Woodplace Lane, Coulsdon, Sur- 
rey. CR5 1NB. 

EXCHANGE 

Yaesu FT-101E, new driver/PA 
valves, narrow CW filter and 
handbook in as-new condition. 
Exchangefor any of the following 
with cash adjustment; Collins, 
Drake, Kenwood linear, spectrum 
analyser, commercial absorption 
wattmeter 2kW. Write to Mr. P. 
Jenkins, 80 Claymore, Grovehill 
West, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, 
HP26LW 
Yaesu FTV-901R transverter, 
boxed, manual, as new condition, 
2m and 6m fitted, also ERA Micro- 
reader Mk2, also as new. 
Exchange for Icom 251E with 
muTek, with cash adjustment. 
Also looking for FT-757. (Eccles- 
on-Sea, Norfolk). Tel. 0692 580201 
daytime. 
PRO-2005/4 Scanner wanted, in 
part exchange for Yaesu FT- 
101 ZD, cash adjustment. (Burton- 
on-trent). Tel. 0283 221870 

WANTED 

Motorola MC Micro, fully syn- 
thesised mobile transceiver suit- 
able for 2m/4m or 70cm 
operation. Contact Peter Mur- 
doch G7ALE, 30 Shaw Lane, 
Albrighton, Wolverhampton, W. 
Midlands, WV7 3DY, Tel. 0902 
374423 or via packet G7ALE @ 
GB7MAX 
Pen friend interested in amateur 
radio, electronics and shortwave 
listening, male or female in Eng- 
land or Australia, Contact Alan 
Waye, 41 Cornish Terrace, Walla- 
roo 5556, South Australia. 
Software for Amstrad 6128 to 
help me with SSTV, packet, satel- 
lites, amateur TV, RTTY, AMTOR, 
Fax, anything. Have Fairmate 
HP100E and ICF20001D, in fact 
any advice at all please. Will pay 
for software. Contact Damian 
(Uxbridge), Tel. 0895 811315 
RF design engineer required to 
assist with personal QRO solid 
state HF power amplifier project. 
Also interested in correspond- 
ance with other QRO HF/VHF 
mobile ops. Write to P. Jenkins, 80 
Claymore, Grovehill West, Hemel 
Hempstead, Herts HP2 6LW 
AM/FM board for FT-102, also 
1.8kHz SSB narrow filter. Write to 
Mr. R. Smith, 51 Morrison Way, 

Knightsridge, Livingston. 
Yaesu Y0-901 monitor scope, 
£150. 100k ohm multimeter, £25. 
Will exchange above plus some 
camera equipment for Kenwood 
PS30 PSU, MC35 mic, HS5 head- 
phones, SP130 speaker, Yaesu 
FT290, YP601. Contact Dave (Nor- 
wich) Tel. 745512 
Ten-Tec PSU, voice module, and 
RS232 module to fit Ten-Tec Para- 
gon. Also Ten-Tec auto ATU 
wanted. Contact Paul G0HWC 
(Northampton) Tel. 0327 41267 
evenings. 
FT-901 DM External VFO, 40 
channel memory with auto scan, 
will collect. Contact Michael Lar- 
kin. Tel. Dublin (01)574566 
Help! Where can I obtain informa- 
tion on re-building and modifying 
an AR88D? Please contact Ray 
Griffiths, 77 Harewood Gardens, 
Sanderstead, South Croydon, 
Surrey, CR2 9BW, Tel. 081 657 
6366 
Collector/researcher requires 
QSL cards pre-1950 and post- 
cards related to radio, wireless 
and wireless stations etc. Please 
contact with details, Mr. Tom 
Valentine, 38 Grampian View, 
Montrose, Angus, DD10 9SX. Tel. 
0674 76503 
For Amateur Radio Club, TH5 
beam, also 5 ele 6m beam, must 
be in good condition. Contact 
GDI EG, Tel. 0602 501733 after 6pm. 

Name   Signature  

Address   Date  

  Send this form to: 
Free Readers Ads, Ham Radio Today, A.S.R, Argus 

  House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST. 
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RETAIL NETWORK 

AVON 

0 OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 
icom approved dealers 

PACKET RADIO EQUIPMENT 
DRSI Packet Adapters Sole Agent 

Satellite tracking for IBM PC&C64 magazines and 
RSGB books Junchans MSF (Rugby) _____ 

Clocks LCD, Mantel, ■■■■ 
Wall and Wrist Watches Haw 

AMOAT 
4 Northville Road, Northville Bristol B57 ORG Tel; 0272 699352 Fax: 0272 236088 

BIRMINGHAM 

B&C ELECTRONICS 
51 SIR HILTONS RD 

WEST HEATH, BIRMINGHAM B31 3NH 
New and Used 

Amateur Radio and Computer Sales 
Elete antenna main dealer and commission 

sale items always required 
BRUM 'S PREMIER JUNK SHOP 
Tel: (021) 4752426 

BIRMINGHAM 

REWARD'S HOME 
STORES LTD. 

(Esl. 1963) 
822/4 Kingstanding Rd., Birmingham 

B44 9RT 
Tel: 021-354 2083 

G4RJM with over 41 years in The Radio Trade 
Ham Equipment urgently wanted! 
 Open; Mon-Sat 9-6  

BIRMINGHAM 

COLTEC ELECTRONICS 
Complete kits FOR THE AMATEUR AND NOVICE 

Try us for all your kit requirements first 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS A VAILABLE 

330 Brays Road, Sheldon, 
Birmingham B26 2PS 

021-722 -2429 
ACCESS, VISA.EUROCARD, MASTERCARD 

CORNWALL 

SKVUinvc COflNUJflLl 24hrs, 7 Doys o Week 
RADIO RMRTCUR & MRRINC (OMMUNKATIONS SCRVKCS 
ICOM, YAESU, NAVICO JAYBEAM, Etc. 

47 Trevcrthian Rood, St. flustell, 
CornaiQll PL25 46T 

7e/.- 0726 6541 8 
Voice Bank: 0426 961 909 

DEVON 

AGRIMOTORS 
Merton CB & Radio Centre 

Merton Garage & Post Office, Merton Nr Oakhampton EX20 3DZ. Tel: (08053) 200 
Open 6 days 9.3O-12.30 and 2.30-5.30 (Lunch 1.00-2-30) (Sunday by appointment) 

Specialists in 934MHz Supplies of all 27MHz and 934MHz equipment 
Some Amateur Radio Stocked 

DEVON 

® SALES (DEVON) 
Communication Specialists 

large stock of Scanners and CB, amateur and marine products also 
supplied in Devon, part exchange welcome, full workshop facilities on the 

premises. 
Open Sunday and Evenings by re<iuest. We will mail to you at our cost 
■■■ STIDSTON, SOUTH BRENT, DEVON TQ10 9JT 
wm—m Tel: (0364) 73891 Fax:(0364)72907 C^Ji 

DORSET 

LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD 
Sole U.K. Distributor for KENWOOD 

BOURNEMOUTH 
27 Gillam Road, Northbourne 

Bournemouth BH10 6BW 
Tel: 0202 577760 

DURHAM 

LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD 
Sole U.K. Distributor for KENWOOD 

DARLINGTON 
56 North Road, Darlington 
County Durham DL1 2EQ 

Tel: 0325 486121 

HAMPSHIRE 

NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS 
♦ The UK's largest stockist of scanning and 

shortwave receivers. 
♦ Main stockists of loom and Kenwood amateur radio 

equipment. 
♦ Cash waiting for used equipment. Part exchange 

welcome. 
why not mrr om showrooms at.- 

189 LONDON BD, PORTSMOUTH 
TBLPHONE (0705) 668148 

FOR MORE DETRIL5 ON 

RDVERTISING RRJES 
CALL EiRRRH CHURCH 

KENT 

Icom (UK) Ltd. Dept. HRT. 
Unit 9, Sea Street, Heme Bay, Kent 
CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 741741.24 Hour 

0 Fax; 0227 360155. 
■ m m Op»nlng hours: 
I f | J |\ | Mon-Frl, 9.00 > 5.30pm 

V— . I Lunch; 1.2pm. 

LANCASHIRE 

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS/HOLDINGS G3LLL. YAESU. JAYBEAM, DRAE, DATONG, BLACK STAR COUNTERS, ETC. FT 101 EXPERTS. 
6JS6C 6KD612BY7A Original type approved valves & ourown Double Balanced Mixer and new band WARC Kits for original FT101 MK1-E. S.A.E. List. Full Yaesu range. 15 mins Junction 31 M6. Free parking. Call and consult G3LLL without obligation. Holidays? Phone, check we are open before calling. 45 JOHNSTON STREET. BLACKBURN BB2 1EF. (0254) 59595. CLOSED THURSDAY. 

L' 
msd 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

ELLIOTT ELECTRONICS 
for the Radio Enthusiast 

26-28 BRAUNSTONE GATE, 
LEICESTER. 
TEL: 553293 
Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am to 5.30pm 

LINCOLNSHIRE 

COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS 
Proprietor ROBIN HOLDERNESS G3XDA Surplus 2-way Radio and Electronic Equipment 16 HELMSLEY WAY. SPALD1NG, LINGS. PE12 6BG - 0775 766533 

LONDON 

LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD 
Sole UK distributor for KENWOOD 

HEATHROW 
6 Cherwell Close, Langley, 

Slough, Berks SL3 8XB 
Tel: 0753 545255 

MERSEYSIDE 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Icom Yaesu Kits Scanners 

PMR Marine 
Part-ex Welcome 

48 SHREWSBURY ROAD, OXTON 
BIRKENHEAD L43 2HZ 

OS 1 —3-3-43S TT 

WEST MIDLANDS 

JANDEK 

Projects for the Amateur Constructor, 
novice licence bits and pieces... 

Send SSAE (9x4min) for catalogue. 
6 Fellows Avenue, (Ingswinford 

West .Midlands DY6 SET 
Tel: 0384 288900 
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RETAIL NETWORK 

OXFORDSHIRE WEST SUSSEX NORTH WALES 

SERVICE MANUALS 
Available for most 

equipment. 
TV's, Video's, Test, Amateur Radio etc. 

Write or phone for quote 
MAURITRON (HRT), 8 CHERRY TREE ROAD, 

CHINNOR, OXON 0X9 4QY 
TEL (0844) 51694 FAX (0844) 52554 

BREDHURST ELECTRONICS LTD 
HIGH ST., HANDCROSS, 

rg WEST SUSSEX. 
TEL: (0444) 400786 

Situated at the Southern end of M23. Easy access to M25 and South London. Open Mon-Fri 9am-5pm except Wed 
9am-12.30pm. Sat 10am-4pm. YAESU 

MAILORDER KENWOOD RETAIL 
o ICOM 

OXFORDSHIRE 

S PROCOMM (UK) Q 
Cash paid for used Amateur Equipment. 

Part exchange welcome. 
S.A.E. for stock list 9am-9pm, Mon-Sat 

Telephone; 0235 532653; 0860 593052 
Callers by appointment please: 

102 Larkhill Rd, Abingdon, Oxon 
CASH — CASH — CASH — CASH 

YORKSHIRE 

Alan Hooker 
Radio Communications Kenwood 

42, Netherhall Road, Doncaster 
Tel: 0302 325690 

Open Mon-Sat 10-5pm 
Closed Thursdays 

T.M.P 
4f 

COMMUNICATIONS UNIT 27, PINFOLD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE PINFOLD LANE, BUCKLEY, CLWYD NORTH WALES 0244 549563 
O 
ICOM YAESU 

KENWOOD, ALINCO, STANDARD, DIAMOND, 
REVEX, JAYBEAM, AOR, LOWE, etc 

AMATEUR • MARINE • AIR • PMR • SWL 
SCANNERS etc 

Large stock of secondhand equipment in stock 
(changing daily) equipment also wanted 

__ OPEN THROUGH THE WEEK 11am-7pm _ 
r1 except Tuesdays and Sundays mSt 

SOUTH WALES 

STAFFORDSHIRE YORKSHIRE 

ELECTRO MART 
Receivers, Scanners, Howes, ERA, CB, Marine 

radio etc. part exchange welcome 
FULL SERVICE AND REPAIR 

FACILITIES 
96 High St, Clydach, Swansea 

Tel; 0792 842135 

MFM SUPPLIES ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
11 Mayflower Drive, Rageley, Staffs WS15 2SW. Tel. 0889 586772 
Suppliers of Quality Floppy Disks & Boxes 3 nFM BULK 100% cert 20 pack  * f? ™ MFM HD bulk 100% cert. 10 pack    Sony. TDK or KAO Branded         5-25" MFM Bulk DS'DI) 96TPI white boxed 100% cert, in lO's. MFM Bulk DSHD 96TP1 white boxed 100% cert in 10's. Benchmark Branded DS-SSTPI Univ. Disk in 25's...,  DISK BOXES -100 Capacity • 35*...   50 Capacity ■ 35*    ...  100 Capacity-5^5*      

BAC PC CLONES from  
Mall Order. Please quote Dept. HRT1 — P&R £3.50 

—£7.20  £9.00 ,.-£7.50 - £ -.£7.00 —£8.50 ....£6.00 -£5.20 -£5.20 ...-£502 

AVIATION ENTHUSIASTS AVIATORS — LISTENERS 
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS — on hand to help 'Guide' you towards an interesting & rewarding pastime. AIR BAND RADIOS — SCANNERS etc. Over 20 to choose from: AERIALS & ACCESSORIES: MAPS — BOOKS: CHARTS: CAA PUBLICATIONS: POSTCARDS: MODELS: TIE PINS & BADGES: AIRBAND TRANSCEIVERS; PHOTOS: PILOTS' PRODUCTS Information pack only 50p. 

AIR SUPPLY 83b High Street, Yeadon, Leeds LS19 7TA. Tel: 0532 509581 Opening times: 10.00am - 1.00pm and 2.00pm - 5.30pm Shop just two minutes from Leeds Bradford Airport. (Closed Wednesday & Sunday) 

SCOTLAND 

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD 
20 Woodside Way Glenrothes 

Fife KY7 5DF 
vy Tel: 0592 756962 (Day or Night) 
Open: Tues-Fri 9-5; Sat 9-4; Sunday by appointment 

0 Good range Kenwood & Yaesu etc, plus 
icom Quality Secondhand Equipment 

rrr mil 

Lineage: 60p per word + VAT (Min Charge £12.00) Semi Display: (minimum 2.5cmx1col) 
£10.80+ VAT per single column centimetre per insertion. Ring for information on series 
bookings/discounts. All advertisements in this section must be prepaid. Advertisements are 
accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card 
(available on request). 

TO ADVERTISE 
CALL 

0442 66551 

Send your requirements to: 
Sarah Church, Ham Radio Today, 
Classified Department, 
Argus House, Boundary Way, 

COURSES ■ MISCELLANEOUS | 

RADIO AMATEUR LICENCE 
Start training now for the following courses. Send for 

our brochure — without obligation 
or Telephone us on 0626 779398 

HRT/09/91 

Name 
□ Telecomms 

Tech C&G 271 
□ Radio Amateur 

Licence C&G 
□ Micro- 

processor 
□ Introduction to 

Television 

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School, 
12, Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN 

COURSE FOR CITY & GUILDS 
RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION 
Pass this important examination and obtain your licence, with an RRC Home Study Course. 
For details of this and other courses (GCSE, Career and professional examinations, etc) write or phone' 
THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE 
Dept JN100, Tuition House, London SW19 4DS 
Tel: 081-947 7272 (9am-5pm) or use our 24hr 
Recordacall service 081-9461102 quoting JN103 

MAKE SURE YOU 

ADVERTISE IN THE 

NEXT AVAILABLE 

ISSUE OF 
HAM RADIO TODAY 

CALL 0442 66551 

CUSTOM transformers wound to 
your specification from £30 inc VAT 
& delivery. Tel: FOE Ltd, 0277 
811802. 

TO ADVERTISE IN 

HAM RADIO TODAY, 

0442 66551 

FOR SALE 
RADIO CAROLINE, London, 
Laser, Records, Cassettes, 
Videos, Books, Magazines, 
Posters, Photo Sets. Send 
£2.50 (refundable) for 
catalogue to: CM Leisure 
Sales, Dept. HR, P.O. Box 
46, Romford, RM1 2QE 
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Send raaia for your 

copy (Includes a £2 Voucher) 

Or Call using your Credit Card 

HOTLINE (0705) 00214. on our 

products 

and 

information 

on all the 

latest 

equipment. 9 9$ 

The UK'S Leading Distributor with Approved Dealers throughout the UK 

189 LONDON ROAD NORTH KND PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE 



OUR COMPLETE 

LINE OF PORT\BLE 

POWER TOOLS. 
When you re talking Yaesu handhelds, power takes on many 

meanings. 
Like maximum RF output. Sophisticated microprocessor 

control. Deceptively simple operation. Even cost savings—as 
most accessories are interchangeable throughout the line. 

Added up, it's no wonder amateurs choose Yaesu HTs 
more than any others. 

FT-470. DUAL-BAND OPERATION PERFECTED. 

2 metre and 430-440 MHz 42 memories. 
Simultaneous receive of both bands. Dual VFOs 
each band. Paging feature. DTMF autodialer 
(10 memories, 15 digits each). Auto repeater 
shift. Scanning features. Auto power-off. 
Battery saver. Audible command 
verification. Keypad and rotary-dial 
frequency entry. Battery packs available 
from 2.3 to 5 watts. More. 

FT-411 SERIES. MAXIMUM 
SINGLEBAND PERFORMANCE. 

2 metre FT-411 and 430 MHz FT-811 
49 memories. Dual VFOs DTMF 

autodialer (10 memories, 15 digits each). Auto 
lepeater shift. Scanning features. Auto power-off. Battery saver, i 
Audible command verification. Key-pad and rotary-dial frequency 
entry. Man^ battery packs available, from 2.3 to 5 watts. More. 

FT-23R SERIES, SMALL, SMART, RUGGED. 

2 metre FT-23R, and 430 MHz FT-73R. 10 
memories (7 store odd splits). Memory scan at 2 

frequencies per second. High/low power switch. LCD 
power output and "S"-meter display. Auto-battery saver. 

Alluminium-alloy case. Water-resistant seals. Many battery 
packs available, from 2 to 5 watts. More. 

Want more information? Call (0703) 255111 
Or call into your local authorised Yaesu dealer and 

ask about the FT-470, FT-411 and FT-23R Series 
handhelds. The power in handheld performance. 

South Midlands Communications Ltd, S M House, 
School Close, Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate, 

Eastleigh, Hampshire, SOS 3BY. Telephone (0703) 
255111, Fax (0703) 263507, Telex 477351 

SMCOMMG. 

r£ 

*3*2 VfO 

t&enri 

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. 


